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A FORTRAN IV code for analysis of elastic scattering of spinless particles in
the energy region of 100 MeV is described. The code enables a phenomenological
scattering phase analysis as weIl as a potential analysis. In the potential
analysis different functional forms for the real and imaginary optical poten-
tial can be chosen including so-called "model independent" technique by use
of Fourier-Bessel series.
In addition, semimicroscopic descriptions of the real optical potential are
provided by density dependent effective projectile-target-nucleon interactions.
The described program system is an extended version of a previous one written
by G.W. Schweimer which contained only one parametrization for the optical
potential (Saxon-Woods form).
Der Karlsruher Code MODINA zur modellunabhängigen Analyse der elastischen
Streuung spinloser Teilchen mit dem optischen Modell.
Zusammenfassung
Ein FORTRAN IV-Programmsystem zur Analyse der elastischen Streuung spinloser
Teilchen im Energiebereich von 100 MeV wird beschrieben. Neben der phänomeno-
logischen Streuphasenanalyse ermöglicht das Programm eine Potentialanalyse mit
einem komplexen optischen Potential. Hierbei sind verschiedene funktionale
Formen des Potentials codiert einschließlich einer sogenannten "modellunabhän-
gigen" Analyse auf der Basis von Fourier-Bessel Serien. Darüberhinaus ist auch
eine halbmikroskopische Beschreibung des reellen optischen Potentials mit Hilfe
dichteabhängiger effektiver Projektil-Targetnukleon-Wechselwirkungen im Pro-
grammsystem eingeschlossen.
Der vorliegende Code ist eine Erweiterung eines früheren Programms von G.W.
Schweimer ,das lediglich ein Modell ,für das Optische Potential enthielt
(Saxon-Woods-Form).
1. Introduction
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The elastic scattering of nuclear projectiles from nuclei provides information
about the interaction between the projectile and target nucleus the knowledge
of which is important e.g. for the description of inelastic scattering or nu-
clear transfer reactions. Moreover, in cases where the interaction - at least
an effective interaction - is rathet weIl known the elastic scattering analysis
enables studies of the form and size of the target nucleus density distribu-
. 2)
t10n .
In the present paper a program system is described, which serves for the analys is
of the angular distribution of elastically scattered spinless particles by use
of the Optical Model (Optical Potential) or a phenomenological distribution of
scattering amplitudes. The program system is an extended version of a previous
one1) where in particular many different phenomenological and semimicroscopic
descriptions of the real optical potential have been added and a flexible han-
dling is provided. Special attention was paid to the ability easily to include
additional physical models by a modular technique without changing the existing
routines.
2. Calculation of the Theoretical Differential Cross Sections
2.1 General-----------
The scattering amplitude fee) for a spinless charged particle is given by
(2.1.1) f (e) = f (e)
c
'"
+ -~- L (21+1) ·(S -1) .e2iO'l
21k 1=0 1
• PI (cos e)








scattering angle in the center of mass (CM) system
wave number in the CM-system
Coulomb scattering amplitude
Coulomb scattering phases
partial scattering amplitudes relative to the Coulomb scattering
Legendre-polynomials
The differential scattering cross section then becomes
'(2.1.2)
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The wave number k is
(2.1.3)
/ 2 '
V 2mc 'Ek = hc trc = 197.315 MeV fm
where E is the kinetic energy in the CM-system and m is the reduced mass.
The Coulomb scattering phase is given by
(2.1.4) arg f(l+l+in)
where f is the complex Gamma-function. The Coulomb parameter is defined as
(2.1.5) n =
with Z. being the proton numbers of target and projectile, respectively.
1
The scattering amplitude for pure Coulomb scattering is given by
f (8) =
c
n exp [2i(oo-n 'ln(sin }-»]
2k . 2 8S1n "2
and the partial scattering amplitude is
(2.1.6)
(2.1.7)
Hereby 01 means the scattering phase of the total interaction and Al the damp-
ing of the l-th, partial wave.
The main formula (2.1.1) is interpreted as' follows: the outgoing spherical
waves which are included in the incoming plain waves are changed in amplitude
and phase by the projectile-target interaction. The damping Al is the quotient
of the amplitudes of the distorted and undistorted outgoing spherical wave.
It can be understood as annihilation or creation of particles in the l-th par-
tial wave depending on whether A~ is smaller or larger than 1, respectively.
The scattering phase 01 is the phase shift between the distorted and undistorted
spherical wave.
Because of the infinite range of the Coulomb interaction the Coulomb scattering
amplitude is separated and the differences (5
1
-1) are expanded in a complete
series.
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Any elastic scattering of spinless particles being symmetrical with respect
to beam axis can be described by eq. (2.1.1). Two main applications of
eq. (2.1.1) are the potential and the resonance scattering. In the potential
scattering (optical potential) the distribution of the partial scattering
amplitudes SI with regard to 1 is rather continuous. In contrast, the reso-
nance scattering is domina ted by only one particular partial wave. Interfer-
ence between potential and resonance scattering leads to a complicated angular
distribution of the cross sections. In this case, however, the scattering
phase analysis should be able to separate the potential part from the resonance
part.
The phenomenological scattering phase analysis has not been changed compared
h .. 1 . f h 1) . f .. fto t e or~g~na vers~on 0 t e program . It cons~sts 0 a parametr~zat~on 0
the partial scattering amplitudes SI (eq. 2.1.1). Three different options are
available for the parametrization (see section 5). After the phenomenological
distribution of the amplitudes being determined by one of the parametrization
the theoretical cross sections are easily computed by using eqs. (2.1.1 and







(2.2.0 for 1 <: 2
In the case of the potential analysis the radial Schrödinger-equation
(2.3.1) U"(p) _[1(1+1) + V(r) _ 1JU (p) = 01 2 E 1
p
is numerically integrated in NS steps (see section 5). The integration inter-
val 0 ~ r ~ R~ (R~ = matching radius) is devided into NS steps with
(2.3.2) ör = R~/(NS+MS-1)
and r = °o r 1 = MS "'r
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r 2 = (MS+1) 'I1r ... r NS = RiJ!
Between these base points the potential Ver) as approximated by a po1ynomia1
of third degree the coefficients of which are ca1cu1ated such that Ver) and
V'(r) are equa1 to the po1ynomia1 and its derivative. The radial wave equation
is expanded in apower series of k(r-r.). The Schrödinger equation then can be
~
solved by comparison of coefficients, where the coefficients of the power
series are obtained by a recurrence relation. If the step size I1r is too 1arge
rounding errors can occur in the power series. Therefore the Schrödinger-equa-
tion cannot be integrated in one step. In detail the iteration procedure works
as follows:
With the transformation









L b. (n,l) .x i
i=O ~
TI ~
the Schrödinger-equation (2.3.1) is written





(2.3.5) (x+n) ·U (x,n,l) = f(x,n,l) .U(x,n,l) f(x,n,l) Ya.(n,l) 'x
i":O ~











° because a 1(0,1) = °
min(m,i)
L a.(O,l) ·b .. (0,1)
j=2 J ~-J i "' 2
b (n,l) =
o













-2~~1---- {-2n(i-1)(i-2)b i _1(n,1) + [ao(n,1)-(i-2)(i-3~ .b i _2(n,1)n ·i(i-1) 'J
min(m,i-2)
+ \' a.(n,l) ·b .. 2(n,1)}
j~1 j 1-j- i '" 3




b. (n, 1) = -
1 n
for i -+ 00












The two series in eq. 2.3.9 are cut off, if 5 sequential terms are smaller than
10-8 times the already summed terms or if i = 100.
Since the potential V(r) is complex
Since the potential does not depend
coefficients of the polynomials
the coefficients b.(n,l) are
1









i = 2,3, ... rn n = 0, MS, MS+l, '" NS+MS-l
Hence the coefficients a.(n,l) are only calculated for 1 = O. The coefficients
1
b.(n,l), however, have to be calculated for 1 = 0, 1, .• , LM. The practical
1
application of the method shows that the series (2.3.9) converge after 20 to
50 terms if
MS = 3 or 4
and
NS chosen so that ji'lp 2 • ~(O) I ~ 1 and i'lr '" a = diffuseness of the potential.
cn
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Matching of the outer logarithmic and the inner derivation (eq. 2.3.9) yields
the wanted relative partial scattering amplitude SI'
+ S • (F I - iG ')
1 1 1(2.3.10) 1 0,1,2, ... LM
In order to reduce computing time
only every tenth iteration during
culated only for 1
1
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The different models for the potential forms for convenience are explained in
the input description (section 5).
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3. 0 Least-Squares-Fit
The program is dominantly suitable for optimizing parameters of a chosen scat-
tering theory (e.g. depth and radius of the optical potential) in order to re-
produce given experimental differential cross sections.
For that purpose the deviations
are calculated for each scattering
(see sect. 5.1)).
The quadratic sum of the deviations
(3.1)
da da










are minimized by varying the parameters of the theoretical model in a x2-mini-
mizing sUbroutine3). Therefore, the program expects in any case experimental
data and calculates the theoretical cross sections only at the given seat-
o *ter1ng angles . A parameter fit, however, must not be done.
After convergence of the fit the parameter errors as defined in ref. 3 are
printed. From the error correlation matrix the errors of derived quantities
are calculated in the cases of "model independent" analyses4 ,5).
* Exception: When preparing a plot of the resulting





4. Flow Chart and Short Description of Subroutines
A flow chart of the complete code is displayed in fig. 1 a-c showing all
subroutine and function subprograms used except of standard IBM scientific
subroutines. For different physical models different subroutines of the
same name are used alternatively (see section 5).






















Prints real start and end time of the job and currently used
program version
Computes actual CPU-time consumed by the job during execution
Computes real time




computes most of the constants, convertes laboratory data to
centre of mass system,if necessary
Reads and prints selected physical model options
Reads, prints and stores all input data in an input array
Computes coulomb scattering amplitudes and phases
Computes and prints real time and actual CPU-time during the job
Prepares parameters for the fit and drives print out of the
fitting procedure
. . 4,5)
Stores error correlat1on matrIx
Drives output options
Drives grid calculation
Calculates theoretical differential cross sections as described
in section 2




2 .. ., b . bl k3 )X -mlnlmlzlng SU routIne oe























Prepares data for XYNETICS-plot
Divides cross sections by the Rutherford cross sections
Prepares XYNETICS-plot
Necessary for full data point symbols on XYNETICS plotter6)
Prints potentials
Prints densities
Computes integral moments of potentials or densities 5)
f . I 5)Computes errors 0 1ntegra moments
. 5)Computes error funct10ns
Selects Sin-integral Si(x) from IBM scientific subroutine
package SICI
Integration subroutine
Computes double folded Coulomb potential from realistic charge
distributions
Charge density functions of projectile (1) and target (2)
Computes Coulomb potential between point charge and projectile
charge density
Calculates real nuclear potential between point nucleon and
projectile
Computes normalization of (given fixed) point proton density
of the target
















R-Loop---1 HORA : POTE
VA02M - H HORA
FITEX HULESQ
I-















































The program is available as compiled and linked L~AD-module at the library
LIB = ZYK of the IBM 3033-370M68 computer facilities of the HOl (Hauptabteilung
Datenverarbeitung und Instrumentierung).







In the L~AD-module M~DINA only the minimum version of the program for scattering
phase analysis is contained (see sect. 2.2 and 5.2). For the potential analysis
different vers ions of the subroutine P~TE have to be included in front of
M~DINA. The necessary JOB-control cards are explained in the corresponding
sections of input description (sect. 5.3). The plot routines and data units
necessary for it have also to be selected via additional JOB-control cards
(see sect. 5.6).
5.1.2 Standard Data Cards
The first six input cards are standard for all options, the following cards
depend on the model used.
5.1.2.1 Options
The first three cards select the options of the program corresponding to the
fol1owing list. In general "011 means "no" and 111" means "yes ". These three
cards occur only once in a run of the program, even if several scattering
problems are treated in one run (NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT CALCULATIONS > 1).
CARD 1 (FORMAT 1415)
further comments on page
*
NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT CALCULATIONS
CM-DATA
means necessary blank column
10
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PRINT CROSS SECTIONS 0
PRINT CROSS SECTIONS/RUTHERFORD 0
PRINT SCATTERING AMPLITUDES
PRINT POTENTIALS 1
PRINT POTENTIAL MOMENTS 2
PRINT DENSITIES 0
PRINT DENSITY MOMENTS 0
PUNCH POTENTIALS OR DENSITIES 0
PUNCH MOMENTS 0
For the option PRINT POTENTIAL MOMENTS the meaning is
0 no
1 only moments of real potential






For the PUNCH options the numbers in the last four decimal digits select










The output unit for PUNCH POTENTIALS OR DENSITIES is FT07. It has be initial i-
sated by the JOB-control card
//G.FT07F001 DD UNIT = . (see JCL in IBM handbook).
This card has to be placed just in front of the card
//G.SYSIN_DD_* .
The output unit for PUNCH MOMENTS is
which has also to be placed in front of the GO-step card.















Exeept of the Coulomb potential more than one possibilities are avialable
for these options whieh are explained in seetion 5.3.
ICARD 3 I (FORMAT 315)






PLOTTER TYPE 1 = fast ehain printer
2 XYNETICS plotter (see seet. 5.5)
I CARD 4 l (FORMAT 70A1)
title eard



















The epu-time ehosen should be 20 see less than the time on the JOB-
eard. Then the program stops early enough during a fitting ealeula-
tion to provide the full output.
Maximum l-value of the seattering amplitudes
The meaning of NS and MS is double-fold due to historieal reasons
. . 1 . 1)of the or~g~na program vers~on





Parametrization of real and imaginary part of SI (see
seet. 5.2a)
Parametrization of absolute value and phase of SI (see
seet. 5.2b)
Potential analysis NS = number of radial integration
base points (see eq. 2.3.2)
First radial step (see eq. 2.3.2)
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IT Maximum number of iterations during the fit
ITP Print out of current parameter values only each IITPI-th iteration
If ITP is negative the print out of the functions feil (see eq. 3.1)
is suppressed in general and the print out of the error correlation
matrix is suppressed at the end of the fit.
The following input is read in certain "blocks" corresponding to their meaning.
Each block is preceeded by one card (FORMAT 215, 20A1) giving the type of the
input block (1 = Integer 2 = Real), the number and read-FORMAT of the input
data values.
Example: 2 13 (7Fl O. 3)
means that 13 real numbers written in the FORMAT (7Fl0.3) are following.
]DATA BLOCK 1:l Parameter field peil (REAL)
The number of parameters NP and the meaning of the parameters depend on
the physical model chosen. Only the meaning of the last parameter is
fixed.
P(NP) = Normalization factor (eq. 3.1)
IDATA BLOCK 2:1 Fit input: first step and accuracy (REAL)
The length of the,first searching step and the required fit accuracies
for each parameter to be fitted are read (Ref. 3).
IDATA BLOCK 3: I Varied Parameters (INTEGER)
The numbers I of the parameters peil to be varied are read.
fDATA BLOCK 4: I Experimental cross sections (REAL)
The experimental differential cross sections (either in the laboratory
or in the CM system) must be read as data tripie for each scattering angle
da da




da dadQ and ß dQ must be equal (e.g. barn/sr) but can be chosen
The theoretical cross sections are calculated in units of
that the correct normalization factor P(NP) (eq. 3.1) has
to be chosen if the experimental cross sections are given in other units.
The number of data to be given on the preceding data block card must be
the total number (i.e. 3* number of experimental points).
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In the scattering phase analysis the number of parameters (first data block)
is NP=11. The meaning of the parameters P(I) depends on the options chosen
by the driving numbers NS,MS (CARD 6). These are:
a) Parametrization of the real and imaginary part of SI (NS ~ 0, MS < 0)




_ 1 - Ip(2)l
x ~
I _ 1 - IP(4) I
x-~
j = IMSI (see input description)
Ai(x) : step function with
A. (-00) = 1;
1


























(x) 0,5 - .1. [arctg (y) +~J
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1-erf(y) y =/iT • x2
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= e y = 2 -V1n2 • x
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b) parametrization of the absolute value and phase of SI from which the real




1 - \P(2) L. x' = .::..l-r-~~
Ip(3)1 '
i = INS\; j = \Msl
l<=l-\P(Z)\
A : step function as in case a)
c) If !p()! < 10- 10 or \P(5)\ < 10-10 SI is evaluated by using the sharp
cut-off lI1odel:
SI = 0 for 1< !P(2)!
SI = 1 for 1 ~ \P(2)\










































104 MEV ALPHAS ON 90-lR
4.C026 89.9047 2.
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Real and Imaginary Potential
Functional forms
For the potential analysis there are 6 different subroutines POTE available
covering 12 different models for the real, 4 for the imaginary and 2 for the
Coulomb potential which can arbitrarily be combined. The subroutine POTE and
some additionally necessary routines are available from different LOAD-modules
which have to be included in the LINK-step in front of M0DINA (see below).
In the different models different numbers of parameters NP are used. The
first three parameters, however, have the same meaning in all models








Coulombradius / A /3 ~ 1.34 (fm)
Target mass number
5.3.1 Real and Imaginary Potential
The most frequently used form for the optical potential is the Saxon-Woods
form (SW) which is defined as
(5.3.1.0 U(r) = -V·f - i·w ·f. - W ·f
o r 0 1 S S





r 1+ exp ,
a .r,l
and the surface from factor






This model is contained in the LOAD module P0SW which has NP = 13 parameters
with the following meaning
P(4) v
0




































Recently, the sW-form squared had been found to be more suitable for elastic
a-particle scattering6). The corresponding form factors are
-2
r-R .r,1










The meaning of the parameters p(4) - P(12) is the same as for the SW form
factor. A complete input data set for the SW or SW
2
optical potential is
given in table 2.
ffIAK623C1 JOß I0623,145,PCCIA1.GIlS,REGION=800K,TIME=lO
1/ EXEC FHLG,LlB=ZYK




!!G.SYSIN 00 *11 1 1 0 0 00
0
2
1 2 0 1
00 0
104 MEV ALPHA-PARTICLES ON 40-CA
4.0026 39.96259 2. 20. 104.
580 55 42 2 100 -10
2 13 11IF9.4.1Xll14. 1.34 40. 152.6 1.404 1.253 20.0
1.603 .618 o. 1. 1. .001
2 6 I1IF9.4,lXII10. .5 .005 .005 .005 .005
1 5 (10131
4 '5 6 8 9
2 '384 1I 2 I OPF 10. '3 , 1P2E 10. 31 I )
3.131 2.335E+05 2.621E+04 3.138 t.243E+05 1.893E+04
. ""~ ~ ~oo~+n4 8.889E+03 4.859 4.960E+04 5.1'33E+03





T~ble 2: Input example for SW-potential analysis
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5.3.1.2 Fourier-Bessel-Method
In the functional forms a strong coupling between the inner and outermore
parts of the optical potential is contained, which frequently leads to an
unsufficient reproduction of the experimental cross sections. This can be
avoided by using a less model dependent parametrization4). In electron
scattering analyses the model independent Fourier-Bessel (FB) method 7) has
been applied with great success. For scattering of nuclear particles it
has been modified in the following way4): Se ries of zeroth spherical Bessel
functions jo(r,R,n) are added either to the real UR or the imaginary UI
best fit SW or SW
2
-optical potentials (or added to both UR and UI )
N




UI(r) = UI + L c jo (~)m=1 m RcI
RcR and RcI
are suitable chosen cut-off radii beyond which the Fourier-Bessel
series vanishes. The coefficients band c are the free parameters to be
n m
fitted to the experimental data.
The FB-potential model is contained in the L~AD-module P~FB. The number of
parameters for this model is NP = 42. The meaning of the parameters P(I) - P(12)







- P(28)= b , n=1,15
n
= ReI
- p(41)= cm' m=I,12
= Normalization (eq. 3.1)
REAL POTENTIAL
The options chosing this model are (option card 2)
= 3 = SW+FB
= 4 = SW2+FB
IMAGINARY POTENTIAL = 3 = SW+FB
= 4 = SW2+FB
Each combination is possible. An input example for the FB-model is shown in
table 3.
The volume integral of the potentials may be conservedby chosing this option
























L04 MEV ALPHA-PARTICLES ON 40-CA
4.0026 39.96259 2. 20.




























• 1 • 1
1 13 123131
8 9 14 15 16 17 18 1~ 20 21 72 23
2 384 ((2lCPFl:".3,lP2EIC.3111
3.187 2.335E+05 2.627F+04 3.738
-~n ~ ~QQF+04 8.389E+03 4.359





Tab1e 3: Input examp1e for model-independent potential analysis
5.3.2 Coulomb Potential
Two options are possible for the Coulomb potential. The simpler way is to
describe it as the potential between a point charged projectile and a homo-
genous1y charged target sphere of radius R
Coul
= P(2) • A1/3. This option
is chosen by (option card 2)
FOLDED COULOMB POTENTIAL = 0
For studies of tiny potential effects (e.g. isotopic differences determined
by the FB-method) it seems reasonable to use a realistic Coulomb potential





= 4TI l'- Ip (r )r dr +xOp p p p
R
P 2
I p (r )r dr
x p p p p
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This option is chosen by (option card 2)
FOLDED COULOMB POTENTIAL = 1
Selecting the folded Coulomb potential the projectile and target density
distributions must be known. They are read as















In the standard version of M0DINA the functional forms of the densities are










There are also other functional forms available which have to be included in
front of the M0DINA module in order to replace the standard functions. These
are
INCLUDE_L0AD(DCF3) for F-3 forms of target and projectile with the parameters
of the projectile CP(I) having corresponding me~ning as in eq. 5.3. 2.3.
_INCLUDE_L0AD(DCGG) for a Gaussian distribution of the projectile (eq. 5.3.2.2)










An example for folded Coulomb potential input is at the bottom of table 3.
-~-
In cases where a phenomenologically or microscopically determined effective
interaction between the projectile and a free or bound target nucleon VpN is
known the elastic scattering cross sections can be interpreted by a folding
model approach. For that purpose the real part of the optical potential UR
is genera ted by folding the effective interaction VpN over the point nucleon
density distribution of the target Pm
(5.4.1)
In order to account for saturation effects4) (density dependence of the inter-




where f(r,r') is the form factor of the free interaction and the last term
accounts für the saturation.
This kind of folding model is .also coded in the program and can be called for
by using corresponding subroutines PßTE plus some additional necessary sub-
routines (see flow chart) which are included in the L0AD-modules.
5.4.1 Effective interaction
The integration of eq. 5.4.1 is performed analytically, when assuming a Gaussian
form factor f(lr'-rl) of the effective interaction
(5.4.3) fex)
2 2
= exp (-x /a )
The corresponding sub~outine is contained in the module PQGA which has to











The number of parameters for P%GA is NP = 21.
-~-
The parameters of the Gaussian interaction are
P(4) V = 64.37
0
P(5) a 1.798
P(6) = Y = 1.8954
The given values are suitable for elastie a-partiele seattering from medium
weight nuelei at E = 104 MeV8) ,9) ..
a
The meaning of the parameters P(1)-P(3) and P(7)-P(12) is the same as for
the other potential models, the meaning of the parameters P(13)-P(20) is
given in seet. 5.4.2.1.
When other form faetors f(!r'-rl) of the effeetive interaetion than a Gaussian
one are wanted to be used the folding integral (5.4.1) is evaluated numeri-
eally using the Gauss-Legendre method for the angular integration and the
Simpson method for the radial integral (number of steps = NS, see seetion 5.3).
This version of the folding model is eontained in the module P0AR and should be
ealled with th~ options
REAL POTENTIAL
others as for POGA
= 7
The form faetor for this folding model is ealeulated in a small subroutine
FXV. In the standard modules of P0AR and P0ARFB a mieroseopieally determined
effeetive interaetion lO) for seattering of 104 MeV a partieles is numerieally










The given values are suitable for medium weight target nuelei.
The meaning of the other parameters (NP=21) is the same as for P0GA.
Another interaetion is available for elastie seattering of 156 MeV 6Li
projeetiles lO ). This ean be ealles for in the LINK-step with the eard
to be plaeed in front of P0AR or P0ARFB. Any other interaetion may be added
by the user by ineluding another subroutine FXV having the general form as
given in the souree listing (seet. 6).
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5.4.2 Proton, Neutron, and Matter Densities
The point nucleon matter density distribution p (r) occuring in eq. (5.4.1)
m
can be parametrized in different ways. It may either be a general distribu-
tion function p (r) where no distinction between protons and neutrons is
m
possible. Alternatively, the distribution functions for protons p (r) and
p




Z = proton number
N = neutron number
A mass number
These two possibilities are selected by the option
TARGET DENSITY (FOLDING) •




which is valid for all folding models.
5.4.2.1 Functional forms




can either be analytic express ions or can be parametrized by the "model
independent" Fourier-Bessel method (see below). The standard functional form
being included in P~GA and P~AR is the 3-parameter Fermi distribution (F-3)






The parameters w, c, aare stored in the parameter field at the following
positions
P( 13) = R








A f p (r)d r
o m
radius for the normalization of the density
If the density distributions for protons and neutrons are assumed to be
different, the parameters compiled above hold for the neutron distribution
whereas the corresponding parameters for the proton distributions are






The integration Radius R is the same for protons and neutrons.
c
Instead of the 3-parameter Fermi form the so-called modified Gaussian function
(G-3) tan also be used for the nucleon densities. It is defined as
(5.4.8) p (r) = pO [1 + W crZz ] l~ + exp rZa-zcZJ-l
m,u,p m,u,p
These density functions are stored in the load module DGG which should be
included in front of P0GA or P0AR.
5.4.Z.Z Fourier-Bessel series
In the folding models the density distributions p. m
metrized in a less model dependent way by use of a
added to one of the functional forms defined above
or p may also be para-
n
Fourier-Bessel-series





This model independent description (including also the FB options for the
imaginary potential; see sect. 5.3.1.Z) is coded in the L0AD-modules P0GAFB










The total number of parameters for these models is NP = 49, The meaning of
the parameters (PI) to P(lZ) is the same as for P0GA and P0AR. The FB-density
cut-off radius and coefficients are stored at the same places as the corres-
ponding real FB-potential values,
-28-
a " " "m,n
= w " " "m,n1/ 3 " " "e /Ap
a " " "p






to P(28) = ßv ' v = 1,15)
= R
eI
(Imaginary Potential), see seet. 5.3.1.2

















In the standard P@GAFB and P@ARFB modules the funetional form to wbieh the
FB-series is added is a 3-parameter Fermi form (eqs. 5.4.6 and 5.4.8). When
wishing to seleet a G-3 distribution in eq. 5.4.8 an additional L@AD-module
named DEG3FB has to be ineluded in front of P@GAFB or P@ARFB.
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160 55 42 Z 200







7 8 9 14 15
2 384 11210PFIO.3,IP2EI0.3111
3.187 2.335t+05 2.621E+04 3.738
4.289 7.599E+~4 8.889E+03 4.059
































































1~4 toIEV ALPHAS C~ 90-ZR
4.u026 6S.S047 Z. 40.








1 8 Cl 14 15
2 285 llZIOPFIC.3,IP2EIO.ZIII
8.93G 1.~63E.03 3.217E+02 10.40)
10.925 2.637E+03 3.702E+C2 11.910___ .~~ • ~Q~F+OI 1?11~
72.409 e.?~~L w~ .--
Table 4 b) Microscopic interaction 10); G-3 model density,
_ A _ A





















43-CA t 4-HE,4-HE )
47,9525 2.
55 42 2 200
























7 3 9 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
2 :;84 1121':lPFlO.3,IP2EIO.3111
3.137 2.643E+05 2.482E+04 3.680
4.79~ o.125E+~4 6.366E+C3 5.331
_ _." _ • M. ? _ 4 1 ') E+03 6. 513
g~.P83 8.~'~t-V' ,.~._-























Table 4 c) Gauss-interaction, F3-FB density,




If one may wish to study the systematic dependence of theoretical cross sections,
scattering amplitudes etc. on certain parameters, it is useful to vary these
parameters automatically step by step in a grid calculation. For that purpose
the grid option (CARD 1) has to be switched on and two additional data blocks
have to be given
[DATA BLOCK 7J (INTEGER)
numbers of parameters to be in grid
step number for each parameter to be in grid
! DATA BLOCK 8 (REAL)
step size for each parameter to be in grid
The total number of parameters to be in grid should be lower than 6, para-
meters in grid should not be in search at the same time.
An input example for a grid calculation is given in table 2.
Special piot software can be used to prepare plots of the experimental and
theoretical angular distributions ready for publication (XYNETICS-plots).
The corresponding option is (option card 3)
PLOTTER TYPE = 2
In this case only one scattering problem can be treated in one job. Hence,
on option card 1 it must read
NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT CALCULATIONS = 1
The following job-contro! card has to be induced in front of the G0-step card:
The input cards necessary for the plot described in ref. 6 leave to be
placed at the very end of the data cards.
START OF THE J08 : 23.0T.80 17.41.45 H.MIN.SEC
PARAMETRIZATION OF REAL ANO IMAGINARY PART
CM-ENERGY = 99.56720+00








































































































PR I NT OENS IT I ES
PRINT OENSITY MOMENTS










15.0ao 31.010 6.680 30.leO 1.565 0.084 -0.002
0.034 0.0 0.0 0.001
REQUIREO FIRST STEP AHO FIT ACCURACIES
10.000 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.050 0.005 0.005
(l.005
YARIEO PARAMETERS









































































































2.348260+01 1.128f80+01 6. 32603C+00
















































































DATE 23.07.80 TIME 17.41.51















































































































































































































1. 85" 52 0-01 1.1757"'0-01 2.247260-01 3.997750-01 1.8"8770-02 3.079860-03 4.294210-03
ERROR ENHANCEMENTS






-1.211260-1>2 1."'45220-01 1.05254C-Ol 4.026180-01 1.000000+00
2.418'380-01 1.777780-01 1.715710-01 -".573360-01 -1.286490-01 1.000000+00
-1.076970-01 1.228000-02 -".412810-02 1.038360-02 -1.178840-01 -3.991710-02 1 • 000000+00
CONVERGENCE WITH ERRCR CODE 0
DATE 23.07.80 TIME 17.41.51 DURATION 5.6381 olFFERENCE 0.652"



















CHI-SQUARE PER oEGREE OF FREEOOM = 8.3190+01
SCATTER ING AMPLITUOES
l REISl-lI I ~l SLJ COS 12SIGLJ SIN 12SIGLJ
0 -9.93980-01 6.63980-03 5.12510-':>1 8.58680-01
1 -9.93980-,>1 6.63990-03 -9.65"10-01 -2.60720-Jl
2 -9.93980-01 6.64000-03 4.56380-Gl -8.89790-01
66
- --. ..... 8"_''''11 6.64020-03 9.60680-01 2.77670-01.
, Q 14':"0-01 9.83400-0167 -8.51630-10 9.3935 - - - -... ..,
68 -". 738"0-10 5.460"0 1 0 -lt.5715o-n •
69 -2.636"0-10 3. 17ltlo-10 -5.19610-01 8.54"00-()1


















































































































EIIO OF THE J08
23.01.80 17.41.52 H.MIK.SEC
MOOIKA, VERS lOK JULY 1980
START OF THE JOB 23.07.80 20.01.13 H.MIN.SEC
10~ MEV AlPHA-PARTICLES ON ~O-CA
POTENTIAL ANALYSIS
CM-ENERGY : 94.531 BO+OO





PRINT CROSS SECTIONS 0
PRINT CROSS SECTIONS/RUTHERFORO 0
PRINT SCATTERING AMPLITUOES 0
PRINT POTENTIALS 0
PRINT POTENTIAL MOMENTS 2
PRINT OENSITIES 0
PRINT OENSITY MOMENTS 0
PUNCH POTENTIALS OR CENSITIES 0
PUNCH MOMENTS 0
PROJECTlLE-MASS


























































REQUIREO FIRST STEP ANo FIT ACCURACIES
10.0000 0.5000 0.0050 0.0050 0.0050 0.0050
VARIEO PARAMETERS
45689































TOTAL CHISQUARE = 8.418020+02 IW 141 = o Wl31 = 0.0




TOTAL CHISQUARE = '0.590460+02 IW 141 = o W131 = 0.0




TOTAL CHISQUARE = 4.·590i060+02 IWI41 = 122 W(31 = 1.924820+00
CONVERGENCE WITH ERROR CODE 0














CHI-SQUARE PER OEGREE OF FREEOOM = 3.7630+00
REAL POTENTI AL
K-TH MOMENT FOR K = -2, -1• ••• ,+5, "'6
2.71176 3.30233 3.70866 4.03458 4.31583 4.56941 4.80486 5.02811 5.24311




K-TH MOMENT FOR K = -2, -1, ••• ,+5, +6
3.40601 4.01497 4.40091 4.69558 4.94256 5.16195 5.36482 5.55801 5.74603





GRIO-PARAMETER NUMBER 7 NEW VALUE = 2.500000+01




TOTAL CHISQUARE = 3.345080+04 IW (4) = o W131 = 0.0
*******************.*****************....****...*.**••****•••****.***.**********.********•••••*** •••**•••••**•••••••****•••••••
GRIO-PARAMETER NUMBER 1 NEW VAlUE = 4. 5QOOOO+O 1
1.322450+00 1.311940+00 1.125080+00 1.143150+00
1.322790+00 1.34591>0+00 1.09071>0+00 1.151>240+00










TOTAL C~ISQUARE a 2.111340+04
TOTAL C~ISQUARE a 2.843090+04













CPU-TIME ElCEEOEO AFTER 30 CAllS OF CALFUN




TOTAL C~ISQUARE a 7.11>8430+03 IW(4) = 1 W(3) = 0.0 ...
~




TOTAL CHISQUARE a 5.1>01>340+03 IWI4) = 122 W131 = 6.623390+01)
CDNVERGENCE WITH ERROR CODE 3











I> .1>1>1>3 50-0 3
4.31>8840-03
1>.31>4970-03
CHI-SQUARE PER OEGREE OF FREEOOM = 4.5950+01
REAL PO TENTI AL
K-TH MOMENT FOR K = -2, -1, ••• ,+5, +6
2.62716 3.2~3~2 3.6810~ ~.O~008 4.35551 ~. 6~407 ~.91520 5.17'066 5.42613
VOLUME; ~.837030-0~
IMAGINARY POTENTIAL
PER NUCLEON PAIR; 3.023150-02
K-TH MOMENT FOR K = -2, -1, ••• ,+5, +6
2.98660 3.73~8~ ~.30361 4.80096 5.26163 5.69882 6.11657 6.51478 6.89181
A
'"
VOLUME; 1.807~60-0~ PER NUCLEON PAIR; 1.129660+02
END OF THE J08 : 23.07.80 20.2~.57 H.MIN.SEC
MODINA. VERSION JULY 1980
104 MEV ~LPHA-PARTICLES ON 40-CA
START OF THE JOB: 23.07.BO IB.I0.IB H.MIN.SEC





PRINT CROSS SECTIONS 0
PRINT CROSS SECTIONS/RUTHERFORO 0
PRINT SCATTERING AMPLITUOES 0
PRINT POTENTIALS 1
PRINT POTENTIAL MOMENTS 2
PRINT OENSITIES 0
PRINT OENSITY MOMENTS 0
PUNCH POTENTIALS OR OENSITIES I)
PUNCH MOMENTS 0
PROJECTIL E-MASS = 4.
PROJECTILE-CHARGE = 2.































CPU:-TIME (SEC' = 160
LMAX = 55
INTEGRATICN STEPS = 43
FIRST STH = 2
ITERATIONS = 200
PRINT-OUT AT EACH 20 ITERATION
PARAMET ERS
14.0000 1.31000 40.0000 152.fOOO 1.4040 1.2530 20.0000
1.6030 0.6780 0.0 1.0000 1.0000 10.0000 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 .0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.00lD
REQUIREO FIRST STEP ANO FIT ACCURACIES
10.0000 0.2000 0.0050 0.0050 0.1000 0.1000 0.1000
0.1000 0.1000 0.1000 0.1000 0.1000 0.1000 0.1000
VARI EO PARAMETERS
7 8 9 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 ..









-_. ~ """~t:.n4 2.392E+03
106.573 4.YltE-C
116.291 9.449E-05 3.150E-05





1 ITERATIONS TOTAL CHISQUARE = 8.418020+02
VARIA8LES




o ~(31 = 0.0







































































































































































































































1.33~)OO+O) -1.887880-01 -2.946890+00 -2.195830-01


















































































































3.629600-01 1.145580-02 1.538520-02 2.811070-01 4.31'>880-01 1.236700+00 1.765090+00 1.85e680+00 1. 181670+00 2.051020+00
2.200360+00 1.788030+00 7.933800-01
ERROR ENHANCEMENTS






-2.461 560-01 4.948870-01 -4.209350-01 1.000000+00
5.746920-01 -5.346060-01 4.8"3980-01 1.761100-\11 1.000000+00
7.001930-01 -7.913110-01 7.633920-01 -2.055080-01 8.665180-01 1.000000+00
7.566190-01 -7.507970-01 7.591190-01 -3.219300-03 8.920480-01 9.354350-01 1.'0?000+~!)
6.376180-01 -5.307180-01 5.046060-01 2.607220-01 8.688670-01 1.675350-01 9.115830-01 1.000000+00
4.347380-01 -3.748390-01 2.671000-01 1.715770-01 7.763660-01 6.783660-01 7.299810-01 8.616160-01 1.000000+00
3.889130-01 -4.339590-01 3.581770-01 -1.067160~)1 6.764630-01 6.991490-H 6.301360-01 6.258300-01 8.616590-01 1.00)000+00
5.016690-01 -5.151860-01 5.440550-01 -5.203010-02 6.761640-01 7.003290-01 6.851340-01 5.888910-01 6. 17 82 70-0 1 8.418010-01
1.000000+00 ..
4.268950-01 -3.640100-01 4.694570-01 1.718160-01 5.765210-01 5.095240-01 5.883380-01 5.102450-01 3.535390-01 5.159080-01 0>
8.806490-01 1.000000+00 I
2.949130-01 -1.677630-01 2.764610-01 3.473760-01 4.532160-01 2.849220-01 4.139420-01 3.875250-01 1.593350-01 2.405450-01
6.673920-01 9.292000-01 1.000000+00
CONVERGENCE WITH ERRCR CODE 0















CHI-SQUARE PER OEGREE OF FREEOO~ = Z.5890+00
























1~.5 9. 310-0Z 7. z,.o-oz





































































- .... "" ... "- .... .,
-1.00'''''''' .....


















































































































K-TH MOMENT FOR K = -Z. -1 ••••• +5. +6
Z.76133 3.34Z9O 3.74754 4.07313 ,..3537Z 4.60619 4.84034 5.06ZZZ 5.Z7575 Il;
VOLUME = 5.Z30650+04 PER NUCLEON PAIR = 3.269160+0Z
ERRORS OF K-TH MOMENT FOR K = -Z. -1••• , .+5. +6
1. 192440-0Z 3.111640-0Z 4.688230-oZ 8.353490-0Z 5.Z91100-0Z 4.434740-0Z 4. 17304D-OZ 4.157ZlO-0Z ".243880-02
ERROR VOLUME = 4.474810+0Z
IMAGINARY POTENTIAL
PER NUCLEON PAIR = Z.796750+00
I(.-TH MOMENT FQR K = -2, -1 ..... ,+5, +6
3.4Z575 4.031Z6 4.41178 4.70006 4.93994 5.15159 5.34608 5.530Z6 5.70870
VOLUME = 1.657Z30+04 PER NUCLEON PAIR = 1.035770+0Z
END OF THE JOB 23.07.80 18.17.53 H.MIN.SEC
MODINA. VERSION JULY 1980
STlRT OF THE JOB : 2~.07.BO 11.07.1B H.MIN.SEC
10~ "EV AL PHA-PART I CL ES ON ~O-CA
CPlJ-n"E (SECI = IbO
LMAX • 55
INTEGRATION STEPS = 43
FIRST STEP = 2
-ITERATIONS • 200

























































I "AGI NARY POT ENT I AL
CONSERVE VOLU"E-INTEGRAL
RELATIVISTIC KINEMATICS



























REQUIRED FIRST STEP ANO FIT ACCURACIES
10.0000 0.2000 0.0050 0.0050 0.0050 0.0050
VARI ED PARAllET ERS
1 8 9 H 15














q~.177 2.811~-u~ ~.~v~ _









TOTAL CHISQUARE = 6.861770+02 11/141 = o 1/131 = 0.0
1.584610+00 1.175790-01 1.017320+00 5.501330-01
10 1 TERA TI ONS
VARIABLES
2.032440+01
TOTAL CHISQUARE = 6.102690+02 IWI41 = o W13' = 0.0




TOTAL CHISQUARE = 5.906110+02 11/141 = 122 W131 = 2.182170+00
CONVöRGENCE WITH ERROR CODE 0














CHI-SQUARE PER OEGREE CF FREEOOM: ~.8~20+00
REAL POT EItT IAL
K-TH MOMEltT fOR K ~ -2. -1•••••+5•• 6
2.68936 3.26756 3.66529 3.982~3 4.25289 4.~9261 4. 7l0~0 ~.91171 5.10012
VOLUME. ~.951560+04 PER ItUCLEON PAIR: 3.094720+02
OEItSITY CHARGE. 8.492'070-02 '"
OEItSITIES MATTER/ItEUTRONS ANO PROTONS 9.157120-02 8. 5~32~0-02
R MATTER NEUTRONS P~OTONS C~ARGE
0.0 1.76860-01 9.1'0800-02 8.53820-02 8.47880-02
0.100 1.76810-01 9.14500-02 8.53610-02 8.47520-~2
0.200 1.71>710-01 9.13940-02 8.53190-02 8.46930-02
0.300 1.76570-01 9.13110-02 8.52540-02 8.46100-02
O.~OO 1.76370-01 9.12010-02 8.51660-02 8.45000-02
0.500 1.76120-01 9.10620-02 8.50550-02 8.43630-02
8.100
.. 71:;;.Al n-01 9.08930-02 8.49180-02 8.41980-02. - -- ....... R.47570-02 8.40040-028.200 7.53570-06 3. - ... .,,.,. 7 n-" '7
8.300 5.63300-06 2.83160-06 2.80140-0
8.400 4.15750-06 2.06150-06 2.09600-06 6.21480-06
8.500 3.01930-06 1.46860-06 1.55010-06 4.73500-06
8.600 2.1~660-06 1.015~0-06 1.13120-06 3. 561 ~0-O6
8.700 1.48230-06 6.71990-07 8.10270-07 2.63520-06
8.800 9.80890-07 4.a420-07 5.66470-07 1.90830-06
8.900 6.06430-07 2.23700-07 3.82730-07 1.34160-06
9.000 3.30340-07 8.47760-08 2.45560-07 9.03200-07
HATTER OEPlSITY








































END OF THE ~OB : 24.07.80 11.12.55 H.HIN.SEC
HOoINA. VERSION ~UlY 1980
START OF THE JOB: 30.07.BO 12.25.01 H.MIN.SEC
104 MEV ALPHAS ON ~O-ZR
POTENTIAL ANALYSIS
CM-ENERGY = ~9.5b720+00










































FOLDED COULOMB POTENTIAL 1
REAL POTENTIAL 7 CPU-TIME (SEC) = IbO
TARGET OENSITY (FOLOJNGI 2 LMAX = 70
IMAGINARY POTENTIAL 1 INTEGRATION STEPS = 52
CONSERVE VOLUME-INTEGRAL 0 FIRST STEP = 3
RELATIVISTIC KINEMATICS 0 ITERATIONS = 200
PRINT-OUT AT EACH -10 ITERATION
KE121-2B I : FREE
PLOTTER TYPE 1




1~.000 1.340 90.000 0.7~1 7.200 0.969 18.030
1.711 0.700 0.0 1.000 1.000 10.000 1.0M
2.32~ 13.165 1.060 2.324 0.165 0.0 0.001
REQUJREO FIRST STEP ANO FIT ACCURACIES
10.000 0.200 0.005 0.005 1l.005 0.005
VARIEO PARAMETERS
7 8 9 14 15





- __ ~~aA~ A~~77E.JO
72.~09 6.584E-02 3.215E-03
75.~53 4.902E-02 2.775E-03













TOTAL C~ISCUARE = 4.524560+04 IW (41 = o WI3I = 0.0




TCTAl CHJSQUARE = 3.973740+~4 IW (41 = 1 WO) = 0.(1
1.667390+00 6.77895[-01 1.123150+00 2.324390+00
20 ITER ATI ONS
VARI A8lES
1.580180+01
TeTAl CHJSOUARE = 1.729150+"4 IW 141 = 1 WI3I 0.:>




TOTAL CHISQUARE = 4.805110+0Z IW 141 = (J WO) = 0.0




TOTAL ChiSQUARE = 4.093580+0Z IWI") = 89 WOI = Z.l't3010+00
CONVERGENCE WITH ERRCR COCE 0
>














CHI-SQUARE PER OEGREE OF FREEOOH = 4.6000+00
SCATTERING A~PLITUOES
L RE ISL-ll I~(SL) COSl2SIGLI SINlZSIGLI
- ;) -1.01090+00 -2.14030-03 5.1Z510-01 8.58680-01
1 -9.93510-01 E.73180-03 -9.65"10-01 -Z.607Z0-01
2 -9.93""0-01 -E.93210-03 ".56380-Jl -8.89790-01- , nt'lR?'O+OtJ -1.14750->03 9.606BO-;;1l Z.77670-01
5B . ---........ -:1 1. B1 "60-01 9.B3"00-01
59 -7."17"0-06 1.52 -'·"Jc:n-n1
60 -3.2(010-C6 <.91130-CB 1.38350-01 •
61 -1.30100-06 -2.~651O-09 5.77710-02 9.98330-01
62 -".995"0-07 -0.~7810-09 -2.18810-02 9.99760-01
63 -1.8..520-01 -4••7160-09 -1.OOl"O-(n 9.9"970-01
6" -6.25550-08 -<.1~320-Cl9 -1.16570-Jl 9.B4290-0 1
65 -2.04830-0E -9.10840-10 -2.50810-01 9.6B040-0 1
66 -6.38440-09 -3.487BO-I0 -3.22510-01 9.46510-01
67 -1.89140-( 9 -1.2Z550-1<:1 -3.91370-01 9.2Cl230-01
6B -5.3E530-lC -4. C~ :60-11 -4.57150-0. B.B9390-01
69 -1.46190-10 -1.<ze40-11 -5.19610-;)1 B. 5 4400-0 1
70 -3.80050-11 -3. 54400-1Z -5.78580-01 8.15630-01
THETA SIG~AEXP SI G~ATHE
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••+ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••+••••••••••••••••••••••••
8.0 0.0 0.0
8.5 0.0 0.0 •
9.0 3.370-01 4.130-01 · + *9.5 0.0 0.0 •
10.0 0.0 0.0
10.5 3"530-01 3. HO-01 · +*11.0 2.610-01 3.080-01 - + *
11.5 0.0 0.0
12.0 1.100-01 1.330-01 • + •
12.5 7.910-02 9.170-02 · + *13.0 1.110-C1 1.000-01 • *+
13.5 1.250-01 1.330-01 • +*
14.0 1.740-01 1.870-01 · +*14.5 2.260-01 2 • .330-01 • +*
15.0 2.370-01 2.500-01 · +*15.5 2.310-01 2.310-01 • *
16.0 1.590-01 1.810-01
.
*· +16.5 1.050-01 1.170-01 · + *17.0 5.610-02 5.700-02 · *17.5 1.130-02 1.960-02 · + *18.0 1.080-02 1.350-02 • + * '"18.5 O.J 0.0 · Cl>19.0 3.650-02 3.6eO-02 · *19.5 6.970-02 7.830-02 • + •
20.0 1.100-01 1.2,,0-01 · + *20.5 1.360-01 1.520-01 • + *
21.0 1.490-01 1.590-01 · +*21.5 1.290-01 1.~ 10-01 · +*22.0 9.450-02 1.050-01 • + •
22.5 5.380-02 6.HO-Cl2 · + *23.0 1.980-02 2.~70-02 • + *
23.5 3.400-03 3.370-03 · *24.0 4.120-~ 1.790-03 · +24.5 1.890-02 1.760-02 · *+25.0 4.500-02 4.330-02 · *25.5 6.960-02 6.9~0-02 · *26.0 8.520-02 B.700-02 • *
26.5 B. BOO-02 9.1<0-02 · *27.0 7.350-02 B.HO-02 · +*27.5 5.630-02 6.150-02 · + *28.0 3.390-02 3.790-02 · + *28.5 I.B30-02 1.770-02 · *29.0 7.440-03 5.B90-03 · * +29.5 7.970-03 4.710-03 · * +30.0 1.720-02 1.300-02 - * +
30.5 3.270-02 2.6~0-02 · * +31.0 0.0 0.0
31.5 4.730-02 4.160-02 · * +32.0 5.560-02 5.:<40-02 · *+32.5 6.080-02 5.650-02 · *+33.0 5.600-02 5.340-02 · *+33.5 4.740-02 4.450-02 • *+
34.0 3.790-02 3.300-02 • * +
34.5 2.580-02 2.220-02 · * +35.0 1.770-02. 1.520-02 • * +
35.5 1.710-02 1.330-02 · * +36.0 2.000-02 1.6~0-02 • * +
36.5 2.700-02 2.340-02 • * +
37.0 3.520-02 3.170-02 • *+
37.5 4.090-02 3.~OO-02 • *+
38.0 4.350-02 4.350-02 • *
38.5 4.500-02 4.420-02 · *39.0 4.500-02 4.130-02 • . *+
39.5 3.930-02 3.600-02 · *+40.0 3.240-02 2.~10-02 • * +
40.5 2.680-02 2.3~0-02 · * +41.0 2.040-02 1.~~0-02 · ,. '"41.5 1.750-02 1.820-Q2 · * ""42.0 1.820-02 1.870-02 • +*
42.5 2.050-02 2.060-02 · *43.0 2.310-C2 2.320-02 · *43.5 2.580-02 2.530-02 · ,.44.0 2.630-02 2.640-02 • *
44.5 2.620-02 2.HO-02 · *45.0 0.0 0.0
45.5 2.470-02 2.420-02 • *
46.0 2.160-02 2.140-02 · *46.5 1.800-02 1.820-02 · *~1.0 1.460-02 1. ~ 10-"2 · *47.5 1.330-02 1.UO-C2 · *+48.0 0.0 0.0
48.5 1.010-l/2 1.020-02 · *+9.0 9.510-Q3 1.020-02 · + *49.5 1.040-02 1.050-02 • '"50 .0 1.110-02 1.100-02 • *
50.5 1.060-02 1.120-02 • +.*
51.0 1.110-02 1.100-02 • *
51.5 1.050-02 1.040-02 · ,.52.0 0.1l 0.0 •
52.5 8.710-03 8.440-03 · '"+53.0 0.0 0.0
53.5 v.o 0.0
-58-
* * * + +* * * ++ + + * +** * * * ++ *+ +
+ *
*
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ci ~ ~ a
6 6 6 6 666 6 6 6 666 b 6
o ~ ~ m " 0 N ~ N ~ ~ 0 0 ~ ~
NOO~OOI~OO~OO~OO~OQOOOOOOOOOO~OOOOaQOO~OO~UO~O
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
~004oo~oomoo~oorooo~ooo~OO~OO~QO~OO~OO~OO~CO~O
~ a ~ ~ a s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ? a
6 666 6 6 6 6 6 666 6 0 6
~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ m N m ~ ~ N ~ ~ ~
~OO~OO~OONOONOO~OONOOOOOO~oooooooom00400~OO~O
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
~00400~OO~OO~OO~OO~OOO~OO~OO~OO~OO~Do~oomoo~o
O~O~O~O~O~O~O~O~O~O~O~O~O~O~O~O~O~O~O~Q~O~O~O



























































VOLUME s 1.062110+05 pER NUClECN PAIR = 2.951~80+02
K-TH I'OMEIH FOR K s -2. -1•••••+5. +6







VOLUME = 3.0351l0+04 pER NUCLEG~ PAIR ~ 8.430810+
01
K-TII MOMENT FOR K = -2. -1••••• +5. +6
4.l6188 4. S1356 5.30941





R MATTER HUTROIIS PROTOIIS CHARGE
0.0 1.51790-01 7.92330-02 7.25560-02 7.28970-\12
0.100 1.51800-01 7.~2300-02 1.25590-02 7.2902(}-02
0.201> 1.5181(}-01 1.~2460-Q2 T.25690-~2 7.29150-02
9.800 :. ~~,,~n-Ol 1.92~2~-~~ 1.25650-02 1.2936(}-1>2
9 900 1 1162" 07 6 ~ 7.2001D-02 7.29650-02• • w- .co,.,.UJ ' , ...,nn-n2
10.000 5.15510-07 4.~9210-07 1.6245D-06 6.3tOl
0
MATTER oENSITY
K-TH MOMENT FOR K ~ -2. -1••••••5 ••6
3.045180+00 3.562850+00 3.87989C.00
VOLUME; 9.000000+01
4.113570.00 4.302090.00 4.4102670+00 4.60"56C+00 4.733290+00 10.852390+00
NEUTRON oENSITY
K-TH MOMENT FCR K ; -2. -1. • ••••5, +6
3.108820.00 3.636800+00 3.959170+00 ".197510+00 4.389040+00 10.5519100+00 4.69573 C+OO 4.825980+00 10.9463100+00
VOLUME ; 5.0UOOOO.0 1
I
'"PROION DENSITV 0I
K-TH MOMENT FoR K "; -2. -1 • ••• ,+5. +6
2.970870·00 3.4710540+00 3.782300+00 4.008650+00 4.190870+00 4.345780.00 4.48240C+00 4.606130+00 4.720450+00
VOLUME ; 3.999990.01
CHARGE oENSITV
K-IH MOMENT FOR K ; -2. -I, ... 1+5, +6
2.978990+00 3.498760+00 3.82.38H.00 4.067990.00 4.268140.00 4.441060.00 4.59571 C.OO ".7371050.00 4.8109710.00
VOLUME ; 10.0000.30.01
END OF THE J08 : 30.07.80 12.30.43 H.MIN.SEC
MODINA, VERSION JULY 1980
'o8-CA I 'o-HE,io-HE I 'o8-CA ElASTIC SCATTERING
POTENTIAL ANALYSIS
CM-ENERGY = 95.98790+00
START OF THE JOB: 15.0B.6O 08.17.17 H.MIN.SEC





PRINT CROSS SECTIONS 0
PRINT CROSS SECTIONS/RUTHERFORO 0
PRINT SCATTERING AMPLITUOES 0
PRINT POTENTIALS 0
PRINT POTENTIAL MOMENTS 0
PRINT OENSITIES 1
PRINT OENSITY MOMENTS 1
PUNCH POTENTIALS OR OENSITIES 0
PUNCH MOMENTS 0












ETA = 1.235800+00 <7>
FOLOEO COULOM8 POTENTIAL 1
REAL POTENTIAL 6 CPU-TIME lSEC I = 570
TARGET OENSITY lFOLOINGI 2 LMAX = 55
IMAGINARY POTENTIAL 1 INTEGRATION STEPS = 43
CONSERVE VOLUME-INTEGRAL 0 FIRST STEP = 2
RELATIVISTIC KlNEMATICS 0 ITERATIONS = 200
PRINT-OUT AT EACH -10 ITERATION
KE121-281 : FREE
PLOTTER TYPE 0




14.0000 1.3400 48.0000 66.T360 1.7980 1.8954 19.4342
1.6095 0.6431 0.0 1.0000 0.5000 7.0000 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.0000
1.0215 0.6071 -0.0300 1.067Z ().4409 -0.0300 0.0010







D.OOSO 0.0100 0.0100 0.0100
VARIEO PARAMETERS
7 8 9 15 16 17 18 19 20
MATCHING RADIUS IFMI a 14.000.00 STEP SIZE : 0.3255810.00
EXPERIMENTAL CROSS SECTIONS
3.137 2.643E.05 2.482E.04 3.680 1.407E.05 1.632E.04
,4.790 6.125E.04 6.366E.03 5.331 3.678E.04 3.880E.03
86.4
- -. .... 6o'CII: ...n,,=, 6.513 1.114E.04 1.7Q2E.03
•
89.883 8.559E~03 2.591E-03 91. :J
-~.--~"""J ":1._ ~n7E+02
• f 0,1... __ __
95.151 7.674E-03 2.329E-03 100.130 2.409E-03 1.763E-03






1 ITERATIONS TOTAL CHISQUARE : 4.815830.02
VARIABLES














1.854790.01 1.631160.g0 6.07567C~1 -5.25BI20-04 2.631960-03 2.539120-02 4.4U
~ " 5. O~O')J)O-OI
CONVERGENCE WlTH ERRCR CODE 0






















CHI-SQUARE PER OEGREE OF FREEOOM = 3.4150+00
OE~S ITY CHARGE = 7.869750-02
(]>
'"OENS1T1ES MATTER/NEUTRONS ANO PROTO~S 1.065080-01 7.431110-02
R MATTER NEUTRONS ERROR ERROR PERC PROTONS CHARGE
0.0 2.00760-01 1.26460-01 1.64710-01 1.30240+02 7.43000-02 7.86340-02
0.100 2.00990-01 1.26700-01 1.62560-01 1.28310+02 7.42950-02 7.86190-02
0.200 2.01730-01 1.27450-01 1.56250-01 1.22600+02 7.42870-02 7.85<;80-02
8.7 "' "?onn- 01 1.28620-01 1.46100-01 1.13590+02 7.4276[-02 7. 85700-<l2._._- ~'I
1.32690-01 1.02010+02 7.42600-02 7.85350-028.800 2.11850-05 • ... OLQon+nl 7.42390-02 7.84910-028.900 1.78400-05 1.71320-05 0.0 - . - -.... 7.84380-029.000 1.50240-05 1.44620-05 0.0 0.0
MATTER OENS ITY
K-TH MOMENT FOR K = -2. -1••••• +5. +6
2.329880+00 2.799850+00 3.106660+00 3.341870+00 3.540220+00
VOLUME z 4.800010+01
3.719030+00 3.887710+00 4.051350+00 4.212390+00
NEUTRON OENSITY
K-TH MOMENT FOR K a -2. -1••••• +5. +6
2.306910+00 2.812860+00 3.151920+00
VOlUME = 2.800000+01
3.412710+00 3.632310+00 3.829980+1I~ 4.015830.00 4.194770+00 4.368690+00
ERRORS OF K-TH MOMENT FOR K = -2. -1•••••+5. +6
5.28346D-03 2.266170-02 2.847700-02 4.766280-02
ERROR VOlUME = 1.20229D-01
PROTON OENS ITY
3.462140-02 3.426140-02 3.71390 D-02 4.081540-02 4.41793D-02




3.242690+00 3.407110+00 3.551590+00 3.683790+00 3.808400+00 3.928490+00
S!:
K-TH MOMENT FOR K z -2. -1••••• +5. +6
2.340300+00 2.775710+00 3.058340+00 3.278240+00 3.465240'00
VOlUME = 2.000060+01
END OF THE J08 : 15.08.80 08.33.26 H.MIN.SEC
HOOINA. VERSION JUlY 1980
3.632950+110 3.788590+00 3.936280+00 4.078340+00
C-----HAUrTrROGRAMM ZUR ANALYSE VON ELASTISCHER STREUUNG ')000:::100 I .....
C-----DIE GENERELLE ARBEITSROUTINE HEISST "SCAMrD" OOOOD2(>~
I SN OOOZ REAL"'8 TAG,UHR 'J000')300
ISN 0003 COMMON JC ZE JTID 0OOO040D t-<,...
ISN 0;04 TID=ZEITIC'.) ODJOJ500 CI>CT
ISN OC05 C~LL DATUM (TAG,UHR) OCOO)60') ,..."ISN 0006 '~RITE t6,60rO) TAG,UHR OO'J0C'700 OQCI>
lSN CClO7 600::: FORMAT I ' START OF THE JOB: ',A3,ZX,A8,' H.MIN. SEC 'I 00000800 0
IS~I 0008 CALL SCTRLA 00000900 t-h
ISN DCO<J CALL SCAMPD 00001000 CI>0
ISN COI0 CALL DATUM (TAG,UHR) 00001100 ",.,ISN O~lt I~RITE 16,600tl TAG,UHR 00001Z00 "ro
I SN [-OIZ 6001 FORMAT (/11' END OF THE JOB : ' , A8, ZX. A8 , ' H.'1IN.SEC' J ODOC1300 'tl
ISN 0013 WR ITE 16,600ZI 00001400
,.,
0
ISN 0014 60n FORMAT (/1/ ' r~OiJ 1NA, VERSION JULY 19 8C' 1 0(.001500 OQ,.,
ISN C015 STOP 00001600 CI>s




















C-----MODIFICATION OF ERROR HANDLING FOR UNDERFLOW, OVERFLOW AND DIVIDE
C---------------------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE SCTRLA -


















































REAL *8 DDAT, DIE IT
DATA KT/O/,A/O.I,DEP/O./
IF IKT.GT.OI GO TO 1
DEP=IE Ir I DEP)
KT=1





1000 FORMAT [' DATE ',AB,IOX,' TIME '.AB.lOX,' DURATION ',FIO.4.10X,'


















ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE OPTION 00005200
'"C-----LESEN DER OPTIONEN IUR STEUERUNG VON POTFIT 00005300 '"
C KE(42) : MEHRFACH-OPTIONEN 00005400 I
ISN 0003 COMMON IINPT/KEI421,Wlll0nOI,INI1001 00005500
1SN 0004 READ 15,50011 KE 00005600
ISN 0005 5001 FORM AT 114151 00005700
C-----AUSDRUCK DER OPTIONEN 00005BOO
ISN 0006 WRITE 16.60011 I KE I I) ,1= 1,1 0 1 00005900
ISN 0007 6001 FORMAT 1///////' NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT CALCULATIONS ',12/ 00006000
1 ' CM-DATA ' ,12/ 00006100
2 ' GRID CALCULATIONS " 12/ 00006200
3 ' PRINT INPUT ' , 121 00006300
4 • PRINT CPU-TI~E ',12/ 00006400
5 • PRINT CROSS SECTIONS ' , 12/ 00006500
6 • PRINT CROSS SECTIONS/RUTHERFORO ' • 12/ 00006600
7 ' PRINT SCATTERING AMPLITUDES ' • I 21 00006700
B ' PRINT POTENTIALS ' , 12/ 00006800
9 • PRINT POTENTIAL MOMENTS • ,r 2) 0000690C
I SN OOOB WRITE 16,60021 (KEI [1,1=11,191 00007000
ISN 0009 6002 FORMATI 00007100
1 ' PRINT DENSITIES ' , 121 00007200
2 ' PRINT OENSITY MOMENTS • , 121 00007300
3 • PUNCH POTENTIALS OR OENSITIES • .r 41 0000740':1
4 • PUNCH Mcn~ENT S







5 ' FOLOED COULOMB POTENTIAL
b ' REAL POTENTIAL
7 ' TARGET DENSITY IFOLDINGI
8 ' IMAGINARY POTENTIAL
9 ' CDNSERVE VOLUME-INTEGRAL
WRITE (b,bt.'041 KEl201
b004 FORMAT I
1 ' RELATIVISTIC KINEMATICS
2 I' KE121-Z81 : FREE'/I
WRITE Ib,bC031 IKEIII,I=29,311
b:""3 FOR~'AT I ' PLOTTER TYPE
1 ' PLOT CROSS SECTIONS
2 ' PLOT CS/RUTHERFORD

























































GO TO 110C,ZOO,3COl, ITYP
















































































SU BROUT INE S CAMPO
















































































































'"' RIf E ( 6 • 6,) 0 () [,I [I I ) ,r = 2 • Cl I ':' CI 'H 54: ::'
00,0( FOR~1.\T 11/1' PROJECTI LE-MASS =', F4.'), t r,\RGET-'1.'1SS = I,FI"ü/C'C:C155CO
1 ' PRc;JECTlLE-CfIA~CE = '.f t,,,;, I rARGET-CHARGE = I.F',.O/JOO156(1)

















405 I/RITE 16,60021 EC,XK,ETA 00')17400
6~02 FORMAT 1/' CM-ENERGY = ',ZPOll.4,' K = ',lPD11.5,' ETA = 'tlPD0001150:l
111.5) OOJl7600
IF INS.GE.2) GD TO 401 00017700
!lRITE 16,6100) 00017800
6100 FORMAT 1111' SCATTERING PHASE ANALYSIS'1 10017900
WRITE (6,60081 IO,L'~.MC, IP 00018000
6008 FORMAT 1111' CPU-TI"IE ISEC) : ',151 00018100
1 ' LMi\X = ',151 00018200
4 ' ITERATIONS = ',151 00018300
5 ' PRINT-OUT AT EACH '.15,' ITERATION'I :)0018400
IF ("IS.LT.OI \lRITE (6,65011 00018500
6501 FORMAT 1/' PARAMETRIZATION oF REAL ANO IMAGINARY PART') 00018600
IF (MS.GT.CI WRITE 16,65021 00018700
6502 FORMAT (I' PARAMETRIZATIoN OF ABSOLUTE VALUE ANO PHASE') 00018800
GO TO 221 00018900
401 NMSUM=NS+MS-l 00019000
WRITE 16,61011 00019100
6101 FORMAT lI/I' POTEtlTIAL MIALYSIS'I 00019200
WRITE 16,60031 IO,LM,t1MSUM,MS,MC,IP 00019300
6e03 FORMAT 1111' CPU-TIME (SEC) = ',151 00019400
1 ' LMAX = ',151 00019500




















































" I 5, '
3 ' FIRST STEP
4 ' ITERATIONS
5 ' PRINT-OUT AT EACH
221 IF IKOI41.EQ.1I WRITE 16,60101




PI I I=WI I I WO+II
200 CONTINUE
IF IKO(41.EQ.ll WRITE 16,60111








IF IKOI4J.EQ.IJ WRITE 16,60121
6012 FORMAT 111/' VARIED PARAI'ETERS'!J
CALl INPUTIINO.INl,IWO,IWll
NI N= I NI I NO J
IF ININ.NE.NI GO TO 4
00 40 I=I,N
















IF INS.GE.21 GO TO 402




















































































6503 FORMAT 1///' SHARP CUT-OFF'/)
GO TO 403
402 WRtTE 16.6:)04) PIlI.A
















I F I KO 14 ) • EQ • 1) 101 R lT E l 6 , 6D 13 )
6013 FORMAT 1///' EXPERIMENTAL CROSS SECTIONS'/I
CALL INPUT I INO, INl, 11010, hili
M=WI I I WO) 13+.1
K=J-l+3*M































































ISN 0166 P1I21=WIl) 00028300
ISN 0167 P I I 3 I =C 00028400
ISN 0168 P1141=0 00028500
ISN 0169 PI151=A*A-B*B 00028600
I SN 0170 PI161=2.*A*B 00028700
ISN 0171 00 10 1=2.lA 30028800
I SN 0172 [1=11+1 00028900
ISN 0113 12= 12+ 1 00029000
ISN 0114 13= I3+l 00029100
ISN 0175 14=14+1 00029200
ISN 0116 15=15+1 00029300
1 SN 0177 16=16+1 00029400
ISN 0178 S=S+l. 00029500
1S N 0179 E=ET AIS 00029600
ISN 0180 O=E+SJR 00029100
ISN 0181 C=OSQRT I 1. +E*E) 00029800
1 SN 0182 PI IlI=F 1I 1 00029900
ISN 0183 PI 121=WI I) 00030000
ISN 0184 PI131=C*Fll-ll-0*FIII 00030100
ISN 0185 PI141=C*Wll-l'-0*WIII 00030200
ISN 0186 0= (A-B*EI/C 00030300 ....
'"1 SN 0187 B=I B+A*EI Je 00030400
ISN 0188 A=O 00030500
ISN 0189 PI 15 )=A*A-B*B 00030600
ISN 0190 10 Pli 61=2.*A*B 00030700
ISN 0191 E=Al+A2+El 00030800
ISN 0192 O=El*1 Al+Al +ELl 00030900
ISN 0193 C=Al*Al 00031000
ISN 0194- A=A2*A2*0/IC+A2*IE+E-A2)I 00031100
ISN 0195 O=OIlE*EI 00031200
ISN 0196 UA= OSQRT I 0*1 A+C IIA) 00031300
ISN 0197 VA=l.Jll.-D I 00031400
ISN 0198 IF I KOI 21 .EQ.ll GO TO 37 00031500
ISN 0200 11=NP+8*lA+6 00031600
lSN 0201 00 19 l=l.M 00031700
lSN 0202 11=11+3 00031800
1 SN 0203 12=11+1 00031900
ISN 0204 13=12+1 00032000
ISN 0205 0=PPl/180.*Plll1 00032100
ISN 0206 IFIPIl11-90.111.13.11 00032200
ISN 0207 11 C= OS IN I 0 1 00032300
I SN 0208 c=c*c 00032400
rSN 0209 C=VA*C/l 1.-C I 00032500
lSN 0210 H=l./ll.+CI 00032600
lSN 0211 A=-UA*C*H 00032700
ISN 0212 H=H*DSQRTll.+C*ll.-UA*UAII 00032800
lSN 0213 IFIPII11-90.112,13,14 00032900
ISN 0214 14 C=A-H 00033000
ISN 0215 GO TO 15 00033100
ISN 0216 13 C=-UA 00033200
ISN 0217 GO TO 15 00033300
ISN 0218 12 C=A+H 00033400
ISN 0219 15 I F I I C-1 • 1* I C+1. 1 116, 17, 17 00033500
ISN 0220 17 Pllll=PPI/2.*ll.DO-DS1GNll.DO,CII OC03360D
lSN 0221 GO Ta 18 00033700
ISN 0222 16 PII1I=PPI/2. -DARS1NICI 00033800
lSN 0223 18 D=C+UA 00033900
ISN 0224 D=VA*O*D+1.-C*C 00034000
1 SN 0225 B=DSQRTIVA/DI*ll.+C\UAI/D 00034100
ISN 0226 PI121=PI121"'B 00034200
ISN 0227 19 PII3 I=PI!3I*B 00034300
ISN 0228 GO Ta 39 00034400
lSN 0229 37 Il=NP+8*lA+6 00034500
ISN 0230 Da 38 1=1, M 00034600
....
'"ISN 0231 11=11+3 00034700 I
ISN 0232 38 PlI11=PPI/1BO.*PI111 00034800
1 SN 0233 39 Da 20 1=I,N 00034900
ISN 0234 J=1A11I 00035000
1 SN 0235 XIII=PIJI 00035100
1 SN 0236 IFINP-JI4,29,20 00035200
ISN 0237 29 XI11=DARSINI2.*P(NPI-2.1 00035300
1 SN 0238 20 CONTlNUE 00035400
ISN 0239 IF IKOI51.EQ.11 CAll HORA 00035500
1 SN 0241 CALL VA02MIM,N,F,X,G,ES, IP,MC,W,?I 00035600
lSN 0242 IFII1.LT.Oj 11=-M 00035700
ISN 0244 1F IIABSIMCI.lE.lj GO TO 334 00035800
1 SN 0246 CALl SV01MIM,N,VARM,25,2,WI 00035900
ISN 0247 IF IKOI51.EQ.11 CAll HORA 00036000
1 SN 0249 WRITE 16,60051 00036100
ISN 0250 6005 FORMAT 111111' FINAL PARAMETERS AT END OF SEARCH'I 00036200
1 • ~IUMBER VAlUE ERROR 'I 00036300
ISN 0251 00 30 1=I,N 00036400
ISN 0252 J=IAIII 00036500
1 SN 0253 PIJI=X(I} 00036600
ISN 0254 PERRIII=OSQRTIVARMII,III 00036700
























































6007 FORMAT 11/1' CHI-SQUARE PER DEGREE OF FREEDOH = ',IPOIO.31
3 CAllOUTPUTC P,W ,F, X, NP, N, M,lA, VARH,CHI2 I
I=ZEIT lT 101
IFlID-11 27,27,25
25 IF lKOI31.EQ.01 GO TO 26
CALl GRIDIP,W,F,NP,M,N,lA,KGI













IF lNC1.EQ.NC21 GO TO 100
IF lKEI41.EQ.l1 WRITE 16,60011
6001 FORMAT 11/1' GRIO-PARAMETERS ANO STEPS'/I
CAll INPUTlINO,IN1,IWO,IWll
NG=INlINOI/2.+.1
IF ING.GT.51 GO TO 500
00 1 I=l,NG
















































































CAll INPUT lIND ,INI ,IWO.xWlI 00041300
DD 10 I=l.NG 00041400
STIII=WIIIWO+II 00041500
Da 10 J=I.N 00041600




00 200 I=I,NG 00042100
JS=IGIIJ 00042200
IF INSTlIl-JSTlIII 201,201,300 00042300
300 PIJSI=PIJSI+STIII 00042400
JSTIII=JSTIII+l 00042500
WR lTE 16.60041 J S, P(J SI 00042600
6004 FORMAT 1///' *****~*********************************~****.********O0042700
1**************************·*************************~*************00042800
2********'//' GRIO-PARAMETER NUMBER ',13,' NEW VAlUE = ',IP012.51 0004290')
RETURN OC043000
201 J STI II=O 00043100
PIJSI=PIJSI-NSTIIl*STlIl 00043200




500 WRITE (6,6002) 00043700
6002 FORMAT 1//' NUMBER OF GRIO-PARAMETERS GREATER THAN 5 ') 00043800
KG=1 00043900
RETURN 00044000
600 WRITE (6,60031 00044100











































































600 FORMAT 1/' CPU-TIME EXCEEDEO AFTER '.13.' CALLS OF CALFUN'/I
21 00 3 l=l.H
F411 )=FI I 1
3 W4(4)=W414)+fII)*FII)
WI41=W4(4)
IfIIWI3).NE.NP.AND.IWI3).NE.l.ANO.IP.NE.l) GO TO 4
IF IKO(5).EQ.l) CALL HORA
WRITEI6,60) Iw(3).WI4).IWI4).WI3)
WRITEI6.611 lXI I ).I=l,N)
NP=NP+IP





















































ISN 0048 IFIKE.EQ.11 GO TO 2 00048900
ISN 0050 00 103 l=l.M 00049000
ISN 0051 F I I I =F41 1 ) 00049100
ISN 0052 1'3 CONT INU E 0004920~
ISN 12053 IF 1MC.EQ.1I GO TO 9 00049300
ISN 0('55 CAll CAl FUN IM. N. F, X, P I 00049400
ISN 0056 IF I M.LE.OI M=-M 00049500
ISN 0058 6 KW=4+N+N+N*N 00049600
ISN 0059 00 104 l=l.KW 00049700
I SN ce 60 WIII=1i4III 00049800
ISN 0')61 104 CONTINUE 00049900
I SN CC'62 WRITEI6,6CI IW(3),WI41,IWI4),WI31 00050000
I SN 0063 WRI TE 16.611 IXIII,I=I.NI 00050100
ISN 0(\64 IFIIPP.lE.OI GO TO 9 00050200
ISN 0066 WRITE16.661 00050300
ISN 0067 WRITEI6.611 IFI I I ,1=I,MI 00050400
ISN 0068 I F IKE* IKE-3 I .NE .0 •OR. WI 5) .LE. O. I GO TO 9 00050500
ISN 0070 WRI TE16.621 00050600
ISN OD71 WRITEI6.611 IW14+1 I. 1=I.NI 00050700
I SN 0072 WRITEI6,631 00050800
ISN 0073 WRITEI6,611 IWI 4+N+I 1.I=l.NI 0005090 r:' """"I SN 0074 WRITE16,641 00051000
ISN 0075 l=4+N+N 00051100
ISN 0076 00 7 1= 1, N 00051200
I SN 0077 K=L+l 00051300
ISN (':n8 L=L+I 00051400
ISN 0079 7 WRITEI6,611 IWIJI,J=K.LI 00051500
1SN CO 80- 9 WRITEI6,651 KE 00051600
ISN 0081 60 FORMAT PO'. 14,' ITERATIONS TOTAL CHISQUARE =',IPEI2.5,' IWI41 00051700
1=',14.' 1'131 =' .lPE13.5/' VARIABLES'I 00051800
ISN ':'082 61 FORMATI' '. IP 10E 13. 51 00051900
I SN 0083 62 FORMATI'OSTANDARD ERRORS'I 00052000
ISN 0084 63 FORMATI'OERROR ENHANCEMENTS'I 00052100
ISN DOB5 64 FORMAT ('OEP.ROR CDRRELATIDN "lATRIX 'I 00052200
I SN 0086 65 FDRMATI'OCONVERGENCE WITH ERRDR CDOE',121 00052300
ISN 0087 66 FORMATI' FUNCTIONS'I 00052400
I SN 0088 RETURN 00052500

























































C POTENTIALSTREUUNG. POTENTIAL ODER STREUAMPLITUDENANPASSUNG
SUBROUTINE CAlFUNIM,N,F.X.PI
IMPlICIT REAl*8 IA-H.O-II



























































C BERECHNUNG DER STREUAMPl ITUDEN 0005660::
I SN Ni 20 IFINSI31,31,32 000561)0
ISN 0021 31 CAll STRAMIP,NPI 000568(l0
[SN 0022 GO TO 41 0('')56900
C-----POTENT[Al-ANPASSUNG 00057000
151'1 0023 32 CAll POTEIP,PR,PI,l1 00057100
[SN 0024 1'111=0. 000572';)-;)
[SN 0025 CAll POTE{P,YR,YI,ZI 00057300
ISN 0026 NC=NC+1 00057400
I S~I 0::'27 [FPKI34,33,33 00057500
ISN 0028 33 11=1 0005760':1
[SN 0029 l2=lA 000577('0
ISN ('031"' 34 SN=PINP+71-2. 00057800
I SN 0031 1)0 22 !l=1,NS 00057900
IS~I 0':'32 51'1=51'1+1. 00058000
ISN 0033 C=SN+SN 00058100
[SN 0034 SNQ= SN* SN 00058200
ISN 0')35 DR=PINP+31 00058300
[SN 0036 IFI2-IlI3,3,2 00058400
[SN 0037 2 0=0. 00058500
ISN 0038 SNQ=O. 00058600 ""'"ISN 0039 OR=DR* P I NP+7 I 00058700
[SN 0040 3 Plll=PIll+DR 00058800
[SN 0041 CAll POTEIP,PR,PI.21 00058900
[SN 0042 A=DR*PINP+21 00059000
151'1 0043 A=A*A1 P (NP+ 11 00059100
lSN 0044 8 R I 1) =A* I YR I 1 1- P IN P+11 I 00059200
151'1 0045 B[ 11 1= A*Y Il 1 I 00059300
[SN 0046 BR(2)=A*OR*YRI2) 00059400
ISN 0')47 B [ I 2 I =A *0 R*y I 1 2 I 0005950·::-
l SN 0048 BRI3'=A*(3.~IPRll)-YRI1IJ-DR*(VRI21+YRI2)+PRI2111 00059600
151'1 01149 ß I I 3) =A* ( 3. '" I PI I 11 - VI 111 I -DR'" I YIl 2 I +V l 12 I + PI 12 I ) 1 00059700
151'1 0050 PR 16 ) = A* 12. * (VR I 1 )-PR I 11 I +D R'" ( YR I 2) +PR I 21 1 I OO')598:l0
ISN 0051 PI 16)=A"'12."'IYI 11l-PIIll I+DR*IYIl2)+PIl211 I 00059900
ISN 0052 YRI1l=PRI11 00060000
151'1 OD53 YIlll=PIlll 0006('100
I SN 0054 YR(2)=PRI21 00060200
151'1 0055 YIl2)=PII21 00060300
ISN J056 AC'=S NQ*BR 11 I 00060400
l5N 0057 PI I ll=S~JQ"'BI IU 00060500
I5N 0058 PRI21=C*BRI11+SNQ*SR(2) 00060600
I SN 0059 "I I 2 ) = C'" BI ( 1 1+ S1'1 Q* BI 12 I 00060700
lS"J ('060 PRI31=BR(1)+C*BRI21+5NQ*BR(31 00060800
ISN 0061 PI(3)=8II1)+C*8I12)+SNQ~BI13) 0')060900
ISN 0')62 PRI4)=8RI21+C*8RI3)+SNQ*PRI6) 00061000
ISN 0063 PII41=BII21+C*BI131+SNQ*PI(6) 00061100
ISN 0064 PRISI=BRI31+C*PRI61 00061200
ISN 006S PIIS)=BII3)+C*PI161 00061300
ISN 0066 S=LI-2 00061400
ISN (-067 00 22 L=1l,L2 00061S00
ISN 0:)68 1(=0 00061600
ISN C069 S= S+ 1. 00061700
ISN 0070 SLQ=S*IS+l.1 00061800
I SN 0071 PRIlI=AC+SLQ 00061900
ISN 0072 IFI2-lllS,5,4 00062000
ISN 0073 4 BRIll=l. 00062100
ISN 0074 BlllI=O. 00062200
ISN (1)75 BR(2)=0. 00062300
ISN 0076 BI(2)=0. 00062400
ISN 0077 B=4.*S+6. 00062500
I SN 0078 BR(3)=PR13I1B 00062600
ISN (079 BI (3)=PI (3) /B 00062700
ISN 0080 SI=S+3. 00062800 I
I SN OOBl VRILI=1.+S+SI*BRI31 JOO62900
CD
0
ISN (11)82 VIlL )=SI*BI 131 00063000 I
ISN 0083 GO TO B 00063100
ISN 00B4 5 BR111 =UR I LI (10063200
ISN OCl85 BIIlI=UIlLl 00063300
1 SN 0086 BRI 21=VRI LI 00063400
ISN OOS7 BIl21=VIILI 00063500
ISN 0088 IFI2-IlI1.6.6 00063600
ISN (1)89 6 BR(2)=BRI2)/PINP+11 00063700
ISN 009" 8I 12 1=B 112)/P 1NP +71 00063800
1SN 0091 7 BRI31=IPRlll*BRlll-Pllll*BIllll/ISNQ+SNQI 00063900
ISN 0092 BIl31=IPRlll *BI 11l+PIlll*BRI lll/l SNQ+SNQ) 00064000
I SN 0093 SI=2. 00064100
ISN 0094 VRILI=BRI21+2.*8RI31 00064200
ISN 0095· VIIL )=81121+2.*8113) 0006430')
ISN 0096 8 URIL)=BRlll+ßRI21+BRI31 00064400
ISN 0097 UI [ Ll = BI I 11 + BII 2 I +B Il 31 00064S00
I SN 0098 00 21 1=4.100 00064600
ISN 0099 SI=S 1+1. 00064100
ISN 0100 1 f I 2- 11 ) 10 , 1(1,9 00064800
lSN 0101 9 C=SI*ISI-l.I-SLQ 00064900
ISN 0102 BRII)=O. 00065000
ISN 010:; 8 I I I ) =0 • 00065100
[SN "1"4 IMJ=I 00065200
ISN 0105 GO TOll OC065300
[SN 0106 lJ C=SNQ*SI"'ISI-I.) ')OJ65400
IS'10107 0=-ISN+SNI*ISI-l.I*ISI-2.1 00':>65500
IS"J 0108 E=PRlll-IS1-2.1"'ISI-3.1 00065600
[SN CI09 8RI 1 1=0'" BRI I-li + E* BR I [-2 1- PI 11 1'" BI I [ -2 I "'00657')0
[SN Cl [(1 BJ[ I 1=0 *B I I 1-1) + E* B[ I 1-2 1+p [ I 11 *ß RI [ -2 l 00065800
ISN 0111 IMJ=I-2 000659CO
ISN 0112 11 K= MINO 16,IMJl 00066000
[SN 0113 00 12 J=2,K 00066100
1 SN 0114 IMJ=IMJ-l 00066200
ISN 0115 BR I 11= SR I I I +PRI J I*BR [IMJ l-P [I J I *'3 I I I MJ I 00:>66300
I SN 0116 12 SI I I l =BI I I I +PRI J 1* B[ I I MJ I +P[ [J I* BRI I MJ I 00066400
ISN 0117 BR II I=BR I Il/C 00066500
ISN 0118 BII 1 I=BI I IJ/C 00066600
ISN 0119 IFIDABSIBRIIII+DABSIBIIIll-1.D15115.13.13 000667CO
[SN 0120 13 00 14 K=l. 1 00066800
ISN Cl21 ERIKl=1.D-30*BRIKI 00':>66900
ISN 0122 14 ßIIK1=1.0-30*BIIKI 00067000
ISN 0123 URILI=1.0-30*URIll 0006710('
ISN 0124 UIILl=I.0-30*UIILI 00067200 0>
ISN 0125 VRILI=1.0-30*VRILI ,"lO067300
1 SN 0126 VIILI=I.0-30*VIILI J0067400
ISN 0127 15 URILl=UPILI+BRIII 00067500
ISN 0128 UIILI=UIILI+BIIII 00067600
ISN 0129 C=SI*BRIII 00067700
I S 111 (' 130 D=SI*Bll Il OQ 06 7800
[SN 0131 VRI L1=VRILI+C 00067900
ISN ','132 V1I U=VIl LI +0 00068000
ISN 0133 IFll.D-8*DABSIURIL"-DABSIBRIIII120,16,16 00068100
1SN n 34 16 A=OABSIC/VRILII 00068200
ISN ('135 I F lU [ IL I*v I IL I 117. 18. 1 7 10068300
[SN C136 17 A=A+DA'3S181III/UIILII+OABSI0/VIILII 00068400
ISN "137 18 IFll.E-7-AI20.19.19 0006850(1
ISN 0138 lCJ IC=IC+l 00068600
ISN 0139 IFIIC-5121.21,22 00068700
I SN ~ 14') 20 I C=(, ')0068800
1 SN 041 21 CONTINUE 00068900
ISN rl42 22 CONTINUE ')006900::1
ISN 0143 DR=DR"'PINP+21 000691C0
ISN 0144 1 1=7+NP+L 1 00369200
ISN (\145 00 26 L=L 1.l 2 O'J0693:JO
IS~I 0146 Il=Il+l JOO69400
ISN 0147 12=Il+lA 00)69500
ISN 0148 I3=I2+lA 00069600
ISN 0149 14=I3+lA 00069700
ISN 0150 17= 14+3*lA 0006980C
ISN 0151 18=17+lA 00069900
ISN 0152 VRIlI=VRIlI/OR 00070000
ISN 0153 VIIll=VIIU/DR 00070100
ISN 0154 A=2.*IPI I31*URIll-PI I lI*VRILJ 1 00070200
ISN 0155 6=2. * I PI 13 1*U IlLJ-P 1 11 1*V I II 1 1 00070300
ISN 0156 C=PI121~VIIlI-PI141*UIIlI-.5*A (01)70400
ISN 0157 D=PI I41*URIl I-P I I21'1'VRIl 1-.5*ß 00070500
I SN 0158 H=C*C+D*D 00070600
C-----CAll DVERFlIII 00070700
C---GAlL SUBH31 IJ 00070800
C-----OO TO 124.251.1 00070900
C--24 P I 17 1=0 • 00071000
C-----P 1I 8 1=0. 00071100
C-----GO Ta 26 00071200
ISN 0159 25 PII71=IA*C+6*OI/H 0':'071300
ISN 0160 PII81=IB*C-A*DI/H 00071400
ISN 0161 26 CONTINUE 00071500 '"'"
ISN 0162 IFlNCI41, 35, 41 00071600
ISN 0163 35 NC=-10 00071700
ISN 0164 17=8+NP+6*LA 00071800
1 SN 0165 ll=C 00071900
ISN 0166 00 40 l=l,lA 00072000
ISN 0167 17=17+1 000721CO
ISN 0168 18=17+lA 00072200
ISN 0169 A= PlI 8 I *p 1 181-1. E- 6 00072300
ISN 0170 IFILlI36,36,38 00072400
ISNOl71 36 IFIIPI171.1.1*IPI171+1.)+AI38,38,37 00072500
ISN 0172 37 L1=l 00072600
ISN0173 38 IFIPI171*PII71+AI39.39,40 00072700
ISN 0174 40 CONT INUE 00072800
ISN 0175 39 l2=l 00072900
C BERECHNUNG VON SIGMA AUS DEN STREUAMPLITUDEN 00073000
ISN 0176 41 14=8 +NP+4*LA 00073100
ISN 0171 K=6+NP+ 8*lA 00073200
ISN 0178 R=.5/PINP+21 0007330C
ISN 0179 ETA=.71993173*P[NP+2)*PI~P+41/PINP.11 00073400
ISN 018:) DO 28 I=l,M 000735 C'O
ISN 0181 K=K+3 00073600







































T= 1. -2. "'A*A ')00744QC
Al = R* I C* DCO 5 I 5 I +p ( 17 ) *p I 1 6 ) + P ( I 8 I *p ( 1 51 + 3. '" T* ( Pli h 11 * PlI 6+ 1 1+ PlI 800') 74500
1+II"PI15+11) I ::J00746CO
"Z=~*1 C"'0 S Hl ( 5) - Pli 7l '" P ( 1 5 I + Pli 8 I '" Pli 6 I - 3 • "T'" I P I 17 + t I *p I 15 + 1 I - PlI 800074700







































































DIMENSION AI6I,BI6I,C(6),EI6),FI 11 ,GI 11
































6 AI 51 =0.
AI61=(I.
S=S-H

















































ISN ::'044 7 C{5)=0. 001)8150'
I SN 0045 8 CI61=-S*C(5) 00081600
ISN 0046 S=S+H 00081700
ISN 0C'47 00 9 M=5.& 00081800
I SN 0048 9 AIM)=AIM)+8(N)*CIM) 00081900
(SN 0049 DA 10 M=5.& 00082000
(SN 0050 10 EIM)=EIM)+H*AIMI 00082100
ISN 0051 IFI SM-SI 11.6. & 00082200
(SN 0('52 11 T=.05DO 00082300
I SN 0053 S=T 00082400
I SN CO 54 12 00 13 N=1.4 00082500
ISN 0055 13 AINI=O. 00082600
(SN 005& S=S-T 00082700
ISN 0057 DA 14 N= 1.6 00082800
ISN 0058 H=OTANH IS I 00082900
ISN 0059 Al=H*RX-S*E2 00083000
ISN 0060 Bl=OSINIA1I 00083100
I SN 00&1 Al=OCOSIA1I 00083200
ISN 00&2 p= 1.-H*H 00083300
(SN 0063 Cll1 =P*Al 00083400
ISN 0064 C(3)=-P*Bl 00083500 0>'"ISN 00&5 C(2)=H*CI31 0008360(1
ISN 0066 C14 I =-H*C 111 00083700
(SN 0067 S=S+T 00083800
(SN 00&8 Da 14 M=1,4 00083900
ISN 0069 14 AIM)=AIM1+BINI*CIM) 00084000
ISN 0070 00 15 M=1,4 00084100
ISN 0071 15 EIM)=EIM)+T*AIMI 00084200
(SN 0(\72 IF IS-I0. 112,12,1& 00084300
I SN 0073 16 P=3.1415927*E2 00084400
ISN 0('174 P=RX*OSQRTII1.-OEXPI-P))/PI 00084500
r SN 0075 Fll)=P*Ell) 00084600
(SN 0076 G(1)=P*IEI3)+EI51) 00084700
C----POT ENTI AL-ANPASSUNG 00084800
r SN 0077 FP=P*E{2)+FI1)/RX I)() 084900
(SN 0078 GP=P*IE(4)+EI6))+Glll/RX 00085000
(SN 0019 17 P=X-RX 00085100
I SN 0(1 BO N=OABSIP) OOOB5200
ISN O~Bl H=MltlO IN,1I 00085300
(SN 0082 IFI P1l8.32 .19 00085400
ISN 0083 18 H=-H 00085500
I SN 0084 P=.5 00085600
I SN C085 GO. TC 20 00085700
ISN 0086 19 P= 1 • ClO')85800
I SN 0087 20 1FINI28,28,21 000859')0
ISN 0089 21 IN=O 00086000
ISN 0089 1=0 OC08,,10C
ISN 0090 40 1=1+1 00086200
ISN 01:'91 IFI2.-RXI23.22,22 00086300
I SN 0092 22 H=P"'H 00086400
1SN 0093 P= 1. )0066500
I SN 0094 23 Sl=Glll 00086600
ISN 0"95 S2=H*GP 00086700
1SN 0096 S3=H*H*IE2-RXI*Sl/12.*RXl 00066800
1SN 0097 GIII =Sl+ S2+ S3 00086900
ISN 0098 GP=S2+2.*S3 00087000
1SN 0099 T=l. 00087100
1SN ClOO 00 25 J= 1,50 00Q87200
1SN 0101 T=T-+l. 00087300
ISN 0102 S4=-IH*IT*IT-l.I*S3+H*IIRX-E21*S2+H*S1111/IRX*T*IT+l.1I 00087400
ISN 0103 Glll=Glll+S4 00Q87500
ISN 0104 GP=GP+"IT+l.I*S4 00087600
1SN 0105 1Fll.D45-DABSIGPI147.47,46 00087700
I SN 0106 46 51=52 00087800 '"a>
1SN 0107 52=53 00087900
1SN 0108 S3=S4 00088000
ISN 0109 1Fll.D-8-DABSIS4/GllI1125,24.24 00088100
1 SN 0110 24 1FIDABSIS4*T/GPI-l.D-8126,26,25 00088200
1SNCHll 25 CO NT 1NUt: 00088300
1SN 0112 26 GP=GP/H 00088400
1SN 0113 RX=RX+H 00088500
TSN 0114 IFI1NI28,27,32 00088600
1SN 0115 27IFII-NI40,28,28 00088700
[SN 0116 28 [N=l 00088800
ISN 0117 IFIDABSlfRX-XI/XI-l.D-6132,32,29 00088900
ISN 0118 29 H=X-RX 00089000
ISN 0119 [FIHI30,32,23 00089100
1SN 0120 30 IFI2.-RXI23,31,31 00089200
1SN 0121 31 [N=-l 00089300
1SN 0122 H=DMAXll-.5DO,HI 00089400
1SN 0123 GO TO 23 00089500
1 SN 0124 32 GI21=ltl./X+ETAI*GI11-GPI/DSQRTI1.+ESI 00089600
ISN 0125 KE=2 00089700
1SN 0126 1Ft l-L133,53,55 00089800
[SN 0127 55 l=l 00089900












































































































































I SN 0176 36 M=J+l
00094900
ISN 0117 00 37 K=M,LX
00095000
ISN 0178 31 FlKI=1.D-40*FlKI
00095100
ISN 0179 38 CONTINUE
00095200
ISN 0180 57 P=I./IDSQRTll.+ESI*IFlll*GI2l-FI21*GllIll
00095300
ISN 0181 0039 J=l,LX
00095400
ISN 0182 39 FI J 1=P *F I J I
00095500
I SN 0183 FP=11.+Fl11*GPI/GI11
00095600
ISN 0184 GO TO 147,481,KE
00095100






ISN 0181 45 RETURN
00096200
ISN 0188 47 L=O
00096300 I
ISN 0189 GO Ta 48
00096400 Cl>Cl>
IS N 0190 END
00096500
C STRE UAMPLITUDEN 00096600
ISN 00(\2 SUBROUTINE STRAMIP,NPI 00096700
ISN 0003 I MPLICIT REAL*B lA-H,O-ll 00096800
ISN 0004 DIMENSION Pl21 00096900
ISN 0005 D=DABS lP 1211 00091000
ISN 0006 E=OABSIPI311 00097100
ISN 0001 F=DA8S1P1411 00091200
I SN OOOB G=OABSIPI511 00097300
ISN 0009 LA=PlNP+51 00097400
ISN 0010 N1=DABSIPINP+611 00097500
ISN 0011 N2=DABSlPlNP+111 00091600
ISN 0012 N3= 1 00097700
ISN 0013 IFlPINP+71113,13,14 00097800
ISN (1('14 13 N3= 2 0009190('
ISN 0015 14 IFll.D-10-EI15.15.16 0009BOOO
ISN 0016 15 IFll.D-10-GI11,17,16 0009810(\
ISN 0017 16 N3=3 00098200
[SN 0018 17 J=8+NP+6"'LA 00098300
lSN ()O19 S=-l. 00098400
[SN 0020 00 12 I=l.LA 00098500
ISN 0021 S=S+ 1. 00098600
[SN 0022 J=J+l 00098700
[SN 0023 K=J+LA 00098800
ISN 0024 GO Ta 118.23.261.N3 00098900
ISN 0025 18 X=OABSIS-OI/E 00099000
ISN 0026 M=l 1)0099100
ISN 0')27 GO Ta 2 00099200
I SN oe23 19 8=11.-FI*A 00099300
ISN 0029 31 X=(S-O)/G 00099400
ISN 0030 M=2 00099500
ISN 0031 GO Ta 2 00099600
[SN 0032 20 V=S-D 00099700
I SN C033 C=A*IPI61+V*tPI71+V*IPI81+V*tP(9)+V*PII01)111 00099800
ISN 0{l34 32 IFIV)21.21.22 00099900
I SN 0035 21 PIJI=tF+81*OCOSICI-l. 00100000
[SN 0036 PIKI=IF+BI*OSINICI 00100100
ISN 0037 GO Ta 12 0010020e
ISN 0038 22 A=OSINI.5*C) 00100300 '""'ISN 0039 PIJI=-2.*A*A-B*OCOSICJ 00100400
[SN C'040 PIKI=ll.-Bl*OSINICI 00100500
ISN 0041 GO Ta 12 00100600
ISN C042 23 X=IS-OI/E 00100700
ISN 0043 M=3 00100800
[SN 0044 GO TO 2 00100900
ISN 0045 24 B=A 00101000
ISN 0046 X=IS-FI/G 00101100
ISN 0047 M=4 00101200
I SN 0048 GO Ta 9 00101300
ISN 0049 25 PIJl=(Pl71-1.1*B 00101400
I SN CO 50 PIKl=PI61*A+P(81*B 00101500
ISN 0051 GO TO 12 00101600
ISN 0052 26 PI J I =0 00101700
ISN 0053 PlKI=O 00101800
lSN 0054 1Ft S-0127.28.28 00101900
ISN 0055 27 PtJI=-l. 00102000
ISN 0056 28 GO TO 12 00102100
ISN C057 2 Y=4.*X 00102200
I SN 0058 IFIY+20.1 3.3.4 00102300
ISN 0059 3 A= 1. 00102400
ISN C060 GO TO 11 00102500
ISN 0('61 4 IFfV.LE.50.) GlJ TO 5 ')OICJ2600
ISN 0063 1 A=O. 00102700
I SN 0064 GO Ta 11 00102800
ISN 0C'65 5 A=DEXPI-VI )010290C'
ISN 0066 A=l\lIl.+AI 00103000
ISN 0067 GO TO 11 00103100
ISN 0'068 9 V=3.5254942*DABSIX) 00103200
I SN 0069 IF 150.-Yll,6,6 00103300
ISN 0070 6 A=DEXPl-YI 001034C'0
I SN con A=4.*Allll.+A)*11.+A)) 00103500
I SN 0072 11 GO TO 119,20.24.251,M 00103600
ISN Do73 12 CaNT INUE 00103700
I SN 0074 RETURN 00103800
ISN 0075 END OCI03900
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE POTElP.PR,PI,N) 00104000 IC-----POTE FUER STRAM 00104100 <0
ISN 0003 IMPLICIT REAL*8 IA-H.O-ZI 00104200 0
rSN 0004 DIMENSION PI21,PRI21,PII21 00104300 I
ISN 0005 REAL"'4 111110001 00104400
ISN 0006 COMMON I rNPT/KEI42),WI,INl1001 00104500
I SN 0007 N=ll 00104600
ISN :l008 IF lINI41.GT.01 N=l 00104700
ISN 0010 RETURN 00104800












































































REAL*4 WI 11000 I
COMMON IINPT/KOl4Zl,wl,INII001
DATA NC1/0/,ISMT/01







IFlNC1.EQ.NCZJ GO TO 31
1F lKOI4l.EQ.11 WR1TE 16,60011






~~l hJ l=W1l 1WO+JI
ZO CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE




































































































3 IFINF.LE.51 GO TO 2
RHOT=Z2/14.DO*PI*SI411
C-----BERECHNUNG VON FX



















































































ISN 1)(190 RETURN 00114700
C-----INTERPOlATION 00114800
ISN 0091 10 J=R/H 00114900
ISN 0092 X=R/ H-J 00115000
I SN 0('93 IFIJ.EQ.ISMI GO TO 11 00115100
ISN 0,,95 IFIJ.EQ.OI GO TO 13 00115200
ISN ~[)97 VCC=VCIJI+X*IVCIJ+11-VCIJII 00115300
ISN (1)98 IFIJ.EQ.11 GO TO 12 00115400
ISN c'100 VDD=IVCIJ+11-VClJ-lll/12.DO*HI 00115500
ISN 01el R.ETURN 00115600
ISN n02 11 VCC=VCIJI+X*IVCIJI-VCIJ-111 00115700
ISN 0103 VOD=IVCIJ)-VClJ-111/H :\0115800
ISN 0104 RETURN 00115900
ISN 0105 12 VDD=IVCIJ+11-VCIJII/H 00116000
I SN 0106 RETURN 00116100
ISN 01'17 13 VCC= 2. *VC 11I-VC 121 00116200
ISN 0108 VDD=IVCI21-VCl111/H 00116300
I SN 0109 RETURN 00116400




ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE FXlH.ISM12.PP.D.ll1 00116600
c-----COUlOMBPOTENTIAl EINER KUGELSYMMETRISCHEN LADUNGSVERTEILUNG IM 00116700
C ABSTAND X=I*H, I=1,ISM12 00116800
I SN 0003 I MPLICIT REAL*8 lA-H,O-l) 00116900
ISN 0004 DIMENSION PPI2.201,SI251.DI5001 00117000
ISN 0005 REAL*6 PI/3.141592653589793DO/ 00117100
C-----NORMIERUNG 00111200
ISN 0006 SI11=0.DO 00117300
I SN 0007 SI21=PPll.11 00117400
ISN 0008 SI5I=.000001DO 00117500
ISN C009 K=O 00117600
I SN 0010 NF=O 00117700
ISN 0011 1 CAll FORHAD IK. S 1 00117800
I SN 0012 GO TO 12,2.3,31.K 00117900
ISN 0013 2 S(4)=SI31*SI31*DEN1IPP,SJ 00118000
ISN 0014 NF=NF+1 00118100
ISN 0015 GO TO 1 00118200
ISN 0016 3 IFlNF.LE.51 GO Ta 2 00118300
ISN C018 RHO=ll/14.DO*PI*SI411 00118400
C-----RADIAL-INTEGPATICN OC'U850(\
ISN (>C'19 R=:.O!J C)O 118600
ISN OC20 00 10 1=1, ISM12 00118700
IS~1 0021 F2=C'.OO 00U880D
ISN 0022 R=R+H 00118900
ISN :'':'23 IFIR.GT.PPIL,L11 GO TO 10 OOU9000
ISN 0J25 5 IU =C'. 00 OOU9100
I SN 'Je' 2" S121=R 00119200
ISN 0027 S 151=. C'C'OOO500 00119300
ISN G028 K=O 00119400
ISN 0029 NF=O 001L9500
ISN C030 4 CALL FORHAOIK,SI 00119600
ISN C031 GO TO 15.5,6.61,K OOtL9700
ISN 0032 5 SI41=SI31*SI31*OENLIPP,SI*RHO 00LL9800
I SN C033 NF=NF+l 00119900
ISN 0('34 GO TO 4 00L2000C
ISN 0035 6 IF INF.LE.51 GO Ta 5 00120100
ISN 0037 Fl=S(4) [lOL20200
ISN CC'38 S(lI=R 00120300
I SN 0039 SI21=Pllll,11 00120400
ISN 0040 5151=.00000500 OOL20500 co>-
ISN 0041 K=O 00120600
ISN 0(\42 NF=C 00120700
I SN C'f"43 7 CALL FORHAO IK,S I 00120800
I SN 0044 GO TO 18,8,9.91,K 00120900
ISN 0045 8 SI41=SI31*OENIIPP,SI*RHO 0012100C
ISN 0046 NF=NF+l 00121100
ISN 0047 GO TO 7 00121200
ISN 0048 9 IFINF.LE.51 GO TO 8 00121300
1 SN 0050 F2=S141 00121400
ISN D051 LO ClI 1 1=4.00*PI*IF l/R+F2J OD121500
I SN 0052 RETURN 00121600








































































































































T I I I =P I IO I 0012570C'
IF II.GT.ll T2=TII)-TII-1) 00125800
TS=OMINIITS,TZ) 00125900
SIll =P I Tl 1 0012600('
STl I )=PI 1 ll-FII I*P (121 00126100




IF ITS.LT •• 5001 TS=.500 00126600
IF IKEI61.EQ.1I wRITE 16,60011 (TIII,STlII,SIII,OSII),FIll,I=l,MI 001267CO
6001 FORMAT 1/////' DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS IBARN/SRI'/' THETAOCl126800
1 THEORETICAl EXPERIMENTAL ERROR FUNCTIONS'/I 00126900
210PFI0.2,5X,411POI0.3,5X))1 00127000






6003 FORMAT 1///' SCATTERING AMPLITUOES'/ 00127700
1 'L REISl-l1 IMISL) COSI2SIGlI 00127800
2 SINI2SIGLI') 00127900
00 110 I=l,lA 00128000
11=1-1 00128100
Jl=Jl+l 00126200
J 2=J 2+ 1 00128300
J3=J3+1 00128400
J4=J4+1 00128500
WRITE 16.6004) I1,PIJll,PIJ21,PIJ31.PIJ41 00128600
110 CONTINUE 00128700
120 CONTINUE 00128800
6004 FORMAT 115X,I3,9X.411POl1.4,5XIII 00126900
KE29=KE1291 00129000
IF IKEI3CI.EQ.CI GO TO 130 0012910e
GO TO 1140,150), KE29 00129200
14':' CALL CSPLOTIM,T,S,ST,DS,TSI 00129300
GO TO 130 Cl0129400
















130 IF IIKEI11.EQ.01.AND.IKEI311.EQ.OII GO TO 160 00129600
CAll RUTHFIM,NP,P,T,S,ST,DSI 00129100
IF IKEI11.EQ.l1 WRITE 16,60021 ITIII,STIIJ,SIII,OSIIJ.I=1,MI 00129800
6002 FORMAT 1///' DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIDNS DIVIDED BY THE RUTHERFORD00129900
1 CROSS SECTIONS'/' THETA THEORETICAl EXPERIMENTAL ERROR00130000
2'/IOPFI0.2,4X,311POI0.3,3XI 11 00130100
IF IKEI311.EQ.01 GO TO 160 00130200
GO TO 1170,1801, KE29 00130300
110 CAll CSPLOTIM,T,S,ST,DS,TSI 00130400
GO TO 160 00130500
180 CAlL XYNPLIP.W.F,X,NP,N,M.T,S.ST,OSI 00130600
160 IF I IKEI91.NE.OI.OR.IKEII01.NE.OI.OR.IKEI131.NE.0).OR.IKEI141.NE.000130700
111 CALL POTPRIP,W,NP,M.N,VARM,CHI21 00130800
IF IIIKEllll.NE.01.OR.IKEIl21.NE.01.OR.IKEI131.NE.OI.OR.IKE{141. 00130900
INE.01I.AND.IKEI171.NE.OII CALL DENPR IP,W.NP.M.N,VARM,CHI21 00131000
RETURN 00131100
END 00131200
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE MOMENT INUM,W,H,NS,RMSI 00131300 '"...
ISN 0003 I MPLI ClT RE AL*8 I A-H ,O-Z I 00131400
ISN 0004 DIMENSION WI21,RMSII01 00131500
ISN 0005 REAL*8 PI/3.141592653589793DC/ 00131600
ISN 0006 00 1 1=1,10 00131700
ISN 0001 RMS I 1)=0.00 00131800
I SN 0008 1 CONTINUE 00131900
ISN 0009 SIM=.5DO 00132000
ISN 0010 R=-H 00132100
ISN 0011 00 100 I=l,NS 00132200
ISN 0012 J=I+NUM*NS 00132300
I SN 0013 R=R+H 00132400
ISN 0014 R2=R *R 00132500
ISN 0015 R3=R2*R 00132600
ISN 0016 R4=R3*R 00132700
ISN 0017 R5=R4*R 00132800
ISN 0018 R6=R5*R 00132900
ISN 0019 R1=R6*R 00133000
I SN 0020 R8=R1"'R 00133100
ISN 0021 RMSlll=RMSlll+SIM*WIJI 00133200
ISN (lal2 RMSI21=RMSI21+SIM*R*WIJI 00133300
I SN 0023 IF I RI 20,20,10 00133400
ISN :'024 10 RMSI3J=RMSI31+SIM*R2*DLOGIRI*WIJI 00133500
ISN 00Z5 ZC RMSI41:RMSI41+SIM"'RZ"'WIJI 001336N'
ISN I)OZ6 RMSI51:RMSI51+SIM*R3~WIJI 0013370':>
ISN ÜOZ7 RMSI61:RMSI61+SIM*R4*WIJ) 00133801"
ISN COZ8 RMS(7):RMSI71+SIM*R5*WIJJ 0013390C'
ISN aOZ9 RMSI81=RMSI81+SIM*R6*WIJI 00134C'OC
I SN C'030 RMSI91=RMSI91+SIM*R7*WIJI 00134100
ISN 0031 RMSII01:RMS(10)+Srr~*R8*wIJJ 00134ZC'Q
ISN 003Z S I M= 1+MOO I I. ZI 00134300
ISN D033 100 CONTINUE 00134400
ISN 0(134 RMS 11 )= I RM S I III Rr~ SI 4 ) J'.,. I- • 500 I 00134500
ISN 0035 RMS(ZI=[RMSI21/RMS[4))**[-I.oa) 00134600
I SN C-,,36 RMS(6)=IRMSI6)/RMSI4))**1.5DOI 00134700
ISN (-037 RMSI7):IRMSI71/RMSI411**(1.00/3.001 00134800
ISN 0:)38 R/1 SI 8) : I RMSI 81 IR MSI 411 ** I • Z500 I 00134900
ISN ('('39 R% 191 = IRMS 19 IIRMS I 4 1I **1 • ZOOO 1 00135000
ISN 0040 RMSII01=IRMSIICI/RMSI411**11.00/6.001 00135100
ISN 0(\41 RMSI31:DEXPIRMS(3)/RMSI411 00135Z00
I SN OO4Z RMSI51=RMSI51/RMSI41 00135300
ISN 0043 RMS(4)=RMSI41*H*8.o0/3.DO*PI 00135400
ISN 0044 RHS 141=OABS IRMS 1411 00135500


















SUBROUT INE ERMOMIII. ru, ro, IUl, IUZ.VARM,RCTF,CHIZ,RHSI

































(SN 0019 00 100 l=1.9 00137500
[SN 0020 lR=l 00137600
ISN ~O21 IF Il.GE.41 lR=l+l 0" 13 7100
I SN eOB OS2=(I.00 00137800
[SN 0024 ORSlll =0.00 00137900
ISN OD25 F=FAK*IRCTFI**ll-ll 00138000
ISN 0026 00 50 K=IU. [0 00138100
ISN OD27 [ l=K-lUl 00138200
ISN 0028 [2=Il+IU2 00138300
[SN 0029 00 40 J=[U.IO 00138400
TSN 0030 Jl=J-lUl 00138500
ISN 0031 J2=J 1+[ U2 00138600
lSN 0032 DS2=OS2+VARM1II+ll,IT+Jll*I-1.DOI**II2+J21*FUNll,I2,J2,ReTFI 00138100
1 11I2*J21**2 00138800
ISN 01)33 40 CONTINUE 00138900
ISN 0034 50 CONTINUE 001390 00
ISN 0035 OS2=DSQRTIOS2*2.00*CHl21*F/RMS(41 00139100
ISN 0036 IF Il.EQ.3J GO TO 51 00139200
[SN C038 LI=lA8S1l-31 CO 139300
[SN 0!)39 DRSlll=1.DO/LI*IOABS1DS2/1RMSllRI**LIJI+DABS1DS/RMSI41II*RMSllRI 00139400
ISN 0040 GO TO 100 00139500 "'"'ISN 0041 51 DRSI31=IDA8SIDS2/RMSI311+DABSIDS/RMS(4111*RMSI31 00139600
ISN 0-:'42 100 CO NT INU E 00139100
[SN 0043 Da 200 [=1,3 00139BOO
ISN 0044 RMSI II='JRSI I I 001399C'0
ISN 0045 200 CONTINUE 00140000
ISN 0(146 RMSI41=OS 00140100
ISN 0047 00 300 [=5,10 00140200
I SN 0048 RMSI I 1=0 RS I 1-11 00140300
ISN 0049 300 CONTINUE 00140400
I SN 0050 RETURN 00140500



















ISN 0008 GO TO 11,2.3,4,5,6,7,8,91,L 00141300
ISN 0009 1 F=I-l.DOI**IMl )*PIIN*SI (XNPI ::>0141400
ISN 0010 GO TO (90.1001,IZ 00141500
ISN 0011 2 F=(-1.DOl**IN+ll+1.DO 00141600
ISN 0012 GO TO 190,1001,IZ D0141700
ISN 0013 3 F=I-l.DOI**N/IN*PII*SIIXNPI+DLDGIRCTFI 00141800
ISN 014 GO Ta 190.1001,IZ 00141900
ISN 0015 4 F=I-l.DOI**IN+lJ+1.DD :JO 142000
I SN CO 1 I> F=-F*2.00/I[PI*NI**21+1.DD 00142100
ISN ('017 GO Ta 190,1001,IZ 00142200
ISN 0018 5 F=IPI*NI**2 00142300
ISN 0019 F=1.Dl'-6.DO/F 00142400
ISN 0020 GO Ta 190,lCOJ.IZ 00142500
I SN C021 6 F=I-l.DOJ**IN+ll+l.DO 00142600
ISN 0022 F=-F*2.DO/IIPI*NI**21+1.DO 00142700
ISN 0023 F=-F*12.DC/IIPI*NI**2J+l.DO 00142800
ISN 0024 GO TD 190,100J,IZ 00142900
ISN 0025 7 F= I P I*N I**2 00143000
ISN 0026 F=1.DO-6.DO/F C!0143100
ISN 0027 F=-F*20.DO/IIPI*NJ**21+1.DO 00143200 I
I SN 0028 GO TO 190,100J,IZ 00143300 :5
ISN 0029 8 F={-1.00J**IN+ll+1.DO 00143400 I
ISN 0030 F=-F*2.DO/(IPI*NJ**21+1.DO 00143500
ISN 0031 F=-F*12.DO/IIPI*NI**21+1.DO 00143600
ISN 0032 F=-F*30.DO/IIPI*NJ**21+1.DO 00143700
I SN 0033 GO TO 190.1001.IZ 00143800
ISN 0034 9 F=IPI*NI**2 00143900
ISN 0035 F=1.DO-6.DO/F 00144000
ISN 01)36 F=-F*20.DO/IIPI*NI**2J+l.DO 00144100
ISN 0037 F=-F*42.DO/«(PI*NI**21+1.DO 00144200
I SN 0038 GO TC 190.1001.IZ 00144300
ISN 0039 90 I Z=2 00144400
I SN 0040 N=J1 00144500
ISN oa41 XNP=N*P I 00144600
ISN 0042 FUN=F 001447CO
I SN 17043 GO TO 11.2,3,4,5,6,7,8.9J,l 00144800
ISN 0044 100 FUN= FUN"' F 00144900
I SN 0045 RETURN 00145000































































IFIDABSITHETA-TlIIII.GT.0.5*TSI GO TO 90
A= A+l.
WMPlII=WMPIII+SlIII
WTP I I) =WTP I IJ +ST l I I I
90 CONTINUE






SM 1= 1. E50
00 1000 II=l,JJ





















































































[FIWMPI II I.EQ.O.) GO Ta 1000
IFIWMPIIIJ.GT.SMAJ SMA=WMPIIII
I F IWMP I I II.l T .SM I) SM I=WMP I II I
1000 CONTINUE







IF IIS.NE.II GO TO 115
UNEIII=CROS
1 S=I S+DEC








































































































600Z FORMAT 111' EFROR IN FAST-PLOT'I
RETURN
END
SU BROUT lNE RUTHF I 'I, NP, P, T, S, ST, 0 SI
lMPLICIT REAL*8 IA-H,O-ll





00 10(' 1= I, M
SR=IETA/IZ.*XK*IOSINITIII/IZ.*57.Z9578JJI**ZII**Z/I00.
SI IJ"SI II/SR
STl I I =S T II 1I S R
OSI I I=OSI II-/SR













SUB ROUTINE POlPR I P, W, NP,~. N, VARM, CHIZ I
































































































































































ISN 0037 A=P161 00000440
ISN 0038 IF IKEI161.EQ.2J GO TO 519 00000450
ISN 0040 V=1.00/11.00+0EXPIS/AII 00000460
ISN 0041 Z=-OEXPIS/AII A*V*V 00000470
ISN 1):>42 PRlll=VC-PI41*V 00000480
ISN 0043 PRI21=VO-PI41*Z 00000490
ISN 0044 GO TO 520 00000500
ISN 0045 519 V=1.OO/I1.0D+OEXPIS/AII 00000510
ISN 0046 Z=V*V*V*OEXPIS/AJ*I-2.00/AI 00000520
ISN 0047 v=v*v 00000530
ISN !H)48 PR I lI=VC-P 141 *V 00000540
ISN 0049 PR(2)=VO-PI4J*Z 00000550
ISN 0050 520 KEW=KEtl8J 00000560
C VOLUMENABSORPTION 00000570
ISN 0051 GO TO 1170,lS01,KEW 00000580'
ISN 0052 170 SS=R-PISJ*AH13 00000590
ISN 0053 A=P 191 00000600
ISN 0054 V=1.DD/ll.00+0EXPISS/AII 00000610
ISN 0055 Z=-OEXPISS/AJ/A*V*V 00000620
ISN 0056 P IllJ=-P I 71 *V 00000630 0ISN 0057 PII21=-PI71*Z 00000640 '"C OBERFLAECHENABSORPTION 00000650
ISN 0058 WO=P UO I 00000660
ISN 0059 IFIWOI 30,31,30 00000670
ISN 0060 30 SS=R-PIIIJ*AH13 00000680
ISN 0061 A=P (12) 00000690
1S N 0062 Z=OEXPISS/AI 00000700
IS N 0063 VV=1.00+Z 00000710
ISN 0064 V=ZIlVV*VVl 00000720
ISN 0065 Z=V*ll.00-2.00*ZIVVl/A 00000730
ISN 0066 PII1J=PII11-4.00*WO*V 00000740
ISN 0067 PII21=PII21-4.00*WO*Z 00000750
ISN 0068 31 RETURN 00000760
C I~AGINAERTEIL VOLUMEN 00000770
ISN 0069 180 SS=R-PI81*AH13 000007S0
ISN 0070 A=PI9J 00000790
ISN 0071 V=1.00/11.00+0EXPISS/AJI 00000800
ISN 0012 Z=V*V*V*OEXPISS/AI*I-2.00/AI 00000810
ISN 0:>73 v=v*v 00000820
ISN 0074 P1111 =-P l71*V 00000830
ISN 0075 PI I 21=-1'1 7l*Z OOOOOS40
C OBERFLAECHENABSORPTION 00000850









































































IF IKE(15).EQ.11 GO TO 6
R=P(2)*AH13




































































































IFIKEI151.EQ.01 GO Ta 3
CAll COULPOI2,P,R,VC,VO)
GO TO 1








IF IKEI91.EQ.ll WRITEI6,61001 R,PRIll,PRI21,PI1l),VC
2 CONTlNUE
6100 FORMATI' ·,OPFI5.3,5X,411P015.7,5X)1
6300 FORHAT 1111' REAL POTENTIAL')
31 KHR=HOOIKEI14),10)





6001 FORMAT 111' K-TH MOHENT FOR K = -2, -1, ••• ,.5, +6"/9IF12.5,2XII
VOl=RHSI41/IPI31*NA2)
WRITE 16.6002) RHSI41,VOl
6002 FORMAT 1/' VOLUME = ',11'012.5.' PER NUClEON PAIR = ',11'012.51
IF IKHR.GT.OI WRITE 18,7001) RMS
6400 FORMAT 11/1' IHAGINARY POTENTIAl'l
32 KMI=MOOIKE(14),1001/10













































































IF IKPI.GT.OJ WRITE 17,70011 (WIII,I=IWS,IWPI



















































































CUT-OFF RAOIEN :REAl=PI131; IMAG=PI291 00000120
FB-KOEFFIZIENTEN: REAl=P(14)-PI281; IMAG=PI301-PI411 00000130
IMPlIC[T REAl*8IA-H,0-ZI 00000140






1 N= 42 00D0021?
IF IIIKEI161.NE.31.AND.IKEI161.NE.4)I.ANO.IIKEI18).NE.31.ANO.IKEII00000220










IF IIO.EQ.NPI 10=IAINF-11 00000330
IF IKEI181.lT.3) GO TO 13 00000340
IOW=IO 00000350
RCTFW=PI291 00000360
00 11 l=l,NF 00000370








ISN 0)36 RETURN '-'J", )044':'
ISN 0037 6 R=PI21*AH13 JOOOO450
ISN 0038 A=1.43985*PINP+41/R ::'000)460
ISN 0039 V2=-.5* AlIR*RI 00000470
ISN 0040 VO=A-R*R* V2 JOO00480
ISN 0041 PCR=R ,)'J30)49('
ISN 0042 RETURN JO::>00 500
ISN 0043 4 R=P 111 J)00 ... 510
ISN :J~44 IF IKEI151.EQ.OI GO Ta 7 )0,)00520
ISN 0046 CALL COULPOI2,P,R,VC,VDI JOOOO53D
ISN 0047 GO Ta 19 )\J:)J054D
ISN 0')48 7 IFIR-PCRI5,18,18 )))JO 55\)
ISN 0049 5 VC=VO+R*R* V2 JJ ),)( 56-)
ISN 0050 VD=R* 2.*V2 ,,0",570
ISN 0:151 GO TO 19 J ),)<10 580
C COUL OMB AUSSEN .1,))(".'590
ISN :JO 52 18 VC=1.43985*PINP+41/R )00006JO
ISN :)053 VO=-VC/R 0000061-)
C REALTEIL \",.")')062"
ISN 0054 19 S=R-PI51*AH13 ':'J:)00630
ISN 0055 A=P 161 )000:1640 -
ISN 0056 KEV=KEI161 10000650 0
ISN ))57 GO TO (518,519,518,5191, KEV '00')0066 ) I
ISN 0058 518 V=1.DO/11.DO.DEXPIS/AII 1:11".,610
ISN 0059 Z=-OEXPIS/A.I A*V*V J000068:)
ISN 0060 GO TO 520 )() JJO 69c
I SN 0061 519 Y=1.DO/11.DO+DEXPIS/AII 0000\1700
IS N 0062 Z=V*V*V*OEXPIS/A.*1-2.DO/AI 00000710
ISN 01)63 y=v*v JOO.:l072"
ISN 0064 520 SYFB=O.OO 00000730
ISN 0065 SZFB=O.OO OC>jOO741,)
ISN 0066 IF IIR.GE.ReTF I.OR. 1KE [16'.ll .311 GO TO 191 JOOO0750
ISN 0068 IF IIKEI191.NE.ll.AND.IKEI191.NE.311 GO Ta 521 JOOO0760
ISN 0070 IUl= 15 00OOU770
ISN 0071 PI141=0.00 0000)780
ISN 0072 00 522 I=IU1,1O OOMJ79fl
ISN 0073 II=I-13 000008JJ
ISN 0074 PI141=PI141+PIII*I-l.DO.**II/II**2 000Cl)810
ISN 0075 522 CONT INUE 0000)&20
ISN 0:>76 -521 00 190 I=IU,IO 00000830
ISN 0077 I X=I-13 '),,1-1;>1840
ISN 0078 IF I Rl 180.180,181 JO'))»850
ISN 0079 180 SYFB=SYFB+PIII )rj J' :' 860
ISN 0080 GO TO 190 00000810
lSN 0081 181 YFB=Pll*R*IX/RCTF 00000880
lSN 0082 SYFB=SYFB+Plll*OSINIYFBJ/YFB 00000890
ISN 0083 SZFB=SZFB+PIll*IOCOSIYFBI*PII*IX*YFB/RCTF- 00000900
1 OSINIYFBJ*Pll*IX/RCTFI/YFB**2 00000910
ISN 0084 190 CONTINUE 00000920
ISN 0085 191 CONTlNUE 00000930
ISN 0086 PRlll=VC-PI41*Y-SYFB 00000940
lSN 0081 PRI21=VO-PI41*Z-SZFB 00000950
C lMAGlNAERTElL VOLUMEN 00000960
lSN (J08S KEW=KEI181 00000910
ISN ()089 GO TO Il70.220,110,2201.KEW 00000980
ISN 0090 110 SS=R-PI81*AH13 00000990
ISN 0091 A=P 191 00001000
ISN 0092 Y=1.00/11.00+0EXPISS/AJI 00001010
lSN 0093 Z=-OEXPISS/AI/A*Y*Y 00001020
IS N 0094 PlI l"!=-P(7J*Y 00001030
ISN 0095 PII2J=-PI1J*Z ()0001040
C OBERFLAECHENABSORPTlON 00001050
ISN 0096 WO=P 110 J 00001060 -ISN 0091 lFlWOJ 30.31,30 00001070 --ISN 0098 30 SS=R-PI11J*AH13 00001080
ISN 0099 A=PI12J 00001090
ISN 0100 Z=OEXPISS/AI 00001100
lSN 0101 VV=1.00+Z 00001110
ISN 0102 Y=Z! I VV*VV 1 00001120
ISN 0103 Z=Y*I1.00-2.00*Z/VVJ IA 00001130
ISN 0104 PIIIJ=PlIIJ-4.00*WO*V 00001140
lSN 0105 PII21=PII21-4.00*WO*Z 00001150
lSN 0106 31 IF IKEllSJ.GT.21 GO TO 500 000011&0
ISN 0108 RETURN 00001170
C lMAGINAERTEIL VOLUMEN 00001180
ISN 0109 220 SS=R-PI81*AH13 00001190
IS N 0110 A=P191 00001200
ISN 0111 Y=1.00/11.00+DEXPISS/AII 00001210
ISN ':1112 Z=v*Y*V*OEXPISS/AI*I-2.DO/AI 00001220
ISN 0113 y=y*v 00001230
ISN 0114 Pllll=-P 171*Y 00001240
lSN 0115 PII21=-PI11*Z 00001250
C OBERFlAECHENABSORPTlON 00001260
lSN 0116 WD=P I 101 00001210
lSN 0117 IFIWOI 230.231,230 00001280
lSN 0118 230 SS=R-PI111*AH13 00001290__
[SN 0119 A=PIIZ1 ;>0001300
[SN 01Z0 Vl=1.00/11.DC+OEXPISS/All 00001310
1SN 0121 VZ=OEXPISS/Al 000013Z0
lSN 01ZZ V=Vl**3*V2*I-Z.OO/Al 00001330
lSN HZ3 Z=Vl**4*V2*V2*6.00/IA**21-Vl**3*V2*2.00/IA**21 00001340
lSN 01Z4 P1ll)=P1ll1+4.00*WO*V*A 00001350
lSN 0125 PI(ZI=PlI2)+4.00*WO*Z*A 00001360
I SN O1Z6 231 1F IKEI18J.GT.ZlGO TO 500 00001370
1SN 0128 RETURN 00001380
1SN 0129 500 SVFB=O .00 00001390
lSN 0130 SZFB=O.OO 00001400
1SN :n31 1F IR.GE.RCTFWI GO TO 391 00001410
lSN 0133 1F IIKEI191.NE.21.ANO.IKE(19).~IE.31) GO TO 321 000014Z0
1SN 0135 IUl=31 00001430
1SN 0136 PI 30 1=0.00 00001440
[SN 0137 00 322 I=1Ul,lOW 00001450
ISN 0138 11=1-29 00001460
ISN 0139 PI301=PI301+P(1)*1-1.DOl**I1/I1**2 00001470
1SN 0140 322 CONT1NUE 00001480
ISN 0141 321 00 390 1=1UW,IOW 00001490 -1SN 0142 1X=I-29 00001500 '"lSN 0143 1F IR) 380,380,381 00001510
1SN 0144 380 SVFB=SYFB+P(II 00001520
1SN 0145 GO TO 390 00001530
ISN 0146 381 VFB=P11*R*1XIRCTFW 00001540
1SN 0147 SVFB=SVFB+PIIl*DS1NIVFBl/VFB 00001550
1 SN 0148 SZFB=SZFB+PIII*IDCOSIVFBl*PII*1X*VFB/RCTFW- 00001560
1 OSINIVFB)*PII*lX/RCTFWI/VFB**2 00001570
ISN 0149 390 CONTINUE 1)00;)1580
1SN 0150 391 P1ll1=Plll1-SVFB 00001590
lSN 0151 PlI21=P1IZI-SZFB 00001600
ISN 0152 RETURN 00001610
ISN 0153 ENO 00001620
C-----POTENTIAl PRINT 00001630
ISN :»02 SUBROUTINE POTPRlP,W,NP,M,N,VARM,CHI21 00001640
ISN 0003 IMPLICIT REAl*8 IA-H,O-ZI 000016"50
ISN 0004 REAl*4 WI I 10001 00001660
ISN 0005 OIMENSlgN PIZI,PRI2I,PIIZ),WI2I,VARHI30,30),RHSIIO) 00001670
ISN 0006 REAl*8 PJ/3.14159Z653589793DOI 00001680
ISN 0007 COM~ON II~PT/KEI4ZI,WI,INII00) 00001690
I SN 0008 COMMON /IFIT/IAI30I,NC,IO 00001700
ISN 0009 NRC=PINP+3)*IPINP+6)+PINP+7)-1.)+1. 00001710
ISN 0010 RC=NRC 00001720
ISN JOll H=.100 00001730
ISN 0012 AH13=PI31**11.DO/3.DOI 00001140
ISN 0013 NA2=WIlZ)+.2 00001750
ISN 0014 HA=P INP"+31 00001160
ISN 0015 NSA=PINP+6.1 00001770
ISN 0016 MSA=P I NP+7) 00001780
ISN 0011 PINP+31=H 00001790
ISN 0018 NS=RC/H+2 00001800
ISN 0019 MS=I) 00001810
ISN 0020 PINP+61=NS 00001820 -ISN 0021 PINP+lI=MS 00001830 '"IS N OOZZ NN=l 00001840 I
ISN 0023 CAllPOTEIP,PR,PI,NN) 00001850
ISN 0)24 IF IKEI151.EQ.l) GO Ta 6 00001860
ISN 0026 R=PIZ)*AH13 00001870
ISN 0027 A=1.43985*PINP+4)/R 00001880
ISN 0028 V2=-.5*A/IR*R) 00001890
ISN 0029 VO=A-R*R*V2 00001900
ISN 0030 6 RCTF=P(3) 0(0)01910
ISN 0031 RCT2=RCTF-.Ol 00001920
ISN 0032 NF=INI81 00001930
ISN 0033 IF IKEI161.lT.31 GO Ta 10 00001940
ISN 0035 00 8 1= I, NF 00001950
I SN 0036 IF IIAII).GT.131 GO TO 9 00001960
ISN OG38 8 CONTINUE 00001970
ISN 0039 9 IU=IAI I) 00001980
ISN 0040 IUl= lU-I ')0001990
ISN 0041 IU2=IU-14 00002000
ISN 0042 11=1-1 00002010
ISN 0043 10 IO=!AINF) 00002020
ISN 0044 IF IIO.EQ.NPI ID=IAINf-l) 00002030
ISN 0046 If IKEI181.LT.31 GO TO 13 00002040
ISN 0048 IOW=IO 00002050
ISN 0049 RCTFW=Pl291 00002060
ISN 0050 RCTFW2=RCTFW-.Ol 00002010
ISN 0051 00 11 1=I.NF 00002080
ISN 0052 IF lIAlII.GT.29J GO TO 12 00002090
ISN 0054 11 CONTlNUE ()OO02100
ISN 0055 12 1001A(I-1I 00002110
ISN 0056 IUW=IAI I 1 00002120
ISN 0051 IUIW=IUW-1 00002130
ISN 1)058 IU2W=IUW-30 00002140
ISN 0059 IlW=I-l 00002150
ISN 0060 13 IF IKEI91.EQ.11 WRITE 16.60101 00002160
ISN 0062 6010 FORMATIIII' '.7X,'R'.8X.'REAl'.8X,'ERROR REAl',4X,'ERROR PERC'. 00002110
1 2X.'REAl+COUlOMB'.4X.'IMAGIN~RY',5X,'ERROR IHAG',4X,'ERROR PERC',00002180
24X.'COUlO/olB'1 00002190
ISN 0063 R=-H 00002200
ISN 0064 00 2 I=l.NS 00002210
ISN 0065 R=R+H 00002220
ISN 0066 P 111 =R 00002230
ISN 0061 Wl 11 =0.00 aa002240
ISN 0068 WlI+NSI=O.DO 00002250 -ISN a069 WII+2*NSI=I).DO 00002260 ..
I SN 0)70 WII+3*NSI=0 •.DO 00002210 I
ISN 0011 DV=O .00 00002280
ISN oa 12 DVW=D.DO 00002290
ISN 0013 CAlL POTEIP,PR,PI,NPJ 00002300
ISN 0074 IFIKEI151.EQ.OJ GO TO 3 00002310
ISN 0016 CALl COULPOI2.P,R,VC,VOI 00002320
ISN 0071 GO TO 1 00002330
ISN 0078 3 IF (R-PI21*AH13J 4,5.5 00002340
ISN 0079 4 VC=VO+R*R*V2 00002350
ISN 0080 GO TO 1 00002360
ISN 0081 5 VC=I.43985*PINP+41/R 00002370
ISN 0082 1 PRI21=PRI1J 00002380
ISN 0083 PRIll=PRIll-VC 00002390
ISN 0084 WIII=PRI11 00002400
ISN 0085 WII+2*NSI=PIIlI aOO02410
ISN 0086 IF IIKEl111.NE.OJ.OR.IKEI161.LT.311 GO Ta 90 00002420
I SN 0088 IF IR.GE.RCT2J GO TO 90 00002430
ISN 0090 DA 50 K=IUtIO 00002440
ISN 0091 11=K-1U1 00002450
ISN 0092 12=Il+IU2 00002460
ISN 0093 y= 12*PJ*R/RC TF 00002470






















































90 IF lKEI181.LT.3l GO TO 81


















81 IF lKEI9l.EQ.ll WRITE 16,6110JR,PRlll,WII+NSI,OV,PRI2I,PII11
1 ,WlI+3*NSl,DVW,VC
2 CONTINUE
6110 FOR~AT I' ',DPFI0.3,2X,811PD12.4,2Xll
6300 FORMAT 1111' REAL POTENTIAL'l
31 KMR=MODlKEI14I,10l






























































































6002 FORMAT 1/' VOlUME = ',lPD12.5,' PER NUClEON PAIR = ',lPD12.51
IF IKMR.GT.OJ WRITE (8,70011 RMS




6501 FORMAT (111' ERROR5 OF K-TH MOMENT FOR K = -2, -1, ••• ,+5, +6'
1/911PD12.5,2XI1I
WRITE (6,65021 RMSI41,VOl
6502 FORMAT 1/' ERROR VOlUME = • ,lPDI2.5,· PER NUClEON PAIR = '.
1 IPD12.5)
IF IKMR.GT.O) WRITE 18.70011 RMS
6400 FORMAT 1111' IMAGINARY POTENTIAL' 1
32 KMI=MODIKE(14),1001/10









































































































C-----NEUTRONEN- UNO PROTONENVERTE[lUNG VERSCHIEDEN




C-----REAlTEIl : NORMIERUNG = PI41
C MUE = PI 51
C GAMM A = P I 6)
C-----IMAGINAERTEIl : P171, PISI, PI91
C OBERFlAECHE: PII01, PlilI, PI121
C-----OICHTE-CUT-OFF : PII31














G=P I 5) *p I 51



























































ISN 0034 20 01l1=P131 00004400
ISN 0035 21 S (1)=0. 00004500
ISN 0036 SI 21 =Pl 131 00004600
15N 0037 5151=.00000500 1)0004700
ISN 0038 K=O 00004800
ISN 0039 NF=O 00004900
ISN 0040 10 CALL FORHAOlK.Sl 00005000
ISN 0041 GO TO 111,11,12,121,K 00005100
ISN 0042 11 SI41=SI31*SI31*OENSlP,SI 00005200
ISN 0043 NF=NF+1 00005300
ISN 0044 GO TO 10 00005400
ISN 0045 12 IFlNF.LE.51 GO TO 11 00005500
ISN 0047 ROOI11=0111/14.00*PJ*SI411 00005600
ISN 0048 RETURN 00005700
ISN 0049 4 R=P(1) 00005800
ISN 0050 IF lKEI151.EQ.Ol GO TO 7 00005900
ISN 0052 CAll COULPOl2,P,R,VC,VOl 1)0006000
ISN 0053 GO TO 19 00006100
ISN 0054 7 IF lR-PCRl 5.18,18 00')06200
ISN 0055 5 VC=VO..,R*R*V2 00006300
ISN 0056 VO=R*2.*V2 00006400 in
ISN 0057 GO TO 19 00006500
ISN 0058 18 VC=1.43985*PlNP+41/R 00006600
ISN 0059 VO=-VC/R 00006700
C-----INTEGRATION 00006800
ISN 0060 19 GR=.1 00006900
ISN 0061 5tll=0. '0007000
ISN 0062 SI21=PI131+3.*PI51 00007100
IS N 0063 SI51=0.0000500 00007200
I SN 0:>64 IFlR-GRI 40,80,80 00007300
ISN 0065 40 K=O 00007400
ISN 0066 NF=O :)0007500
ISN 0067 50 CAll FORHAOlK,SI 00007600
ISN 0068 GO TO 160,60.70,701.K 00007700
ISN 0069 60 SUM4=ROOlll*OENSlP,SI 00007800
ISN 0070 IF lKEI171.EQ.21 SUM4=SUM4+ROOI21*OENSPlP,SI 00007900
ISN 0072 SH23=OMAXl10.00,SUH41 JOO08000
ISN 0073 SH23=SH23**12.00/3.001 00008100
ISN 0074 SI41=SUM4*11.00-PI61*SH231 00008200
lSN 0075 NF=NF+l 00008300
ISN 0076 SI41=SI41*OEXP(-SI31*SI31/GI*2.*SI31*SI31/G 00008400
lSN 0077 GO TO 50 00008500
ISN 0078 70 IFlNF.lE.51 GO TO 60 00008600
lSN 0081) TO=SI41 000087(1')
ISN 0081 PRll'=OEXPl-R*R/G'*TO 00008800
I SN 1>08Z PRlZI=-Z.*PRlll*R/G :10008900
ISN ()O83 . GO Ta 151> 00009000
ISN 00.84 80 K=O 00009100
ISN 01185 NF=O OOQ092CO
ISN 0080 90 CALL FORHADlK,SI 00009300
ISN 0087 GO TOll00,100~110,110I,K GOOO9400
ISN 01>88 100 SUH4=ROOlll*DENSlP,SI . 00009500
ISNI>089 IF lKEI171.EQ.ZI SUM4=SUM4+ROOlZI*DENSPlP,SI 1>1>009000
[SN 0091 SHZ3=DHAXl10.DO,SUH41 00009700
ISN 009Z SHZ3=SH23**IZ.DO/3.DOI :10009800
ISN 0093 SI41=SUH4*11.DO-Plol*SHZ31 00009900
ISN 0094 NF=NF+l 00010000
(SN 0095 Xl=l Z.DO.S(31*R-R*R-SI31*SI3JI/G 00010100
1SN 01)96 ~2=I-Z.OQ*SI31*R-R*R-S(31*SI311/G 00010Z00
(SN 0097 IF IXZ+l.0Z1 101,10Z,10Z 00010300
(SN 0098 101 SI41=S(41*OEXPlXll*SI31 00010400
ISN 0099 GO TO 90 JOOI0500
rSN 1>101> 10~ S(41=SI41*IOEXP(Xl'-DEXPlXZJI*SI31 00010600 -[SN ()l01 GO Ta 90 00010700 co
ISNOI0Z 110 IFlNF.LE.51 GO Ta 100 00010800
ISN 0104 T=S141 00010900
ISN 0105 PRl~I=T/lR*Z.DOI 00011001)
ISN 0100 K=O 00011100
[SN 0101 NF=O 00011Z00
ISNOI08 lZ0 CALL FORHAOI~,SI 00011300
ISN 0109 GO TO 1130,130,140,1401,K 00J11400
ISN 0110 130 SUH4=ROOlll*DENSlP,SI 00011500
ISN 0111 IF I KEll1l.EQ.ZI SUM4=SUM4+ROOI21*OENSPlP,SI 00011600
ISN 0113 SHZ3=DHAXl10.DO,SUM41 0.0011700
ISN 0114 SHZ3=SHZ3**tZ.OO/3.DOI 00011800
(SN 0115 S(4J=SUM4*( 1.DO-P( 01 *SHZ31 000.11900
ISN 0110 NF=NF+l 0001Z00.0
ISN 1>117 S(41=SI41*DEXPI-5131*SI31/GI*2*S(31*S(31/G 0001Z10.1)
[SN 0118 SI41=SI41*DCOSH(Z.*SI3J*R/GI 0001ZZ00
ISN 0119 GO TO lZ0 000102300
ISN 01Z0 140 lFlNF.LE.51 GO TO 130 OO'JlZ400
ISN 01ZZ TD=SIt,-I. 00012500
ISN 01Z3 PRIZI=DEXPl-R*R/GI/R*TD-PRIII*IZ.*R/G+l./RI JOOIZtlOO
1SN iHZ4 150 Fl=Z.*PJ*G*PI41 0001Z100
[SN O1Z5 PR(ll=VC~Fl*PRllJ . 00012800
ISN 0120 PRIZ)=VD-Fl*PRlZI lJOOIZ900
(SN 0127 KEw=KE-I1:81 00013000
(SN 0128 GO TO [170,180J,KEW 00013100
ISN 0129 170 SS=R-PI81*AH13 00013200
(SN :>130 A=P [ 91 00013300
(SN 0131 v=1.00111.00+0EXPISS/AII 00013400
(SN 0132 Z=-OEXP[SS/Al/A*V*Y 00013500
ISN 0133 P I I 11=-P 171 *V :)0013600
ISN iH34 PII21=-PI7I*Z 00il13700
C OBERFLAECHENABSURPTION 00013800
(SN iH35 WO=P [10 I j)OJ)139CD
ISN 0136 IF[WOI 30,31,30 00014000
(SN 0137 30 SS=R-Plll'*AH13 00014100
ISN 0138 A=P1l21 00014200
ISN 0139 Z=OEXPISS/AI 00014300
ISN :) 140 VV=1.00+Z ;)0014400
ISN 0141 V=l!IVV*VVI ilOO14500
(SN 0142 Z=V*ll.00-2.00*Z/VVl/A 10014600
ISN 0143 PI[1'=PIll1-4.00*WO*V 00014700
[SN 0144 PII21=PII21-4.00*WO*Z 00014800
(SN 0145 31 RETURN 0OO1490lJ
C IMAGINAERTEIL VOLUMEN 00015000 '"0
ISN 0146 IBO SS=R-PI81*AH13 OOu15100 I
ISN 0147 A=P 191 00015200
ISN 0148 v=l.DO/[l.DO+OEXPISS/AII 00015300
[SN 0149 Z=V*V*V*OEXPISS/AI*[-2.DO/AI ')0015400
[S N 0150 V=V*V 00015500
ISN 0151 PI [l'=-P [71 *V 00015600
ISN 0152 PI 121=-P17 J*Z 00015700
C OBERFLAECHENABSORPTION 00015800
ISN 0153 WD=P [101 0001590D
ISN 0154 IFlwDJ 230,231,230 00016000
ISN 0155 230 SS=R-Plll'*AH13 00016100
(SN 0156 A=P1121 00016200
ISN 0157 Vl=l.GO/ll.DO+DEXP[SS/AIJ 00016300
ISN 0158 v2=DEXPISS/AI 00016400
(SN :H 59 Y=Vl**3*v2*1-2.DO/AI :>0016500
ISN J160 Z=Vl**4*V2*V2*6.DO/IA**21-Vl**3*V2*2.D1/IA**21 00016600
ISN 0161 PlI11=PlI11+4.DO*WO*V*A 00016100
[SN 0162 PI[21=PII2J+4.00*WO*Z*A 00016800
ISN '>163 231 RETURN 00016900




























































































































































































IF IKEI15).EQ.OI GO TO 10
NW=7
00 1 1= 1,4
NW=NW+WIINHI+l.l
1 CONTINUE
































































































5 IF INF.lE.51 GO TO 4
RHOC=Z2/14.DO*PJ*SI411
WRITE 16,60021 RHOC
6002 FORMAT 111' DENSITY CHARGE = ',IPOI5.51
C-----PROTONENVERTEllUNG


















24 IF INF.LE.51 GO TO 23
ROOll,=OI11/14.DO*PJ*SI41,
WRITE 16,60041 ROD




31 IF IKE{111.EQ.11 WRITEI6,6(03)







































































































GO TO 35 00031000
32 OH=OENSfP,S)*ROOll) 00031100





91 IF [KElI1J.EQ.l) HRITE 16,6011) R,OH,ON,OP,DC 00031700
100 CONTINUE 00031800
6011 FORHAT l' ·,OPFI0.3,5X,4l1PD12.4,5X)) 00031900
IF IlKEl121.EQ.OJ.ANO.IKEI14).EQ.0)) GO TO 203 00032000
KMM=HOOlKEf14J,1000J/I00 00032100
KMN=KE(14)/I000 00032200
IF IKEl17J.NE.2) KMN=O 00032300
00 110 1=1,4 00032400
ND=I-l 00032500
IF ll{KE(17).EQ.l).AND.II.GT.1)).AND.l.NOT.lIKEI15).EQ.lJ.AND.II.E00032600
1 Q.4)))) GO TOI10 00032700
CALL HOHENTlNO,H,H,NS,RMS) 00032800
IF II.EQ.l) HRITE l6,6300) 00032900
6300 FORMAT llll' MATTER OENSITY') 00033000
IF (I.EQ.2) HRITE 16,6301) 00033100
6301 FORMAT (111' NEUTRON OENSITY') 00033200
IF II.EQ.3) HRITE (6,6302) 00033300
6302 FORMAT 1111' PROTON OENSITY') 00033400









































6303 FORMAT 1111' CHARGE OENSITY'I
WRITE 16,65011 IRMSIJI,J=1,31,IRMSIJI,J=5,lOI
6501 FORMAT 11/' K-TH MOMENT FOR K = -2, -1, ••• ,+5, +6'
1 1911PD12.5,2XIII
WRITE 16,65021 RMS(4)
6502 FORMAT 1/' VOLUME = ',lPD12.51
IF (IKMM.GT.OI.AND.II.EQ.1I1 WRITE 18,70J1I KMS







IF IKDM.GT.OI WRITEI7,7DOli IWIII,I=IWS,IWPI
IWS=IWP+l
IWP=II/P+NS
IF IKON.GT.O) WRITE 17,70011 IW(II,I=IWS,IWPI


















































































































6 [F IKEI9J.EQ.1J WRITE16,60001








WI I+2*NS 1=0 .00
CALL POTE(P,PR,PI,NPI
IFIKEI151.EQ.OI GO Ta 3
CALL COULPOI2,P,R,VC,VDI
GO TO 1







WI 1+ NS 1=P I I 1 1
IF (KE(91.EQ.1J WRITE16,61001 R,PRl11,PRI21,PIlll.VC
2 CONTINUE
6100 FORHATI' ',OPFI5.3,5X,411PDI5.7,5XII
6300 FORMAT 1111' REAL POTENTIAL')
31 KHR=MOOIKEI141,10J





6001 FORMAT 11/' K-TH HOMENT FOR K = -2. -1, ••• ,+5, +6'/9IFI2.5,2XII
VOl=RHSI41/1PI31*NA21
WRITE [6,60021 RHSI41,VOL






































































IF IKMR.GT.OI WRITE 18,7001) RMS
6400 FORMAT'II/I' IMAGHJARY POTENTIAL')
32 KMI=MODIKEI141,1001/10





WRITE 16,60011 IRMSI II,I=I,3I,lRMSI I 1,1=5,101
WRITE 16,6002) RMSI41,VOl









































































C-----NEUTRONEN- UND PROTONENVERTEILUNG VERSCHIEDEN




C-----REAlTEll : NORMIERUNG = P(4)
C MUE = P(5)
C GAMMA = P(6)
C-----IMAGINAERTE[l : P17l, PI8l, PI9l
C 08ERFlAECHE: P(10), Pllll, P(12)
C-----DICHTE-CUT-OFF : P(42)



















I O=IAt NF l
IF IIO.EQ.NPI 10=IAINF-ll





































































































V2=-. 5*AII R*R 1
VO=A-R*R*V2
PCR=R
33 IF IKEI171.EQ.11 GO TO 20






















IF (KEI151.EQ.01 GO TO 7
CAll COUlPO(2,P,R,VC,VOI
GO Ta 19
























































































































































































ISN 0130 K=O 00013000
ISN 0131 NF=O 00013100
ISN 0132 120 CAll FORHAOIK,SI 00013200
I SN :>133 GO TO 1130,130,140,1401,K 001)13300
ISN :>134 130 SUM4=ROOlll*OENSIP,SI 00013400
ISN 0135 IF IKEll11.EQ.21 SUM4=SUM4+ROOI21*OENSPIP,SI 00013500
ISN 0131 SUM4=SUM4+0EFBIP,S,101 00013600
ISN 0138 SH23=OMAXlI0.00,SUM41 00013700
ISN 0139 SH23=SH23**12.00/3.001 00013800
ISN 1)140 SI41=SUM4*11.00-PI61*SH231 00013900
IS N 0141 NF=NF+l 00014000
I SN :>142 SI41=S(41*OEXPI-SI31*SI31/GI*2*SI31*S(3J/G OOJl4100
ISN 0143 SI41=S(41*OCOSH(2.*S(31*R/GI 00014200
ISN 0144 GO TO 120 00014300
ISN 0145 140 IF(NF.lE.51 GO TO 130 00014400
ISN 0141 TO=S(41 00014500
ISN :>148 PRI21=OEXPI-R*R/GI/R*TO-PRIII*12.*R/G+I./RI 00014600
ISN 0149 150 Fl=2.*PJ*G*PI41 00014700
ISN 0150 PRlll=VC-Fl*PRlll 00014800
ISN 0151 PR(Z)=VO-Fl*PRI2J 00014900
ISN 0152 KEW=KE( 181 00015000 '"
ISN 0153 GO TO (170,220,110.2Z01,KEW 00015100
ISN 0154 110 SS=R-P(81*AH13 00015200
ISN 0155 A=P(91 00015300
ISN 0156 Y=1.00/11.00+0EXP(SS/AIJ 00015400
ISN 0151 Z=-OEXPISS/AI/A*Y*Y 1)0015500
ISN 0158 PIlll=-Pt1I*Y 00015600
ISN 0159 PIl21=-PI11*Z 00015700
C OBERFlAECHENABSORPTION 00015800
ISN 0160 WO=PII01 00015900
ISN :>161 I F I W01 30.31.30 {)OO16000
ISN 0162 30 SS=R-Pllll*AHI3 00016100
ISN 0163 A=P1121 00016200
ISN 0164 Z=OEXPISS/AI 00016300
ISN 0165 VV= 1. OO+Z 00016400
ISN 0166 Y=Z/IVV*VVJ ;)0016500
ISN 0161 Z=Y*(1.00-2.00*Z/VVI/A 00016600
ISN 0168 Pllll=PI(11-4.00*WO*Y 00016700
ISN 0169 PII21=PI121-4.00*WO*Z 00016800
ISN 0110 31 IF (KEI181.GT.ZI GO TO 500 00016900
ISN 0112 RETURN 00017000
C IMAGINAERTEIl.VOlUMEN 00011100
lSN 0113 220 SS=R-PI81*AHI3 0001720Q
ISN 0174 A=P191 00017300
ISN0175 V=1.00/11.00+0~XPISS/AJI 00017400
ISN 0176 Z=V*V*Y*OEXPISS/AJ*I-2.00/AJ 00017500
ISN 0177 v=v*v 00017600
ISN 0178 P 1111 =-P 17 J*v 00017700
ISN 0179 PIl21=-P In*z 00017800
C OBERFLAECHENABSORPTION 00017900
ISN 0180 WO=PI10J 00018000
I SN 0181 IFIWOJ 23~.231,230 00018100
ISN 0182 230 SS=R-PII1J*AHI3 00018200
ISN 0183 A=PI12J 00018300
ISN 0184 V1=1.00/11.00+0EXPISS/AIJ 00018400
ISN 0185 V2=OEXP I SSI Al 0001850(1
ISN 0186 V=Vl**3*V2*1-2.00/AJ 00018600
ISN 0187 Z=Yl**4*V2*V2*6.00/IA**2J-V1**3*V2*2.00/IA**2J 00018700
{SN 0188 PIIIJ=Plt1J+4.00*WO*V*A 00018800
ISN 0189 PI12J=PI12J+4.00*WO*Z*A 00018900
ISN 0190 231 IF IKEI18J.GT.2JGO TO 500 00019000
{SN 0192 RETURN 00019100
ISN 0193 500 SVFB=O.OO 00019200
C;;ISN 0194 SZF8=0.00. 00019300 '"ISN 0195 IF IR.GE.RCTFWI GO TO 391 00019400
ISN 0197 IF IIKEI19J.NE.2J.ANO.IKEI19J.NE.3IJ GO TO 321 00019500
ISN 0199 IUl=31 00019600
ISN 0200 POOJ=O.OO 00019700
ISN 0201 00 322 1=IUl.IOW 00019800
ISN 0202 11=1-29 00019900
ISN 0203 PI30J=PI301+PIIJ*I-I.00J**II/II**2 00020000
ISN 0204 322 CONTINUE 00020100
ISN 0205 321 00 390 I=IUW.IOW 00020200
ISN 0206 IX=I-29 00020300
1 SN 0207 IF IRJ 380.380.381 00020400
ISN 0208 380 SYFB=SYFB+PIIJ 00020500
ISN 0209 GO TO 390 00020600
ISN 0210 381 VF8=PJ*R*IX/RCTFW 00020700
ISN 0211 SYFB=SYFB+PIIJ*OSINIVFBJ/YFB 00020800
ISN 0212 SZFB=SZFB+PIIJ*IOCOSIYFBJ*PJ*IX*VFB/RCTFW- ')C020900
1 OSINIVFBJ*PJ*IX/RCTFWI/VFB**2 00021000
1SN 0213 390 CONT INUE J0021l00
ISN 0214 391 P{IIJ=Pllll-SYFB 00021200
ISN 0215 PI(2)=PII21-SZF8 00021300
ISN 0216 RETURN 00021400
{SN 0217 END 00021500
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE DPNlROO,PI 00021600
ISN 0003 IMPLICIT REAL*8 lA-H,O-ll ,)0021700
ISN 0004 REAL*4 WIl10001 00021800
ISN D005 DIMENSION ROO121,F1251,P121 00n1900
ISN 0006 REAL*8 P1/3.141592653589793DOI 00022000
ISN 0007 DATA NCI/01 00022100
ISN 0008 COMMON IINPTI KEl421,WI,INl1001 00022200
IS N 0009 NC2=WI 13H. 2 00022300
ISN 0010 IF lNC1.EQ.NC21 GO TO 10 00022400
ISN 0012 NCl=NC2 00022500
C-----NORMIERUNG DER PROTONEN-VERTEILUNG 00022600
ISN D013 F( 11 =0. 00022700
ISN 0014 F I 21 =P I 421 00022800
ISN 0015 F 15 1=.00000 100 00022900
ISN 0016 K=O 00023000
ISN 0017 NF=O 00023100
ISN 0318 100 CALL FORHAOlK,FI 00023200
ISN 0019 GO TO 1110,110,120,1201, K 00023300
ISN ono 110 FI41=FI31*FI31*DENSPIP,FI 00023400
ISN 0021 NF=NF+l 00023500
~
ISN 0022 GO TO 100 00023600 '"'"ISN 0023 120 IFINF.LE.51 GO TO 110 00023100
ISN 0025 ROOI21=1.00/14.DO*PI*FI4Il 00023800
ISN 0026 RH02=ROO 121 00023900
ISN 0021 RETURN 00024000
ISN 0028 10 ROOI21=RH02 00024100
ISN 0029 RETURN 00024200
ISN 0030 ENO 00024300
ISN 0002 FUNCTION DENSIP,SI 00024400
C-----3-PARAMETER FERMI-VERTEILUNG DER NEUTRONEN ODER MASSE 00024500
ISN 0003 IMPLICIT REAL*8 IA-H,D-II 00024600
ISN 0004 OlMENSION Pl21,Sl2l 00024100
ISN 0005 OENS=O.DO 00024800
ISN 0006 C=PI431*PI31**11.DO/3.DOI 00024900
ISN 0001 A=PI441 00025000
ISN 0008 W=P 1451 00025100
ISN 0009 R=SI3l 00025200
ISN 0010 IF lR.GT.PI42ll RETURN 00025300
ISN 0012 DENS=ll.DO+R*R*W/IC*CIl/ll •.DO+DEXPIIR-CI/AII 00025400
ISN 0013 RETURN 00025500













































W= P ( 48 )
R=Sl31
IF lR.GT.PI42/1 RETURN






































































































































































































































5 IF [NF.lE.51 GO TO 4
RHOC=Z2/14.00*PJ*SI411
HRITE 16,6002) RHOC
6002 FORMAT (lI' OENSITY CHARGE = ',lP015.51
C-----PROTONENVERTEIlUNG


















24 IF INF.lE.51 GO TO 23
ROOl11=DI11/14.00*PJ*S(41)
HRITE 16,60041 ROD






































































































IF lKE(18).lT.3) GO TO 30
00 8 I=l,NF
IF (IidIJ.GT.281 GO TO 9
8 CONTINUE
9IO=U(I-1I
30 IF (KEl111.EQ.11 WRITE 16,60011











W( I+2*N SI =0.00














































































































IF IR) 70,70,80 00042200
70 ERR=ERR+VARMIII+11,II+J11 00042300





IF IKEI171.EQ.11 GO TO 85 00042900
ERR=WII+NSI/ON*100. 00043000
GO TO 90 00043100
85 ERR=WII+NS)/OM*100. 00043200
90 IF IKEll11.EQ.ll WRITE 16,6010) R,OM,ON,WII+NS),ERR,OP,OC 00043300
100 CONTINUE 00043400
6010 FORMAT I' ',OPF10.3,5X,611Po12.4,5X)) 00043500
IF IIKEI121.EQ.01.ANO.IKEI141.EQ.O)1 GO TO 203 00043600
KMM=MOoIKEI141,10001/100 00043700
KMN=KE1141/1000 00043800
IF IKEI171.NE.21 KMN=O 00043900
00 110 1=1,4 00044000
No=I 00044100
IF II.EQ.ll NO=I-1 00044200
IF IIIKE(17).EQ.11.ANo.II.GT.111.ANo.I.NOT.IIKEI151.EQ.1).ANo.II.E00044300
1 Q.411)1 GO TO 110 00044400
CAll MOMENTINo,W,H,NS,RMSJ 00044500
IF II.EQ.ll WRITE 16,63001 00044600
6300 FORMAT 1111' MATTER OENSITY' 1 00044700
IF II.EQ.21 WRITE 16,63011 00044800
6301 FORMAT 1111' NEUTRON OENSITY'I 00044900
IF II.EQ.31 WRITE 16,63021 00045000
6302 FORMAT 1111' PROTON OENSITY'I 00045100
IF II.EQ.41 WRITE 16,63031 00045200
6303 FORMAT 1111' CHARGE oENSITY'1 00045300
WRITE 16,65011 IRMSIJI,J=1,3),IRMSIJ),J=5,101 00045400
6501 FORMAT 11/' K-TH MOMENT FOR K = -2, -1, ••• ,+5, +6' 00045500
1 1911P012.5,2XI) 00045600
WRITE 16,65021 RMSI41 00045700
6502 FORMAT 1/' VOlUME = ',lP012.51 00045800
IF IIKMM.GT.OI.ANO.II.EQ.111 WRITE 18,70011 RMS 00045900
IF IIKMN.GT.01.ANO.II.EQ.211 WRITE 18,7001J RMS 00046000
IF 111.GT.21.0R.III.EQ.11.ANo.IKE(17).EQ.2JII GO Ta 109 00046100
CAll ERMOM III,IU,IO,IU1,IU2,VARM,RCTF,CHI2,RMSI 00046200
WRITE 16,65031 IRMSIJI,J=l,31,IRMSIJI,J=5,10) 00046300_
~
I
ISN 0186 WRITE 16,65041 RMSI41 0004640il
ISN 0167 6503 FORMAT 11/' ERRORS OF K-TH MOMENT FOR K = -2, -1, ••• ,+5, +6' 00046500
1 1911PD12.5,2XI)1 00046600
ISN :H68 65J4 FORMAT 1/' ERROR VOLUME = '.IP012.51 00046700
ISN (l169 109 [F lIKMM.GT.OI.AND.ll.EQ.lJI WRITE 18,70011 RMS 00046600
ISN 0191 [FIIKMN.GT.01.AND.I[.EQ.211 WRITE 18,70011 RMS 00046900
[SN 0193 110 CONTINUE 00047000
[SN 0194 203 lWP=NS*2 00047100
ISN 0195 [WS=l 00047200
ISN 0196 KDM=MODlKEI131,1000J/100 00047300
ISN 0197 KDN=KEt 131/ 1000 00047400
ISN ()198 IF IKEI171.NE.21 KDN=O 00047500
[SN (l200 IF IKDM.GT.OI WRITEll,70011 I WI I I • [ = [101 S, I WP I 00041600
IS N :1202 IWS=IWP+l 00041700
ISN 0203 IWP=IWP+NS 00041600
I SN 0204 IF lKDN.GT.OI WRITE 11,10011 IWIII,I=[WS,IWPI 00047900
ISN 0206 7001 FORMATII5X,'*·.611PDI0.3,','III 00048000
[SN 0207 1000 RETURN 00046100

















































































































IF 1 IO.EQ.NPI 10=[A(NF-1I











13 IF IKEI91.EQ.1J WRITE 16,60101
6010 FORMATI//I' ',7X,'R',8X,'REAl',7X,













IFIKEI151.EQ.OJ GO TO 3
CAll COUlPOI2,P,R,VC,VOI
GO TO 1































































































IF IKEI181.lT.31 GO TO 81
IF IR.GE.RCTFW2) GO TO 81
00 150 K=IUW,IOw
11=K-IU1W






I F IR) 110,1.70,180
110 OV=DV+VARMIIIW+II,IIW+J1)
GO TO 160





81 IF IKEI91.EQ.11 WR1TE 16,6110IR,PRIIJ,PRI21,P1111
1 ,wII+2*NSI,DVW,VC
2 CONTINUE
6110 FOR~AT 1 ' I,OPF10.3,2X,611PDIZ.4,ZX)1
6300 FORMAT lI/I' REAL POTENTIAL I I
31 KMR=MODIKE(14) 1101
IF IIKEI101.EQ.OI.AND.IKMR.EQ.OI) GO Ta 30
NV=O
WRlTE 16 , 63001
CAll MOMENTINV,W,H,NS,RMSI
WRITE 16,60011 IRMSIIJ,I=1,31,(RMSIII.I=5,10)
6001 FORMAT lI/' K-TH MOMENT FOR K = -2, -1, ••• ,+5, +6 ' /9IFI2.5,2XII
VOl=RMSI4J/IPI31*NA21
WRITE 16,60021 RMSI41,VOl
6002 FORMAT I1 ' VOlUME = l)lPD12.5,' PER NUClEON PAIR = ',1PD12.5J
IF IKMR.GT.OJ WRITE 18,70011 RMS
IF IIKEI171.NE.(».DR •.IKEI161.lT.311 GO Ta 32

















































































6501 FORMAT 111/' ERRORS OF K-TH MOMENT FOR K = -2. -1, ••• ,+5, +6'
1 1911P012.5,2XIII
WRITE 16,65021 RMS(4),VOl
&502 FORMAT 1/' ERROR VOlUME = • ,lPD12.5,' PER NUClEON PAIR = "
1 1PD12.51
IF IKMR.GT.DI WRITE 18,70011 RMS
6400 FORMAT 1111' IMAGINARY POTENTIAl'1
32 KMI=MODIKEI141,100)/I0
























































































C-----BELIEBIGE WECHSELWIRKUNG IN FXV BERECHNET
C-----MH DICHTE-ABHAENGIGKEIT
C-----NEUTRONEN- UND PROTONENVERTEILUNG VERSCHIEDEN




C-----REALTEIL : NORMIERUNG = Pl41
C CUT-OFF = PiSI
C GAMMA = Pl61
C-----IMAGINAERTEIL P171, PIS), Pl91
C OBERFLAECHE PII01, PlilI, PlIZ1
C-----COULOMB VC UND VD
























2 I Fl N-2 I 3,4,4
3 AHI3=PI31**11.DO/3.DOI
















































ISN On4 GO To 9 00000440
I SN 00Z5 66 R=PIZI*AH13 00000450
ISN ;)OZ6 A=I.43985*PINP+41/R OOOC0460
rSN 00Z7 VZ=-.5*AI lR*RJ 00000470
rSN on8 VO=A-R*R*VZ 00000480
ISN (.OZ9 PCR=R 00000490
ISN ('030 9 H=prNP+31 00000500
ISN 0031 R=P I II 00000510
ISN )03Z NCZ= H*1 O. OOOOU5Z0
ISN 0033 IF INCI.EQ.NCZI GU To ZL 000JÜ530
ISN 0035 ISM=PIN°+61+PINP+11 00000540
lSN ')036 IFIISM.GT.ZOOI ISM=200 000U0550
ISN 0038 I SM 1=P I 51/ti 00000560
,SN 00.39 ISMZ=? I 13I1H 00000510
[SN ü!)40 I SMIZ=I SMI"I SMZ 00000580
IS~! 0041 I F I I SM lZ •GT• I SM I ISMLZ=ISM 00000590
C-----BERECHNUNG VON FXV -::>0000600
lSN 0043 I SMZ2=2*1 SM12+1 00000610
[SN ':'044 CAll FXVIH.ISMZ2,VI 000006Z0
,SN )045 NC 1=NCZ 00000630
C-----NORMIERUNG DER NEUTRONEN- UNO PROTONENVERTEILUNG 00000640 :;:...
I SN 0046 IF lKEll11.EQ.11 GO To 20 0000';}650
lSN 0048 CAll D?I'JI ROO, PI 00000660
lSN CJ49 OIII=PI31-PINP+4J/wI141 ')0000610
[SN 0050 DIZI=PINP+4J/WI14J JOOO0680
;SN a051 ROOIZJ=ROOIZI*"OIZl 00000690
ISNOO5Z GO To 21 0OOOO1CO
ISN 0053 ZO D[ 11 =P I 31 ,,000071J
ISN 0054 ZI SIll =J. 000001Z0
I SN 0055 SIZJ=Ptl31 0000'J730
ISN 0056 SI5'=.OOOClO500 riOJOO 140
I SN 0051 K=C 00000750
ISN j058 NF=O 00000760
ISN 0059 10 CAll FORHADIK.SI 00000110
ISN C'G6') GO To Itl,llolZ, lZl.K 00000180
ISN J061 11 SI41=S131=SI31*OENSIP.SI 00000190
ISN 006Z NF=NF"I 00000800
ISN 0063 GO TO 10 00000810
ISN 0064 lZ IFtNF.lE.51 GO To 11 000008Z0
ISN C'066 RoOIIJ=DIIJ/14.DO*PJ*SI4JI 00000830
C---- WT EGRAT ION 00000840
ISN 0067 43 00 44 ISIZ=I.ISMIZ 00000850










































































IF IKE(15).EQ.01 GO TO 77
CALL COULPO(2,P,R,VC,VOI
GO To 79



















































ISN 0110 79 J=R/H 00001300
ISN 0111 X= RI H-J 00001310
1 SN 0112 IFIJ.EQ.ISMI GO TO 211 00001320
ISN 0114 IF(J.EQ.OI GO TO 213 00':>01330
ISN 0116 VCC=UCIJJ+X*IUCIJ+ll-UCIJII 00001340
ISN 0117 IF(J.EQ.l1 GO TO 212 00001350
ISN 0119 VDD=IUCIJ+II-UCIJ-111/12.00*HI 00001360
I SN 0120 GG TO 150 00001370
ISN 0121 211 VCC=UCIJI+x*IUClJI-UC(J-IJI 00001380
ISN 0122 VDO=(UCIJI-UCIJ-III/H 00001390
ISN 0123 GO TO 150 00001400
{SN 0124 212 VOD=IUCIJ+II-UCIJIJ/H 00001410
ISN 0125 GO TO 150 00001420
ISN 0126 213 VCC=2.*UClll-UCI21 000Ci1430
ISN 0127 VOO=IUCI21-UC(lJI/H 00001440
{SN 0128 150 Fl=2.*4.*PJ*H/3.*PI41 00001450
ISN 0129 PRIIJ=VC-FI*VCC OCiOO1460
ISN 0130 PRI21=VO-Fl*VOD 00001470
ISN 0131 KEW=KE 1181 00001480
I SN 0132 GO TO 1170,1801,KEW 00001490
ISN 0133 170 SS=R-PI81*AHI3 00001500 :;:Cl
ISN 0134 A=P191 00001510
ISN 0135 Y=I.DO/(I.DO+DEXPISS/AII 00001520
ISN 0136 Z=-DEXPISS/AJ/A*Y*Y 00001530
ISN 0137 Pltl 1=-P(7J*V 00001540
[SN 0138 PI( 2 l=-Pi 7l*Z 00001550
C OBERFlAECHENABSORPT[ON 00001560
ISN 0139 .. 0=PII0} 00001570
ISN 0140 IFIWD} 310,311,310 ;'0001580
ISN 0141 310 SS=R-Pll11*AHI3 00001590
ISN 0142 A=PI12J 00001600
ISN 0143 Z=DEXPlSS/AJ 00001610
ISN 0144 VV=I.DO+Z 00001620
ISN 0145 Y·=ZlI VV*VV} 00001,630
ISN (146 Z=V*II.DO-2.DO*Z/VVI/A 00001640
ISN 0147 PIIIJ=PIIII-4.00*WU*Y 00001650
{SN 0148 PII21=PII21-4.DO*wO*Z 00001660
ISN 0149 311 RETURN 00001670
C IMAGINAERTEIL VOLUMEN 00001680
ISN 0150 180 SS=R-P(81*AHI3 00001690
{SN 0151 A=P191 00001700
ISN 0152 Y=I.0C/ll.DC+DEXPISS/AII 00001710

















PI n J=-PI7 J"V
































C MAJKA-INTERACTlON NUMERICALLY 00001890
IS~J 0002 SUBROUTlNE FXVIH.lSMI2.DVI 00')01900
I SN oe03 IMPLIClT REAL*8 IA-H.O-ZI .00001910
ISN 0004 DIMENSION JVl40l1 00001920
ISN 0005 REAL*8 OVN1721/ 00001930
* 0.326555980+02, 0.328188040+02, 0.32688257D+02. 0.32723604D+02, 00001940
'" 0.32l689600+02, 0.32l989090+02. 0.318292610+02. 0.313560740+02. 00001950
* 0.309098140+02. 0.306174040+02. 0.295159200+02. 0.28450010D+02. 00001960
* 0.27300033D+02. 0.262304260+02. 0.249024450+02. 0.23538l690+02. 00001970
'" 0.220273910+02. 0.204b0865D+02. 0.188927590+02. 0.172231710+02. 00001980
'" 0.155669840+02. 0.140464820+02. 0.124769560+02. 0.109757070+02. 00001990
* 0.967167450+01. O. 833657 11 D+0 1 • 0.718148860+01. 0.621688900+01. 00002000
* 0.53542093D+Ol. 0.44514222D+Ol. 0.375656510+01. 0.315293890+01. 00002010
'" 0.26126167D+Ol. 0.219627660+01. O.18207003D+Jl. D.15049992~+OI. 000n020
* 0.123898980+01. 0.101939210+01. 0.83641474D+00. C.68325897D+00. 00002030
* 0.563436860+00. 0.460012300+00. 0.372588730+00. 0.303262280+00. 000020"40
* 0.242781790+00. 0.196958990+00. 0.160713060+00. 0.129655360+00. 00002050
* 0.1~558739D+OO. 0.95178007D-Ol. 0.680000020-01. 0.5506l2270-01. 00002060
'" 0 .444037880-01. 0.3b0314680-Ql. 0.29025146D-Ol. O.231~15970-01. 00':;02070
* 0.184240270-01. C.14836518D-Ol. 0.11981919D-01. 0.963341010-02. 00002080
'" 0.769270380-02. 0.612139950-02. 0.492334530-02. 0.39~535340-C2. 00002090
'" 0.313290120-02, 0.250934730-02. 0.200'.52130-02. 0.159974720-02. 00002100
* 0.121692380-02, 0.LOL504210-02, 0.8LL199350-03, 0.641873540-031 0OO02lLO
ISN 0006 00 100 1=1,ISM12 00002120
ISN 0001 OVIII=O.OO 00002L30
ISN 0008 100 CONT INUE 00002140
I SN 0009 R=(.OO 00002150
ISN 0010 00 200 1=1,ISM12 00002160
ISN ClOU R=R+H 00002170
ISN 0012 IF {R.GT.1.2J GO TO 300 00002180
ISN 0014 J=R/.l 00002190
I SN 0015 X=R/.I-J 01.1002200
ISN 0016 IF IJ.EQ.ISM121 GO TC 21L 00002210
ISN 0018 IF (J.EQ.OI GO TO 213 00002220
ISN 0020 OVIII=OVN(JI+X*IOVNIJ+l)-OVNIJIJ 00002230
ISN 0021 GO TO 200 00002240
I SN 0022 211 OVIII=DVNIJI+X*IDVNIJ)~OVN(J-l)) 001102250
ISN 0023 GO TO 200 00002.260
ISN 0024 213 OVII)=2.00*OVNI1)-OVNI2) 0000221(,
"I SN 0025 200 CONTINUE 00002280
ISN 0026 300 RETURN 00002290
ISN 0021 END 000023CO
:;:
IX)
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE OPNIROO,P) 000023 LO
1 SN 0003 IMPLICIT REAL*8 IA-H,O-Z) 00002320
{SN 0004 REAL*4 WI I LOOOI 00002330
ISN OOOS DIMENSION ROO(2),FI2SI,P(2) 00002340
ISN 0006 REAL*8 P1/3.141S92653S89193001 00002350
ISN 0001 DATA NCI/01 00002360
1 SN 0008 COMMDN IINPTI KE(42),WI,INII001 00002370
ISN 0009 NC2=WIl31+.2 00002380
ISN 0010 IF INC1.EQ.N(2) GO TO 10 00002390
ISN 0012 NCl=NC2 00002400
C-----NORMIERUNG DER PROTONEN-VERTEILUNG 00002410
ISN 0013 F 11 1=0. 00002420
1 SN 0014 FI21=P(l31 00002430
ISN 001S F(5)=.OCOOOIDO 00002440
ISN 0016 K=O 00002450
ISN (,011 :IIF=O 00002460
ISN 0018 100 CALl FORHADIK,F) 00002470
ISN 00 L9 GO TO 1110,LI0.120.L20). K 00002480
{SN 0020 110 FI4l=FI3l*FI3l~DENSPIP,Fl 00002490
ISN 0021 NF=NF+l 0000.2500
ISN 0022 GO TO 100 OOCO 2 510
I SN 0023 120 IFINF.LE.51 GO TO 110 000.02520
ISN 0025 ROOI2l=1.DO/14.DO*PI*FI4ll 00002530
ISN 0026 RH02=ROOI2l 00002540
[SN 0027 RETURN 00002550
ISN 0028 10 ROCI2l=RH02 00002560
ISN0029 RETURN 00002570







































C-----3-PARAMETER FERMI-VERTEILUNG DER PROTONEN
































































































IF lKEI151.EQ.01 GO TO 10
NIl=7


















5 IF lNF.LE.5) GD TO 4
RHOC=Z2/14.DO*PJ.SI4) I
WRITE (6,6002) RHOC
0002 FORMAT 111' DENS ITY CHARGE = ',lP015.:'1
C-----PROTONENVERTEllUNG








































































































24 IF INF.LE.51 GO TU 23
ROOl11=0111/14.00*PJ*SI411
WRITE 16,60041 ROO




31 IF IKEl111.EQ.ll WRlTEI6,60031










WI I +N S1=0. DO
WII+2*NSI=0.DO
wl [+3*NS 1=0 .00
S 131 =R



























































































32 O'l=DENSIP,SI*ROOI II 00003710





91 IF IKEIIlJ.EO.lI "RITE (6,60111 R,DM,DN,DP,DC 00003770
100 CONTINUE 00003780
6011 FORMAT (' ',OPFIO.3,~X,4(1?D12.4,5Xll 00003790
IF IIKEIIZI.EO.01.ANO.lKEI141.EQ.OII GO TO Z03 00003800
KMM=MOOIKEI141,lOOOl/lOO OOü03810
KMN=KE1141/1000 000038Z0
IF IKEllll.NE.21 KMN=O 00003830
00 110 1=1,4 00003840
ND=I-l 00003850
IF I IIKEI171.EQ.l).AND.ll.GT.11).AND.I.NOT.IIKEI151.EO.11.ANO.II.EOC003860
1 0.41))) GO TO 110 00003870
CAlL MOMENTIND,w,H,NS,RMS) 00003880
IF II.EQ.1) WRITE 16,6300) 00003890
6300 FORMAT 1111' MATTER OENSITY') 00003900
IF II.EQ.Zl WRITE 16,6301) 00003910
6301 FORMAT 1111' NEUTRON OENSITY') 000039Z0
IF II.H1.31 WRITE 16,63021 00003930
630Z FORMAT 11/1' PROTON DENSITY' 1 00003940
IF I I.EO.41 WRI TE 16,63031 JOJu3950
6303 FORMAT 1111' CHARGE DENSITY'1 00003960
WRITE 16,ti501J IRMSIJJ,J=1,3),IR~SIJI,J=5,10J 00003970
6501 FGRMA r (I I' K-TH MOMENT FOR K = -Z, -1, ••• , +5, +6' 00a03980
1 1911PDIZ.5,ZXJ') 00003990
WRITE 16.650ZI RMSI4J 00004000
6502 FORMAT 1/' VOLUME = ',lPD1Z.51 J0004010
lF IIKMM.GT.OJ.AND.II.EQ.IJI WRITE 18,7:::011 RMS 000040Z0






IF IKEIl71.NE.21 KDN=O 00J04r90
IF IKDM.Cf.OI WRITEI7,70D11 {~(IJ,I=IWS,IWPI 00004100
IwS=IWP+l 00004110
I~P=IWP+NS üOOU412C





































































b IF IKE(9).EQ.ll WRITE16.60001





























































































IFlKEI151.EQ.Cl GO TO 3
CALL COULPOI2,P,R.VC,VOI
GO TO 1








IF lKEI91.EQ.1I WRITEI6.610DI R.PRIll,PRI21,PIIII,VC
2 CONTINUE
6100 FORMATl' ·,OPF15.3.5X,411P015.7,5XII
6300 FORMAT 11/1' REAL POTENTIAL'1
31 KMR=MOOlKEI141.101
IF IIKEII01.EQ.01.AND.IKMR.EQ.011 GO TO 30
NV=O
wR lT E 16.6300 1
CALL MOMENTINV,w,H,NS,RMSI
WRlTE 16.6001l lRMSlII,I=l,31,(RMSIIl,I=5,lCd
6001 FORMAT 111' K-TH MOMENT FOR K = -2, -I, •••• +5. +6'/9IF12.5.2XII
VOL=RMSI41/IPI31*NA21
WRITE 16,60021 RMSI41,VOL
6002 FORMAT 1/' VOLUME = ',IPOI2.5,' PER NUCLEON PAIR = ',LP012.51
IF IKMR.GT.O 1 WRlTE 18,70011 RMS
6400 FORMAT 1111' IMAGINARY POTENTIAl'1
32 KMI=MODIKE(14),1001/10











































































































C-----BElIEBIGE WECHSEl~IRKUNG IN FxV BERECHNET
C-----MIT DICHTE-ABHAENGIGKEIT
C-----NEUTRONEN- UND PRCTONENVERTEllUNG VERSCHIEUEN




C-----REAlTEIL : NORMIERUNG = P(41
C CUT-OFF = PI 51
C GAMMA = Pl6l
C-----IMAGINAERTEIl Pl7J, Pl8l, Pl91
C OBERFLAECHE PllOJ, PIllI, PIl21
C-----COUlOMß VC UND VD









'" 14015519FE 196E249.140 100B4670F7E474,
• 13FA64DAF529DB3FA,l3F4825A00903A2BAI
REAl*8 XGNII0l/14013973DF98B86AF.1403A502C6D25177F.* 1405FAB33C 5594BOF.14082C 82E09FBFFB4.
* 140A2D469F03886D7,140BFOF9B9A352A6F.

























































































































R= P 1 11
. NC2=H*10.











C-----NGRMIERUNG DER NEUTRCNEN- UND PRUTONENVERTEIlUNG



































































































































































































































IF IKEI151.EQ.Ol GO TO 77
CAll COUlPOI2,P.R.VC,Vol
GO TO 79








IFIJ.EQ.ISMI GU TO 211
IFIJ .EQ.OI GD TO 213
VCC=UCIJI+X*IUCIJ+II-UCIJll
IFIJ.EQ.ll GO TO 212
VOo=IUCIJ+II-UCIJ-111/12.DO*HI
GO TO 150































































ISN 0160 WO=P 110 I 00001730
lSN 0161 lFIWO) 30,31,30 00001740
ISN 0162 30 SS=R-PlllJ*AH13 00001750
ISN 0163 k=P1121 00001760
ISN 0164 Z=DEXPISS/AI 00001770
ISN C165 VV=l.DO+Z 00001780
ISN 0166 Y=lIl VV*VV) 00001790
ISN 0167 Z=Y*11.DO-2.00*Z/VVI/A 00001800
ISN 0168 PIll)=PlI11-4.DO*WO*Y 00001810
ISN 0169 PII21=PII21-4.Du*Wü*Z 00001820
ISN 0170 31 IF IKEI181.GT.21 GO Ta 5CC 00001830
ISN 0172 R.ETURN 00001840
C IMAGINAERTEIl VOLUMEN 00001850
ISN 0173 220 SS=R-PI BI*AIH3 00001860
ISN 0174 A=P191 00001870
ISN 0175 Y=1.DO/11.00+0EXPISS/AII ClOOO1880
ISN 0176 Z=Y*Y*Y*DEXPISS/A1*1-2.ü~/A) 00001890
,I SN 0177 y=y*y 00001900
ISN 0178 PII1l=-PI71*Y 00001910
ISN 0179 PII21=-PI71*Z 00001920
C OBERFLAECHENABSORPTION 00001930 0;
0
ISN 0180 '~O=PI 10) 00001940 I
I SN 0181 IFlwOI 230,231,230 ()OOO1950
ISN 0182 230 SS=R-Pllll*AH13 00001960
ISN 0183 A=PI12J 00001970
ISN 0184 Y1=1.DO/11.DO+DEXPISS/AII 00001980
ISN 0185 Y2=JEXPISS/AJ 00:.101990
ISN0186 Y-Y1**3*Y2*1-2.00/AI 00002000
ISN 0181 Z=Yl**4*Y2*Y2*6.00/IA**21-Yl*~3*Y2*2.00/IA**21 00002010
lSN 0188 PII11=Pl(1)+4.DO*wO*Y*A 00002020
lSN 0189 P112J=PII21+~.OO*wu*Z*A 00002030




ISN 0193 500 SYFB=O .uO 00002060
ISN 0194 SZFB=C.OO 00002070
ISN 0195 IF IR.GE.RCTFhl GO TO 391 00002080
ISN 0197 IF IIKEI191.~E.21.4ND.IKE(19).NE.311GO TO 321 00002090
ISN 0199 IUl=31 ~..~ 00002100-'. ~OO0211(}ISN 0200 P1301=0.OO;"
ISN 0201 00 322 1=1i.!.l,1O.. ' , 000212~
(SN 0202 lt=I-29 .~. 00002130-
'lSN 0203 Pöe hP I 30 t):P I I 1*( - 1 .00 lH I I / I 1** 2 00002140










































0 MAJKA-INTERACTION NU~ERICALLY 00002300
ISN C002 SUBROUTINE FXVIH.ISMI2.DV) 0()OO2310
I SN 0003 IMPLICIT REAL*8 IA-H.O-ll 00002320
ISN 0004 DIMENSION DVl4011 00002330 Ci
ISN 0005 REAL*8 DVN17211 00002340
* 0.326555980+02. 0.32BI88040+02. O.3268d2570+02. 0.327236040+02. 00002350
* 0.3216B9600+02. 0.321989090+02. C.318292610+~2. 0.313560740+02. 00002360
* 0.309098140+02. 0.306174040+02. 0.295159200+02. 0.284500100+02. 00002370
* 0.273000330+02. O.26230426[)+O2. 0.24902445D+02. 0.235381690+02. 00002380
* 0.220273910+02. 0.204608650+02. 0.18892759D+02. 0.172231710+02. 00C02390
* 0.155669840+02. 0.140464820+02. 0.124769560+02.0.109757070+02. 00002400
* 0.96716745D+Ol. 0.333657110+01. 0.718148860+01. 0.621688900+01. 00002410
* 0.535420930+01. 0.445142220+01. 0.375656510+01. 0.315293890+01. 00002420
* 0.261261670+01. 0.219627660+01. 0.182070030+01. 0.150499920+01. 00002430
• 0.123898980+01. 0.101939210+01. 0.836414740+00. 0.683258970+00 • OOC02440
* 0.563436860+00. 0.460012300+00. 0.372588730+00. 0.303262280+00. 00002450
* 0.242781790+00. 0.196958990+00. 0.160713060+00. 0.129655360+00. 00002460
* 0.105587390+00. 0.851780070-01. 0.680000020-01. 0.550612270-01. 00002470
* 0.444037880-01. 0.360314680-01.. 0.290251460-01. 0.23121597D-Ol. 00002480
* 0.184240270-01. 0.148365180-01. 0.119819190-01. 0.963341010-02. 00002490
* 0.769210380-02. ;;.612139950-02. 0.492334530-02. 0.394535340-02. 00002500
* 0.313290120-02. 0.250934730-02. 0.200452130-02. 0.159974720-02. 00002510
* 0.127692380-02. 0.101504270-02. 0.811799350-03. 0.64781354D-031 00002520
ISN 0006 00 100 I=I.ISMI2 00002530
ISN 0007 DVI1}=O.OO 00002540












































IF IR.GT.7.21 GO TO 300
J=R/.l
X=R/.I-J
IF IJ.EQ.I5M121 GO TO 211



































































































































































ISN 0002 FUNCTION oEFBIP.S.IOI 00003270
ISN ::003 IMPLICIT REAL*8 IA-H,O-lJ 00003280
ISN 0004 REAL*4 WII10001 00003290
ISN 0005 REAL*e PI/3.141592653589793001 00003300
I SN 0006 DIMENSION PI21,S(2) 00003310
ISN 0007 COMMeN IINPT/KE{421.~I.INII001 00003320
ISN 0008 oEFB=O .00 00003330
ISN 0009 R=S(3) 00003340
ISN 0010 IF IR.GI.P(131) RETURN JOO03350
ISNOO12 NF= I N181 00003360
ISN 0013 RCTF=P(13) 00003370
ISN 0014 lU=14 00003380
ISN 0015 I Ul=15 00003390
ISN 0016 P 1141=0. 00003400
ISN 0017 Da 50 l=IUl, IO 00003410
ISN 0018 11=1-13 00C03420
-ISN 0019 PI141=PI141+PII)*I-l.I**II/II**2 00003430
lSN 0020 50 CoNTINUE 00003440
ISN 0021 SYFB=O .00 00003450
ISN 0022 DA lCO I=IU,IO 00003460 ;;;..
ISN 0023 IX=I-13 00003470
I SN 0024 I F I RI 10. 1 0 • 20 00003480
ISN 0025 10 SYFB=SYFB+PIII 00003490
ISN 0026 GO TO 100 00003500
ISN 0027 20 YFB=PI*R*IX/RCTF 00003510
ISN 0028 SYF8=SYFB+PIII*OSINIYFBI/YFB 00003520
I SN 0029 100 CONTINUE 00003530
ISN 0030 DEFB=oEFB+SYFB 00003540
ISN 0031 RETURN 00003550




























ISN 0011 AH13=PI3J**11.0C/3.üCI 00'::03660
ISN ü012 Z2=W1151 00003670
1SN 0013 H= r 100 00003680
ISN C014 NS=RC/H+2. 00003690
1SN 0015 QRSM=O.OO 00003700
ISN 0016 ORSN=O .00 00003710
C-----lAOUNGSVERTEIlUNG 00003720
I SN 0017 1F lKEI151.EQ.01 GO TO 10 00003730
ISN 0019 NW=7 00003740
1SN 0020 00 1 1=1.4 00003750
1SN 0021 Nw=NW+w1lNWI+l.1 00003760
ISN 0022 1 CONTINUE 00003170
1SN 0023 NC=W IlNWI+.l 00003780
I SN 0024 00 2 1=1. NC 00J03790
1SN 0025 CP I 2, I 1= WI I NW+ 1 1 00003800
ISN 0020 2 CONTINUE 00003810
1SN 0027 NW=NW+W1lNWI+l.l 00003820
ISN 0023 SI1I=0. 00003830
I SN 0029 S 121 =CP 12, LI 00003840
ISN 0030 SI5J=.00000100 00003850
I SN ('031 K=O 00003860 m
ISN 0032 NF=O 00003870 '"
1SN 0033 3 CAll FDRHADIK,SJ 00003880
1 SN 0034 GO TO 14,4,5,51, K 00003890
ISN 0035 4 SI41=SI31*SI31*OEN2ICP,SI 00003900
I SN 0036 NF=NF+l 00003910
1SN C037 GD 10 3 000J3920
ISN 0038 5 1F INF.lE.5J GO TD 4 00003930
1 SN 0040 RHOC=Z21l4.DO*PJ*SI4J I 00003940
1SN 0041 WR1TE 16.60021 RHOC 00003950
I SN 0042 0002 FORMAT 1//' DENSITY CHARGE = ',IPJ15.5J 00003960
C-----PRDTCNENVERTE1lUNG 00003970
ISN 0043 10 IF lKEI17J.EQ.l1 GD TD 20 00003980
15N 0045 CAll DPN1ROO,PI 000039<;0
1SN 0046 Dlll=P 131-j> lNP+4 J/W Il41 00004000
ISN 0047 uI21=P(NP+4J/~II4J 00004010
ISN 0048 ROOI21=ROOI21*OI2J 00004020
ISN 0049 GO TO 21 00004030
ISN 0050 20 DIll =P{31 OOil04040
1SN CC'51 21 1F lKEI171.lT.ll GO TO 1000 00004050
1SN 0053 S 111 =0. 00004060
ISN 0054 S121=P142J 00004010


















































24 [F INF.lE.51 GO TO 23
ROOI1J=0111/14.DO*PJ*SI4JI
~RITE 16,60041 ROO









00 25 1= 1.NF






IF IKEI181.LT.31 GO TO 30
00 8 l=l,NF
IF IIAII).GT.28) GO TO 9
8 CONTINUE
9 IO=IAII-ll
30 IF IKEl111.EQ.11 WRITE [6,6001)







































































































Ki: 17=KE I 17)






36 IF IKE(15).EQ.l/ OC=OEN2ICP,S/*RHOC
WI 1 /=DM
~ I 1+2*'·~S / =llN
W11+3*NSI=DP
wl 1+4*NS I=DC
IF IR.GE.RCT2) GO TO 90



















90 IF IKElll/.EQ.ll WRITE 16,6010/ R,DM,ON.WII+NS/.ERR,DP,OC
100 CONT INUE
6010 FGR~AT (' ',CPFI0.3,5X.611P012.4,5XII
























































































IF (KEll71.NE.21 K~lN=C' 0(;(10:'950
00 110 1=1,4 00C04960
NO=I OOUJ497C
IF II.EQ.l) ND=I-l aOO~49ao
I F (I I KEIlll.EQ. 11. AND. I I .GT.l I I. ANO.I .NOT. 1 IKEI 15 I .EQ.lI.ANO.1 I. EJOOÜ4990
1 Q.41111 GO TO 10' OO~050CO
CALL MOMENTIND,~,H.NS,RMSI 00005010
IF II.EO.l1 WRITE 16,63001 COuü5020
6300 FORMAT 1111' MATTER DENS ITY' I 00005030
IF II.EQ.2) wRITE (6,63011 00005040
6301 FORMAT 1111' NEJTRON DENSITY'J OCC0505J
IF II.EQ.31 .. RITE 16,63021 00005060
6302 FOR/IAT 11/1' PP.DTON OENSITV'I ;);)00%70
IF II.EQ.4J IwRITE 16,6303J 00005080
6303 FORMAT 11/1' CHARGE OENSITY') OOOJ5D90
~RITE 16,65011 IR~SIJI,J=I,3),(RMSIJI,J=~,10J 000051CO
6501 FORMAT 111' K-TH t~OMENT FOR K = -2. -1, ... ,+5, +6' 00005110
1 1911POI2.5,2XJ)) OCJ05120
VlRITE 16,6502) RMS(41 00005130
6502 FORMAT 1/' VOLUME : ',IPDI2.51 OJJU5140
11' IIK)I,'-I.GT.CI.ANlJ.II.EQ.II' WRlTE 18,7-)011 RMS 00005150
IF IIKMN.GT.Ol.AND.II.EQ.21) ... RITE 18,7;)01) Il.MS 00005160
IF III.GT.2J.0I-t.[II.EQ.1l.ANO.IKEII71.EQ.2JlI GO TO 109 00J05170
CALL ERMOM 111,IU,IO,IUI,IU2,VAkM,RCTF,CHI2,RMS) 00005180
WRlTE 16,65U3J IRMSI JI ,J=I, 31, IRMSIJI ,J=5,l;J1 )0::>05190
..JRITE 16,65041 RMSI41 ~C'005200
6503 FORMAT (11' ERkORS iJF K-TH :-IOMENT FOR K = -2. -I, ••• ,+5, +6' 00005210
1/911PD12.5,2XIII OC025220
6504 FORMAT 1/' ERROR VOLUME = ',lPD12.51 00005230
109 11' IIKi-IM.GT.OI.AND.II.EQ.lIJ WRITE 18,7CJlJ RMS OC005240






IF I KEI171.NE.21 KON=O 00005310
11' IKOM.GT.CI ,iRlTE17,10GlI IWIII,I=I1,s,rtll'l 00005320
IhS=IwP+l 00005330
IWP=IWP+NS 0000534C












































































10= !Al NF J
If lIO.EQ.NPI IO=IA1NF-ll
IF lKE(16).LT.31 GU Ta 13
lOw= 10
RC TF \I=P IZ91
RCTF "Z=RCTF"-.O 1
00 11 1=1,NF




















































ISN (,049 6010 FORMAT.///' ',7X,'K' ,3X,'REAl'.7X, 000(;5820
I 'REAl+COUlOMB',3X,'IMAGINARY',5X,'ERkGR IMAG',4X,'ERROR PEKC', 0(;005830
24X,'COUlGMB') 0(,005840
I S~j 0050 R-=-H 00005850
ISN 0051 00 2 1-= 1, NS 00005860
ISN 0052 R=R+H 001:05870
ISN 0053 PI ll=R 00005880
ISN u054 ~IIl=D.OO 000058<;0
lSN 0055 WII+NSJ=O.DO 00005900
ISN 0056 HI I+2*NS l-=O .DC OGüCj910
I SN 0057 .. 11 +3*NSl =0 .00 JOOC592C
lSN 0058 DV=O.OO :)0005930
ISN 0059 DVw-=O.DO O(.OC5940
ISN (0060 CAll POTE(P,PR,PI,NPI 00005950
ISN 0061 IFIKEI15l.EQ.Cl GO TO 3 000'05960
I SN (,063 CAll COUlPOl2,P,R,VC,VOI uOUlJ5970
ISN 0064 GO TO I 00005980
I SN :"065 3 IF IR-PI2l*AH131 4,5,5 OC005990
JSN 0066 4 VC=VO+R*R*V2 00006000
JSN 0067 GO TO 1 (;0006010
I SN 0068 5 VC=1.43985*PINP+4l/R ()LiOO6020 :::;
ISN 0069 I PRI2l=PRlll 0000603C
0
ISN 0070 i'Rl:i. J=PRll I-VC 00006040
I
lSN 0071 "I lJ-=Pkll! 00006('50
ISN 0072 wI I+NS 1=P Illl 00006060
.- I SN G073 IF IKEI181.U.31 GO T:: 81 0(,00607G" ISN G075 IF IR.GE.RCTFW2J GO TO 81 00006080
I SN CC77 00 150 K=IUW,IOW OCC06(9C
ISN 0078 11=K-IUh, 00006100
ISN ;:;079 I2=ll+IU2W COO06110
ISN G080 Y-=12*PJ*R/RCTFw 00C06120
ISN 0081 DO 160 J=IUW,IOW ()(jCljb130
I SN ('082 Jl-=J-IUIW 00006140
JSN 0083 J2=Jl+IU21i 00006150
ISN 0084 Z=J2*PJ*R/KCTH, 000[016(;
I SN e085 J F I RI 170,170,180 )0::-06170
ISN 001:)6 170 DV=DV+VARMIIIW+Il,IIw+J11 00006180
I SN C087 GC Ta 160 JCC"ü619C
ISN :i088 180 JV=OV+IOSINIYl*OSINIZI/IY*Zll·VARMIIIW+Il,IIw+Jll 00CO(;200
I SN ('089 160 CONT INUE 00006210
lSN 0090 150 CONTINUE JO()(J6220
ISN 0091 ~II+2*NSI=DSQRTIDV*CHI2*2.J~l 000,,6230









































81 IF IKE 191.Hl.ll ..RITE 16,6110IR,PRll1 ,PRI21 ,PlI 11
1 ,nI I+2"'NSl,O'lw, 'IC
2 CONTINUE
6110 FORMAT (' ',OPFIC.3,2X,611PD12.4,2X)1
6300 FORMAT 11/1' REAL POTENTIAL' I
31 KMR=MODIKEI141.101




.. RITE 16.600ll IRMSI Il. 1=1931, IRMSI I 1 .1=5.101
6001 FORMAT 11/' K-TH MOMENT FOR K = -2, -1••••• +5. +6'/9IFI2.5.2XII
VOl=RMSI41/IPI31*NA21
WRITE 16,60021 RMSI41.VOl
6002 FORMAT 1/' VOlUME = ',IPDI2.5,' PER NUClEON PAIR = '.lPD12.,1
IF IKMR.GT.OI .,RITE 18.70011 RMS
IF IIKEI171.NE.01.OR.IKEt161.lT.311 Ge TO 32
CAll ERMOMIII,IU,IO,IUI,IU2,VARM,RCTF,CHI2,RMS)
VOL=RMSI4IfIPI31*NA21
WRITE 16,65011 I RMSIII d=l,3l, IRMSII 1,1=5,101
6501 FORMAT IlIf' ERRORS OF K-TH MOMENT FOR K = -2, -I, ••• ,+5, +6'
1 f911PDI2.5,2XIII
WRITE 16,65021 RMSI41,VOl
6502 FORMAT 1/' ERROR 'IOlUME = ',lP012.5.' PER NUClEON PAIR = "
1 IP012.51
IF IKMR.GT.Ol ftRITE 18,70011 RMS
6400 FORMAT 11/1' IMAGINARY POTENTIAl'l
32 KMI=MODIKEI14I,lOOl/10







If(KE(18).lT~3J GO Ta 30
CAll ERMOMlllW,IUW,IOw.IU1W,IU2W,VAR~,RCTFW,CHI2,RMSl
VGl=RMSI4J/IPI31*NA2l




































































































































;:) fj"lIYJ 4 z,)
00000430
C-----SU8ROUTINE ZU~ PLOTTEN VON EXPERI~ENTELLEN UND THEORETISCHEN
CRELATIVEN wiRKuNGSQUERSCHNITTEN ISIG"IA/SIG"IA-RUTHERFORDI IM
C BEREICH I) BIS 60 GRAD; XYNETlCS-!>LOTTER
SUBROUTINE ~QFLOTIN1,T1,Sl.DS1,N2,T2,S21
REA.L*4 T1111,SlIlI,DS1I11,T2(1) ,S21l) ,TlbO')),Sl6001,OSl600),
1 XV 1 3 1tO. 0,-o. on9,0. il09 I , YV I 311CJ .001,- Ci. TJ1 , -0 • J 071 , ST 12 I
INTEGER*4 IBUFI5DJ)I.IFMTI51
LGGICAL*l ITEXTl201
C----- INI HAL (S I EREN

































00 1Gor) J= 1, 6
I SN DOO 2
ISN [)))3




































I S N ,),)41
[SN ,J:H2
[SN :),)44
[S N :J:>4 G
[SN ,):'47
ISN ;)048

















































110 CALL NU~BERlI+l.78+XlilN) ,1.5+YVtNI, ).28,5.~I,J.'),-11
X= 6.9,j+XVINI





























































) ') I)in 8 ') C'
I) 80 '),) Rl~
)(JO')Ü82(1














































































































































































(-----HGRIZONTALE GITTERLINIEN PLOTTEN 00n013DO
X~AX=14.0 00001310
IMAX=lJ J00013Z0
00 171 J=I,NOEK 00001330
IFIJ.GT.NDEK-ZlxMAX=6.0 00001340
I F I J. E'). NDEK 1 1'1.41=9 lj (l1),H 350















IF I IPLTYP. EQ.2I GPS=.06 oOO,)l51ll
00 183 N=1,3 000015Z0
XA=Z.0+XÜ+~VINI 00001530
YA=Z.D+NOEKMZ-VD+YVINI DOO~154D
IFI ITYP.EQ.OICAll SYMflDLlXA,VA,IG*O.07,ITEXTtl.O*IW,ZOI 00001550
IFI ITYP.EQ.llCAll SYMBlUXA,YA,IG*:;PS .ITEXT,I.0*IW,ZDJ OOiJ01560
IFIITYP.EQ.ZICALL SYMBL2IXA,YA,IG*GPS ,ITEXT,I.0*IW,2DI 00001510
























































6080 FORMATI'OKEIN PLOT DER EXPERIMENTELLEN PUNKTE DA OERE~ ANZAHL< 2'00001760
11 00001770
GOTO 320 00001780








6085 FORMAT (tOKE IN PLOT DER THEORET I SCHEN PUNKTE DA DEREN AI'l ZAHL < 2' 1 1)0001870
GOTO 320 00001880
212 00 214 [=l,NP 00001890
TIII=T2111 00001900
214 SIII=S21[1 00001910
21E 00 220 l=l,NP OOO~192n
C-----STREUWINKEL UM LINKS-/RECHTS-KORREKTUR BERICHTIGEN 00001930
TIII=TIII+OT 00001940
C-----U~RECHNUNG DER STREUWINKEL VON LABDR- IN SCH~ERPUNKTSYSTEM 00001950
IFIKINEMA.EQ.OIGOTO 217 00001960
IFII.EQ.IIWRITEI6,60951 00001970
6095- FOIlHAU'OUMRECtiNUNG DER STREUW I NKEL VON LA80R- IN SCHWERPUNK TSYSTE00001960
1M NOCH NICHT INSTALlIERT'1 00001990
C-----KOOROINATEN AUF BILDRAHMEN 8ESCHRAENKEN 00002000
217 IFITIII.GT.60.0ITIII~60.0 00002010
SIII=SIII*10.0**LOGF 00002020





C-----WINKELFEHLER IN WIRKUNGSQUERSCHNITT-FEHLER UMRECHNEN 00002060
IFII.EQ.1)02=ISI21-SllJ 1I1T121-TIlII*O.1 00002090
IFII.Hl.NPI02=ISINPI-SINP-lJ )/ITlNPI-T1NP-lJ 1*0.1 00002100
IFISII-11.GT.SIII.ANO.SII+II.GT.SIII)02=AMAXlIISII-11-SIIII/ITIII-0000211D
































C----MESSPUNKTE UNO FEHLERBALKEN PLOTTEN 00002170
230 IFIIPRINT.EQ.lIWRITE(6,6100111.TIII.SlIl,DSIII,I=1,NPI 00002180
6100 FORMATI'OGEGEBENE EXPERIMENTELLE PUNKTE:'I OD002190
1 '0 I THETA SIGMA DSIGMA'I 00002200
2 ' ---------------------------------------------'1 00002210
3 I' ',15,F10.3,F15.3,F15.311 00002220






240 CALL PLOTIX,Y.21 00002290
GOTO 320 00002300
C-----THEORET ISCHE PUNKTE DURCH POLYGONlUG VERBINDEN 00002310
250 IFIIPRINT.EQ.CIGOTO 274 00002320
WRITE16.61501 00002330
6150 FORMATI/'OGEGEBENE THEORETISCHE KOOROINATEN'I 00002340
1 '0 I THETA SIGMAOIB/SRI '1 00002350
2 ' ------------------------------1 I 00002360
WRITEI6.63001II.T1II,SIII,I=I.NPI 00002370
6300 FORMATI' I.I5,F10.2.FI5.31 00002380
274 00 279 N=I.3 00002390
CALL PLOTI2.0+0.2*Tl11+XVINI,2.+2.0*IALOG10ISI111-LOGMINI+YVINI.3100002400




CAll PLOTIO •• O•• 9991 00002450
WRITE16.66001 00002460














































C-----SUBROUTINE ZUM PLOTTEN EINES GEFUEllTEN
SUBROUTINE SYMRl4IXQ,YO,G,II.W,IPENI
I G= 100. O*G
IG=MAXOIIG.41/2*2
G2= IG*'J.005
ITYP=I ABS I I l)
IFIIPEN.lE.-lIGOTO 090
WRITE16.60001
6000 FORMATI'OAB6RUCH DA 6ETRAG DES 6. ARGUMENTS VON SYMBL4 NICHT
11 V' I
STOP
090 IFI IPEN.LE.-2ICAlL PlOTIXO.YO,21
GOTOll00,200,300,400.5001,ITYP
WRlTE16.6100J










































































IS N 0046 Y =YO+G2 00002930
ISN 0047 Y2=YO-G2 00\102940
ISN 0048 Y3= YO+E ;) 000 29 50
ISN 0049 Y4=YO-E 00002960
I SN '0050 CAlL PlOTIXl.Y,31 OOC0297Q
ISN 0051 CALL PlOTIX2.Y.2J 00002980
ISN 0052 210 Y=Y-0.00999 OOt'Q2990
ISN 0053 IfIV.lT.Y3JDX=,).O 00003000
ISN 0055 IfIV.lT.Y4ICX=-U.Ol 00003010
I SN J057 IfIV.lT.V2IRETURN 00003020
ISN 0059 X2= x2+DX 00003030
ISN J060 CAll PLOTIX2,Y,2J 00003040
ISN 0061 X1= xI-0X 00003050
ISN 0062 CAlL PlOTlxL.Y.2J 00003060
ISN 0063 Y=Y-O.OO999 00003070
ISN 0064 IfIY.LT.Y3JDX=O.O OllOO3080
ISN 0066 IFIV.lT.Y4JDX=-0.01 00003090
[SN 0068 IFIY.lT.V2JRETURN 00003100
[SN 0070 Xl=Xl-DX 01)003110
ISN 0071 CAll PlOTIX1.Y,21 00003120
ISN 0072 X2= X2+DX 00003130 0>0
ISN 0073 CALl PlOTIX2.Y,2J 00003140 I
ISN 0074 GOTO 210 00003150
C-----DREIECK-SYM80L OntlC!316"
[SN 0015 300 Xl=XO 00003170
ISN 0076 X2=XO 00003180
ISN 0017 V=VO+l.4"'G2 000"3190
ISN 0078 Y2=YO-O.6*G2 00003200
ISN 0019 CAlLPLCTIXO,Y,3J 00003210
ISN 0080 Y=Y-(l.U0999 00003220
ISN 0081 CAll PlOTIXO,Y,2J 00003230
IS N 0082 310 Y=Y-O.00999 00003240
ISN 0083 IFIY.lT.Y2IRETURN 00003250
ISN 0085 X1=X1-0.01 00003260
[SN 0086 CALL PlOTIX1.V,21 DOQD327tf
ISN 0087 X2=X2+0.01 00003280
ISN 0088 CAll PLOTIX2,Y,21 000Q3290
ISN 0089 Y=Y-O.OO999 Ol)OO330r;
ISN 0090 IF(Y.lT.Y2JRETUPN 00003310
ISN 0092 CAll PlOTIX2,Y,21 00003320
I SN 009 3 CAll PLOTIXl,Y,21 00003330
ISN 0094 GOTO 310 00003340
C-----RHUMBUS-SYMBOl 00003350
ISN ,):)95 4l)(J X1=Xtl 00003360
ISN 0096 X2=XO 00003370
ISN 0097 DX=O.Ol 00003380
ISN 0098 Y=YO+GZ 00003390
ISN 0099 Y2=YO-G2 00003400
ISN 0100 GALL PLOTIXO.Y,31 00003410
ISN 0101 410 Y=Y-0.00999 000034Z0
ISN 0102 IfIY.LT.YZ)RETURN 00003430
ISN 01J4 I f I Y.L T • YI} I OX =-0 .in 00003440
ISN 0106 X1=X1-0X 00003450
ISN 0107 GALL PLOTIX1,Y.21 00003460
ISN 0108 XZ=XZ+OX 00003470
ISN 0109 GALL PLOTIX2.Y.21 00003480
ISN 0110 Y=Y-Q.OO999 00003490
ISN 0111 IfIY.LT.Y2IRETURN 00003500
ISN 0113 IfIY.LT.YOIOX=-O.Ol 00003510
ISN 0115 XZ= X2+0X 000035Z0
ISN 0116 GAlL PLOTIX2.Y.21 00003530
[SN 0117 X1=X1-{)X 00003540
ISN 0118 CALL PlOTIXl.Y.2) 00003550
ISN 0119 GOTO 410 00003560 ~
G-----DOPPELPfEIL-SYMBOL 00003.570
ISN 0120 500 X1=XO-G2 00003580
ISN 01Zl XZ=XO+GZ 00003590
ISN 0122 DX=O.O 1 00003600
[SN 0123 Y =YO+G2 00003610
ISN 0124 Y2=YO-G2 000036Z0
[SN 0125 GAll PlOTIX1.Y.31 00003630
ISN 01Z6 GALl PlOTIX2,Y.21 00003640
ISN 01Z7 510 Y=Y-0.00999 00003650
ISN 0128 Ifly.~T.YÖIOX=-O.Ol 00003660
ISN 0130 IfIY.LT.Y2IRETURN 00003670
.ISN 0132 XZ=X2-0X 00003680
ISN ;)133 CALl PLOTIXZ.Y.ZI 00003690
[SN 0134 Xl=Xl+0X 00003700
ISN 0135 (ALL PlOTIXl.Y.21 00003710
ISN 0136 Y=Y-0.00999 000037Z0
ISN 0137 IfIY.lT.YOIDX=-O.Ol 00003730
ISN 0139 IfIY.LT.Y2IRETURN 00003740
ISN 0141 X1= Xl+0X 00003750
ISN 0142 (ALL PLOTIXl.Y.ZJ 00003760
ISN 0143 XZ=XZ-OX 00003770
ISN 0144 (ALL PLOTIX2,Y.21 00003780
ISN 0145 GOTO 510 00OO379C














































01 MENS ION PI 2) ,11 121 ,F( 21 , Tl 300 1 , S 130:» ,STl3 JO) ,OS l300 I, TTl3!)O I
DiMENSION X121,DUMM(3001
REAL*4 T413001,S413001,ST41300l.DS4(3Dnl.TT413COI
REAl*4 WI( 1000 I
REAL*8 PI/3.141592653589793DOI
COM:40N IINPT/KEI421 ,111, INI WOl
IF IKEI41.EQ.1l IIRITE (6,60011
6001 FORMAT (111' EQUIDISTANT CROSS SECTIONS FROM Tl TO T2, STEP :'1












































































ISNJ045 21 ST4{II=STIII OCOO4240
ISN 0046 CAll WOPlOTIM.T4,S4.DS4,MT,TT4,ST41 00004250
ISN 0047 J=JA ilOOO426()
ISN 0048 oe 30 I=I,M OOO~4270
ISN 0049 J=J+3 00004280
[SN 0050 PIJ)=TI I I ,)000429('1
I SN 0051 PIJ+ll=SI I) OOC04300
ISN 0052 PIJ+2)=DSIII 00004310
[SN 0053 30 CGNTINUE O(j(lö4320




ISN 0002 FUNCTION DENltPP.S) 00013910
C-----GAUSS-LADUNGSVERTEILUNG OES ALPHA-TEILCHENS
ISN 0003 IMPLICIT REAL*8 IA-H.O-Z) 00013930
ISN 0004 DIMENSION PPIZ.20).SI21 000139,.0
ISN 0005 DENl=O.DO 00013950
ISN 0006 C=PPll.21 00013960
ISN 0007 R=S131 00013990
(SN 0008 IF IR.GT.PPll.1)) RETURN 000l't000
ISN 0010 DENl=OEXP I-IR*R/IC*C) U
ISN 0011 RETURN 00014020



































































































































































































[SN OOOZ FUNCTION DENSIP,SI OOV06880
C-----GAUSS-3 DENSITY FOR FB ASYMPTDTIC OOJ06890
ISN OHl3 IMPLICIT REAL*8 IA-H,D-ZI 00006900
ISN 0004 DIMENSION PIZ),SIZI 00006910
ISN 0005 DENS=O.DO 00006920
[SN 0006 C=PL431*PI31**II.DO/3.DOI 0OOO693()
ISN 0007 A=P1441 00006940
ISN 0008 W=P(45) 00006950
ISN 0009 R=S131 00006960
I SN O:nO IF IR.GT.P(42)) RETURN 00006970
[SN OHZ DENS=II.D~+R*R*W/IC*Cll/ll.00+DEXPIIR*R-C*CI/IA*AIII 1)01)06980
ISN 0013 RETURN 00006990
[SN 0014 END 00007000
ISN OOOZ FUNCTIDN DENSPIPP,SI 00')07010
C-----3-PARAMETER GAUSS-VERTEILUNG DER PROTONEN 001107020
ISN 0003 IMPLICIT REAL*8 IA-H,O-ZI 00007030
ISN 0004 DIMENSION PPIZ),SIZI 00007040
ISN 0005 DENSP=O.DO 00007050
ISN 0006 C=PP1461 00007060 '"IS'l 0007 A=PP L47} 00007070 -<
ISN 0008 W=PP1481 00:107080
ISN 0009 R= SL 3) :10'.107090
ISN 0;) lJ IF LR.GT.PPI421) RETURN 00007100
ISN OI)1Z OENSP=Ll.DO+R*R*W/IC*CII/ll.D)+DEXPIIR*R-C*CI/IA*All) 00007110
ISN 0013 RETURN 00007120















































C-----SUBROUTINE ZU~ PLOTTEN VON EX~ERIMENTELlEN UND THEORETISCHEN
C RELATIVEN WIRKUNGSQUERSCHNITTEN ISIGMA/SIGMA-RUTHERFORDl IM












































































ISN J03'l 00 100 1=1,10 00004820
ISN 0;)39 X=X~O.2 {'()!J0483G
ISN 0040 CAll PLCTIX,Y,21 00004840
ISN )041 Yl=0.5*YO \) 0/J ') 48 50
I SN 0042 IFII.EQ.5IYl=Y'j 00004860
ISN 0044 IFII.EQ.I0IYl=1.5*YO 00004870
ISN 0046 Y=Y~Yl OO(!O4880
ISN 0047 CAlL PlOTIX,Y,21 00004890
ISN 0048 Y=Y-Yl 00004900
ISN 0049 100 CAlL PLCTIX,Y,21 00004910
ISN u<l50 Y=Y+12*K-31*O.Dl 00004920
ISN 0051 CAlL PLCTI14.Cl,Y,31 00004930
ISN 0052 105 CALL PlOTll.99,Y,21 00004940
ISN 0053 00 115 N=l,3 00004950
ISN 0054 CALl NUMBERll.9+XVINJ,l.5+YVINI.0.28,).O,O.O.-11 00004960
ISN OJ55 00 110 1=2,12,2 OOf)(J4970
ISN 0056 110 CALl NUM8ERII+1.78+XVINI.I.5+YVINI,O.28,10.*I.0.0,-11 00004980
ISN 0057 X= 6.90+XV(NI 00004990
I S N 0058 Y=O.8~YVINI 00!N5000
ISN 0059 CALL SYM8L2IX,Y,O.35,'2'.O.),ll 00005010
ISN 0060 X=X+0.37 00005020 '"'"ISN t')()61 GCTOllll,1121,lA8CMS 00005030
ISN 0062 111 CAll SYM80LIX,Y,O.14,'l'.D.O,ll 00005040
ISN 0063 X=X+O.12 fJC.J(j,) 50 50
ISN 0)64 IF IIPLTYP.EQ.21 X=X-.018 00005060
I SN 0066 CALL SYMBlIIX,Y,O.14,'A8'.O.O,21 00005070
ISN 0067 X=X+0.42 ., 000 50 80
ISN 0068 GOTO 113 00005090
ISN 0069 112 CAlL SYMBOlIX,Y.0.14.'CM'.O.O,21 00005100
ISN 0070 X=X+3*O.14 (jOO, 51 lI?
ISN 0071 113 CAlL SYMBL1IX,Y,O.28.'(',O.D.l1 00005120
{SN 0072 X=X~O.28 00005130
ISN J073 CAlL SYMBLIIX,Y,O.28.'OEG' ,0.'),31 00005140
ISN 0074 X=X+O.84 00005150
ISN ::1075 115 CALL SYMBLIIX.Y,O.28,'!',O.J,11 llOQ,)5160
C-----Y-ACHSEN PLOTTEN 00005170
ISNOO76 00 125 K=I.2 00005180
{SN 0077 X/)=12*K-31*O.1 OO0ü51<;O
ISN 0078 X=2.0+12.0*IK-ll 00005200
ISN J07<; Y=2.0 00005210
ISN OJ8J CAll PlOTIX,Y,31 00005220
I S N 0081 X=X+l.5*XO 00005230











































































































































































C-----HCRIZONTAlE GITTERLINIEN PLOTTEN QOOD5680
XMAX=14.0 00005690
IMAX=10 0000S700
00 170 J=l,NDEK 00005710
IFIJ.GT.NDEK-2JXMAX=6.0 0000S720
IFIJ.EO.NDEKIIMAX=9 0000S730
00 170 I=2,IMAX 00005740
X=Z.Ol ,IQ0057S0













IF IIPLTYP.EO.ZI GPS=.06 nOD0589ry
00 188 N=1,3 00005900
XA=2.0+XO+X\lINI 00005910
YA= Z.O +NOEKM2-YO +YV I NI 000 ~ 592!.'
IFI ITYP.EQ.OICAll SYMBOLlXA,YA,IG*O.07,ITEXT,l.O*IW,Z(1I 00005930
IFI ITYP.EO.lICAll SYMBlllXA.YA.IG*GPS • ITEXT,l.O*IW.ZOl 00005940
IFIITYP.EQ.ZICAll SYMBl2IXA,YA,IG*GPS .ITEXT,1.0*IW.ZOI 00005950























































6080 FORMATl'OKEIN PLOT DER EXPERIMENTELLEN PUNKTE DA DEREN ANZAHL< 2'0000614Q
11 0000Cl50
GOTO 320 00006160








6085 FORMATl'OKEJN PLOT DER THEGRETISCHEN PUNKTE DA DEREN ANZAHL< 2'1 00006250
GOTO 320 00006260
212 OG 214 I=I.NP 00006270
Tlll=T2111 00006280
214 SIII=S2111 00006290
216 00 220 1=I.NP 00006300
C-----STREUWINKEL U~ LINKS-/RECHTS-KORREKTUR BERICHTIGEN 00006310
Tl1I=TIII+OT 00006320
C-----UMRECHNUNG DER STREUWINKEL VON LABOR- IN SCHWERPUNKTSYSTEM 00006330
IFIKINEMA.EQ.OIGOTO 217 00006340
IFlI.EQ.llWRITEI6.60951 000';)6350
6095 FORMATl'OUMRECHNUNG DER STREUWINKEL VON LABOR- IN SCHWERPUNKTSYSTE00006360
1M NOCH NICHT INSTALLIERT' 1 00006370





1Ft IRA.EQ.lJOSl I I=OSIIJ*SI I 1 00006430
IFlIRA.EQ.210SIII=OSIII*10.D**LOGF 00006440
IFIIDXOY.EQ.OIGOTO 220 00006450
C-----WINKELFEHLER IN WIRKUNGSQUERSCHNITT-FEHLER UM~ECHNEN 0000646Q
IFII.EQ.IID2=ISI21-S1111/ITI21-TII11*O.1 00006470
IFl I.E Q.NP 102= ISI NP I-SI NP-lI)/ I TlNP I-Tl NP-li 14<0.1 00006480
IFlSlI-ll.GT.Slll.ANO.SII+II.GT.SIIII02=AMAXIIISII-II-SIIJI/lT(II-00006490
1 Tll-lll,ISIJ+lI-SIIIIIlTII+lI-TlII)I*O.1 00006500
02= I SI I +lI-S 11-11 J / I TI I + li-Tl I -11 1*0. 1 00006510































C-----MESSPUNKTE UND FEHLERBALKEN PLOTTEN 00006550
230 IFIIPRlNT.EC.lJWRITEI6.61001Il.Tlll.SIII,DSIII,l=1,NPI 0000656(\
6100 FORMATI'OGEGEeENE EXPERIMENTEllE PUNKTE:'/ 00D06570
1 '0 I THETA SI GMA DSIGMA' / 00006580
2 ' ---------------------------------------------'/ 00006590
3 I' ',I5,FI0.3,F15.3,F15.311 :)001)6600






240 CAll PlOTIX,Y,21 00006670
GOTO 320 OO~06680
C-----THEORETISCHE PUNKTE DURCH POLYGONZUG VERBINDEN 00006690
250 lFIIPRINT.EC.CIGOTO 274 00006700
WRITE16,61501 OO~ry6710
6150 FORMATI/'OGEGEBENE THEORETISCHE KOORDINATEN'/ 00006720
1 '0 I THETA SIGMAIMB/SRJ'/ 00D06730
2 ' -----------------------------" (lO')l.1674("
WRITEI6,6300JII,TlII,SIII,I=I,NPI 00006750
6300 FORMATI' ',I5.FI0.2,F15.3J 00006760
274 00 279 N=1,3 00006770
CAll PLOTI2.0+0.1*Tll)+XVINI,2.+2.0*IAlOG10IStlll-l0GMlNI+YVlNI,310000c780
00 279 I=2,NP 00006790











8. Index of Modules and Subroutines
Seite Seite
M\!lDINA 65 - 103 P\!lsw 104 - 108
CALFUN 78 P\!lTE 104
C\!lUL~M 84 P~TPR 106
C~ULP\!l 90
P\!lFB 109 - 116
CSPL~T 101
DEN 95 P(ilTE 109
DEN 2 95 P(ilTPR 113
DENPR 103
P\!lGA 117 - 127
ERM\!lM 98
FUN 99 DENPR 122
FX 93 DENS 121
GRID 74 DENSP 122
H\!lRA 66 DPN 121
INPUT 67 P\!lTE 117
M\!lMENT 97 P\!lTPR 125
~PTI\!lN 66
P\!lGAFB 128 - 142
\!lUTPUT 95
P~TE 90 DEFB 134
P\!lTPR 103 DENPR 135
RUTHF 103 DENS 133
SCAMP\!l 68 DENSP 134
SCTRLA 65 DPN 133
SI 101 P\!lTE 128








P0AR 143 - 155 DCF3 185
DENPR 150 DENl 185




FXV 147 DENS 186
P0TE 143 DENSP 186
P0TPR 153
DEG3FB 187
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